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ABSTRACT 

 

Urban Circuitry: Community Building Through Noise in Downtown New York City 1973-1981 

 

Since the release of Please Kill Me by Legs McNeil and Gillian McCain over twenty 

years ago there has been a veritable boon of musical oral histories. It seems that no major city 

nor music movement can be verified without this poly-vocal description of their past. These 

stories told by the people who lived them offer a useful compendium to both academic 

scholarship and music journalism which have previously shaped the narrative of rock history. 

However, absent in many of these historical accounts is a consideration of both audience 

reception and the sound itself.  

Conversely, musicological histories focus their studies on music as central object; one 

impervious to social factors. In this dissertation I want to unshackle both music as static 

composition as well as the unilateral directionality of sound to audience. That music, specifically 

noise, is not a concretized reverberation but instead a transmittable force or energy. I look at how 

audiences and the bands themselves shape and are shaped by music’s affective charge allowing 

the experience of live music to become a collaboration that opens new possibilities for selfhood 

and relationality. Beginning with the affective quality of noise in Suicide in the early 1970s, 

there is an examination about how live noise creates communal intimacy. The history of this 

philosophy of noise is then traces through the No Wave scene in the late 1970s through the 

mutant disco movement of the 1980s.  These band’s atonality is in fact a pantonality in their 

music reflecting the polytonality of their community. Finally, this dissertation extends No 

Wave’s history from one characterized as a niche and nihilistic musical footnote to one that 

speaks to a collective intimacy dependent on live performance and space. The import of the No 
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Wave bands is not found in the noisy sound of future disciples of dissonance, but instead in the 

cross-pollinated club scene in downtown New York City in the 1980s. 
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Introduction 

 

“I like the term ‘No Wave’ because it has the word ‘NO’ in it,” quipped Lydia Lunch in 

describing the origins of downtown New York’s musical post-punk scene. No Wave is a scene 

that is described as much by what it isn’t, then what it is. No Wave, a New York City musical 

genre that spanned from 1976 to approximately 1982 is often characterized as ephemeral, 

nihilistic, anti-musical and arty. For such a short-lived scene it is somewhat surprising that in 

2006 there were no less than three films and ten books dedicated to No Wave. Some of these 

accounts describe how the music mirrored the backdrop of a bankrupt city and music made in the 

wake of a country that was slowly shifting towards conservatism under President Reagan. Others 

discuss No Wave as a musical scene, attempting to find a common identity or sound of the bands 

(which is then adamantly denied by the bands themselves). This latter practice is all-too-common 

in music history books, to say nothing of the industry’s marketing practices. Punk might be the 

most obvious examination of a scene that was small and equally short-lived but who lacks no 

loss of spilled ink in the construction of their mythology. No Wave, on the other hand, went 

relatively unnoticed for the better part of thirty years. 

No Wave also is argued as the closest musical rock genre to avant-garde. The last charge 

also brings along a host of assumptions regarding the musicians: that they are white, middle-

class art school kids who attempted to make an avant-garde art project through unlistenable 

music Often viewed as a branch of the burgeoning post-punk genre, No Wave is characterized as 

the most nihilistic and inaccessible of all the post-punk bands. Because many of the No Wave 

bands never recorded, there is a lack of literature surrounding their scene. Additionally, they 

were comprised of under twenty bands and lasted for only four short years. Yet, in 2006 there 
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was no less than ten books and films dedicated to post-punk and over half were on the niche 

scene of No Wave.   

The two main reasons for No Wave’s lack of academic study are the challenging 

atonality of the music and the lack of recorded material. Since their live shows were really the 

basis of this research it should come as no surprise the the bulk of No Wave’s resurgence came 

from the members of the scene itself (Sonic Youth’s Thurston Moore, TV Party host and 

Interview writer Glenn O’Brien and Talking Heads’ David Byrne). The current material on No 

Wave does a good job of articulating the history of the scene, especially in the shifting semantics 

of works like “punk”, “post-punk”, “New Wave”, and “No Wave”, which at a point in the late 

1970s were all synonyms. There are also many books that discuss the subtle differences between 

the bands’ sounds, especially and Simon Reynold’s 2006 book, Rip-It Up and Start Again which 

makes the informed argument for why U.S. and U.K. post-punk (including No Wave) was 

arguably a more important musical stamp in history than its oft-discussed pre-cursor of punk. I 

am to shift the view away from the only the bands and their sound and instead concentrate on 

two co-operative aspects of No Wave in particular: philosophical underpinnings and the 

relationship between band and audience. It is the latter part of this examination that goes to the 

heart of why I chose such a niche scene. Often No Wave artists are seen as attacking their 

audience, as many of these bands use atonal soundscapes played at deafening volumes. Yet, one 

of the tenants of the No Wave scene was its inclusiveness, and I aim to show that their musical 

‘noise’ reconfigured preconceived notions of what a live music performance should entail, as 

well as an intimate, dialogical co-articulation between performer and audience.   

 No Wave was not a homogeneous musical movement or genre, but instead a spectrum of 

political and aesthetic art practices. Using both a socio-historical and music-analytic examination 
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of New York City’s No Wave scene in the late 1970s and trace it through the rise of disco and 

clubs in the early 1980s. As a musical “movement” No Wave peaked in 1978 at the tail-end of 

the punk movement and right before the more commercially viable New Wave. Yet, beyond the 

objectivity of the music itself, that the live shows give No Wave its historical significance. No 

Wave did not necessarily lead to indie rock the rise of noise bands, but created a social 

framework which ultimately lead to a “staged utopia” with the Mudd Club. Through an 

examination of various bands that are tied to the scene, their use noise and their affective 

performance helps us to understand society through sound.  

The introduction looks at two specific historical events in New York City in the late 

1970s that loom large in the rise of No Wave.   Ford’s refusal to bail out the bankrupt city in 

1975 and the city’s mass blackout in 1977 are used as turning points in larger discussions about 

the crime, urban geography and ethos of the city at this time. Additionally, these two events 

along with the musical uprising of punk rock make NYC ripe for an avant-garde musical 

movement. Finally, I interrogate No Wave’s “no” positioning as not the weaponizing sonics 

often put forth nor a mirroring of their scene’s urban landscape, but instead as a place of 

complete musical freedom.  

Chapter 1 goes back in time to look at New York City at the onset of the 1970s.  I 

examine the musical shift from the last gasp of San Francisco’s Haight scene to the rising NYC 

glam scene. In particular I focus on the experimental noise duo Suicide who’s approach toward 

both sound and live performance would lay the foundation for their musical peers in the No 

Wave scene. By examining Suicide members Marty Rev and Alan Vega as emblems of both the 

experimental influence of jazz and the political bent of the Project of the Living Arts, the 

combination of interests and philosophies become key components of the later No Wave 
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influence. This chapter specifically looks at three areas of Suicide’s live shows: their alienating 

stage presence, their auditory roughness or emphasis on dissonance and noise and their 

subjugation of their audience. Specifically, this chapter, and by extension entire dissertation, 

aims to ask these questions: What do we have the capacity to hear when we are enmeshed within 

a unknown or uncomfortable sonic paradigm? What if the sound we hear is not stable or 

knowable, but instead fluid and changing? Does this create new ways of both listening and 

being? Does immersing ourselves in noise and threatening performance help question both ideas 

about normativity and expectation in music as well as ideas about ourselves? 

Using Suicide’s most (in)famous song “Frankie Teardrop” as a guide, I argue the band’s 

‘noise’ is merely an excess of sound that undoes the boundary of self. In this way I look at how 

Suicide both breakdown audience identity and tease out my argument that this allows for new 

modes of relationality in the live performance space. In order to look at the live experience of a 

Suicide show, we must look at two things individually—both the sound and psychical space- 

before examining the both in tandem. Much of the rationale for this method lies in my claim that 

there is an intrinsic link between excess noise and intimacy that can be made sonically, which is 

then strengthened when positioned in the context of small live space.    

Chapter 1 looks at both the Suicide’s sound and musical philosophy as an examination of 

audience expectation and response. Instead of the confrontational nature the band is often 

characterized by, this chapter shows how Suicide’s aural extremities create a more intimate 

relationship between performer and audience. Noise, instead of alienating the audience, brings 

the listener closer to the experience of sound. Instead of creating a dichotomy of us versus them, 

Suicide’s sound carries an affective charge which in turn creates positions of relationality 

between performer and audience. Suicide’s almost ‘counter-performance’ creates a politics of 
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powerlessness in their audience that instead of the adhering to the traditional nihilistic narrative 

of noise music, actually creates a sonic intimacy that allows for the possibility of new modes of 

sociality. 

Chapter 2 begins to turn toward the rise of the No Wave scene. Beginning in 1976 the 

year “that punk died”, I look at four of the ‘core’ bands that are later featured on Brian Eno’s 

document of the scene No New York. These bands include James Chance and the Contortions, 

Lydia Lunch’s Teenage Jesus and the Jerks, DNA and Mars. I highlight the same three tenants 

featured in Suicide’s live shows, specifically an interest in amateurism, agreement of the 

affective power of music and audience, and atonality.  Using the previous chapter’s emphasis on 

audience, I initially look at the space in which these shows take place.  I then go on to shift the 

focus from performer to audience in both response and engagement. Finally, I analyze some of 

the core musical choices and sounds in each band as a way to show that their use of atonal 

sounds is born out of similar concepts to Arnold Schoenberg’s “Emancipation of Dissonance”. 

Musical textbooks often credit Schoenberg with the invention of 20th century dissonance in 

music. However, what Schoenberg was really engaged with was ‘freeing’ dissonant sounds from 

their musical resolve. Instead of giving primacy to atonality, Schoenberg was merely making it 

an equal with music’s traditional tonal center.  What Schoenberg created wasn’t the modern idea 

of atonality, but a musical pantonality.  It is this same idea—of the democracy of sound through 

atonality—that I look at the potentiality for inclusion in a No Wave music which is too often 

characterized as “isolationist” dissonance.   

Chapter 3 is a historical chapter looking at the development of the Mudd Club in 1979. 

Given that this club was the brainchild of No Wavers, it is shown that the club’s hybridization 

and artistic utopian potential are the actual the legacies of No Wave music. Through their interest 
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in malleability and openness, No Wave bands start to both redefine boundaries of musical genres 

as well as music venues. A once small scene suddenly opens to the commercial potential of 

clubs. This chapter ends with how the music industry re-branded rhetoric surrounding disco and 

club, shifting a momentary melting pot of cultures and sexualities back into rigid class and color 

distinctions. 

Chapter 4 continues the historical discussion of New York City in the early 1980s. As the 

viability of the city’s downtown art scene grew to include graffiti, dance, performance as well as 

music, the rest of America returned to a more conservative rhetoric and sound. Record 

companies re-brand disco as New Wave, effectively whitewashing an entire community, which 

effectively ends No Wave’s open borders. Music becomes interwoven into identity politics and 

while many of the New York bands incorporate global sounds, the effect becomes ironic and 

distant. The chapter ends with a discussion of how Blondie’s use of disco and the Talking Heads’ 

incorporation of African poly-rhythms in effect widened the distance between the performer and 

their audience. These two classic examples of new “New Wave” bands are then juxtaposed 

against the more funk-heavy dance sound of original No Wave musician’s new mutant disco 

project. Examination of James White and the Blacks album “Off-White” versus the Talking 

Heads’ Fear of Music both released in 1979 shows how two similar takes on dance music can 

generate radically different live music experiences. 

While this dissertation is heavily steeped in noise, I want to dispel ideas that noise is 

simply either an academic fetish or a straight-man’s way to get in a little kink by way of sonic 

S&M. I also want to take this a step further in which to say that noise music, specifically the kind 

of atonal and extreme dissonance of bands like Suicide, needs to be experienced live in order to 

fully understand its creative intent and potentiality. Noise music need not be for the morally-
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heightened hipster. One need not have gotten old or lost all courage to listen to this type of 

music; one must let go of states of self-protection in order to understand its power. The basic 

argument that painful songs are really only reserved for those that haven’t yet experienced real 

pain. While British punk rock is often seen as a class-based argument and those that were 

‘punks’ were really on the dole, American punk rock in New York City is often characterized as 

middle-class, suburban white kids trying to dirty themselves downtown. Or the concurrent 

argument that somehow the more ‘difficult’ or inaccessible the music, the more avant-garde the 

work. In fact, part of the trouble critics encounter when grappling with No Wave’s music that 

they are examining the artifact and not the encounter. The performative aspect is central to 

understanding their use of noise as well as noting the underlying reasons behind historical 

solidification of the punk scene and the omission of their noisy No Wave neighbors. The 

experience of an overwhelming sonic onslaught is no more a mirror into life’s ills than it is a 

predilection for musical masochism. This shift in how we approach music causes a shift away 

from the musical objects we study, and toward an intrinsically human and material realm. In 

other words, an investigation into music reveals an investigation into relationships and 

community. Ideally this study of No Wave is a larger study of how noise can be a means of 

orienting ourselves to the world, a use of experimentation in sound as an experimentation of the 

social, and a place for intimacy, not alienation.
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Chapter 1: Suicide is Painful 

 

“Only one thing I know for sure: if George Lucas had been really hip, he would have had 

Suicide playing in the Star Wars Cantina scene”. –Michael Stipe, REM1 

 

Anger is an Energy 

There a was rumor of an ax.  People say they saw an audience member hurl the weapon 

directly at the stage nearly taking out Suicide’s frontman Alan Vega. In 1978 The Clash hand-

picked the gritty New York punk duo, as well as the much less threatening “punk” Elvis Costello 

to open their first full European tour. It was a giant step for a band that had barely toured outside 

of the island of New York. “From the frying pan into the fire,” described Vega of Suicide’s 

transition from playing from 400 to 15,000 people a night.2 Vega took it all in stride. The “Elvis 

from hell” lead singer was accustomed to hostile audiences. At times it almost seemed that 

Suicide thrived on the animosity of the audience. So, what if the firing squad now rivaled a 

football field?3 In Jerome Hansen’s 2008 review of Suicide’s boxed set, Live 1977-1978, he 

contends, “few bands in the history of popular music have done better to live up to the romantic 

trope of misunderstood outsiders turned artistic pioneers than synth-punk duo Suicide”.4  For the 

first time the mythic musical contrarians can be heard in their heyday.  Up until 2008 there were 

almost no live Suicide records. The boxed set gives listeners a glimpse into the electronic 

                                                           
1 Nobakht, David, Suicide: No Compromise (London, England: SAF Publishing Ltd., 2005), 117. 

2 Bert, Bob. Liner Notes. Suicide, Suicide: The Second Album + The First Rehearsal Tapes, CD (Mute Records, 1999). 

3 Ibid. 

4 Jerome Hansen, “Live 1977-1978,” Popular Music & Society 32, no. 4 (October 2009): 553, 

https://doi.org/10.1080/03007760902924709. 
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minimalism of a Suicide show. Most striking about this boxed set was not so much the dissonant 

and raw sound of the band, but the “audible reaction of its audience”, which Hansen describes as 

“mutating into a ceaseless drone of anger”.5 It is the audience’s revolt upon hearing Suicide’s 

music that is most often cited when discussing the history of the band. However, too often this 

response is written off as a product of Suicide’s sound—their extreme volume and one-note-

drone as being intentionally weaponizing. Suicide spewed out electronic noise and their audience 

responded by picking up their axes. 

 

The Early Years 

The duo that ultimately came to be known as “Suicide” in the seventies started from two 

very different artistic backgrounds.  Both Martin Reverby (a.k.a. “Marty Rev”) and Alan 

Bermowitz (later known as Alan Vega) were both lifelong New Yorkers, whose childhood and 

formative arts experience shaped their individual aesthetic philosophy and ultimately their 

approach to their band. Born on December 18, 1947 in the Bronx, Rev’s childhood was filled 

with music. His mother, an accomplished pianist, taught her son the instrument at a young age. 

Rev’s father on the other hand was a musical autodidact, teaching himself to play almost every 

instrument he could find.6 Rev recalls his father could hear a song and within minutes he would 

begin playing it. Every Sunday afternoon the entire Reverby family would get together for jam 

sessions. Marty’s dad would lead on the mandolin with 3-year old Marty joining in on 

homemade tin can percussion while his older brother accompanied on the accordion.7 This early 

                                                           
5 Ibid. 

6 Needs, Kris, Dream Baby Dream: A New York Story (New York, NY: Omnibus Press, 2015), 12. 

7 Ibid. 
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exposure cemented young Martin’s love for music and experimentation.  

While Rev performed improvised sets with his family, he was also a radio devotee. “I 

listened to rock n’ roll, doo-wop and rhythm and blues before any other music,” he recalls. “I 

started getting interested in modern jazz around 12 years-old, as it seemed very challenging and 

was like an instrumental version of the blues to me, with a lot of potential for development”.8  By 

the age of twelve, Marty’s mother enrolled him in piano lessons. Initially, the young boy 

resented being cloistered inside, day after day watching his friends play ball in the streets while 

he learned scales. Still, the dedication to his craft paid off as Marty began to show signs of being 

a musical prodigy on piano. Rev’s mom started taking him all the way to Harlem to take lessons 

from some of the local jazz greats. It was here that one of his instructors told Revs to check out a 

show at the famous jazz and bebop club the Five Spot. In 1961 at the age of 14, Marty Rev saw 

Thelonious Monk for the first time. “Monk was intensively creative and hip to me in my early 

teens,” says Rev. “His harmonic vision was totally his own and different from all other 

instrumentalists.”9 Rev was especially impressed with the jazz great’s experimental take on 

composition. “Rather than focus on the more horizontal chord progression that most players built 

their improvisations on, Monk would concentrate on the harmonization of the individual notes of 

the song’s melody.”10 This type of playing allowed for Monk to create relationships between 

sounds versus the melody dictated by the song. Monk’s experiments broadened Rev’s 

understanding of the possibilities in music. The young piano player began to spend all his time 

practicing and listening to jazz albums. Yet, it wasn’t merely the sound of records or jazz clubs 

                                                           
8 Ibid. 

9 Ibid., 17. 

10 Ibid. 
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that inspired Rev’s musical direction. While his friends would be out catching the latest flick, 

Rev states he was “more attracted to the street sound and the images that were closely 

surrounding me.”11 It was this blend of influences—urban cityscapes and experimental jazz—

that shaped Rev’s future musical leanings and ultimately led to Suicide’s amalgamated sound. 

While Marty Rev was taking in the Harlem jazz scene, his future partner was toiling 

away in Brooklyn. Born on June 23, 1938, Alan Vega grew up in the Lower East Side for the 

first three years of his life before his family moved to Bensonhurst, Brooklyn. A curious and 

creative child, Vega spent much of his adolescence going to museums, fascinated by the art. 

Initially, music was not his calling. “I remember when I was a kid,” recalls Vega, “I made a list 

of all the things I wanted to be from 1 to 100. Musician was at the bottom; I was afraid of the 

stage.”12 Even though Vega didn’t show an early interest in music, it didn’t stop his parents from 

trying to divert their son’s attention indoors. “My mother said to me one day, ‘Look, I’ll get you 

a violin or whatever—play what you want, take lessons. But you cannot be on the street playing 

stickball.’ I said, ‘Sorry, Mom. I’m going out on the street,’ and that was that.”13  

As Vega’s interest in art deepened, he eventually gave up stickball for sculpting. In the 

late 1950s, Vega went to college to study fine art and physics at Brooklyn College of Manhattan 

graduating in 1960. That fall he married his college sweetheart and the two moved into a one-

bedroom apartment in the Bronx.14  Though very little is written about this time in Vega’s life, it 

is documented that Vega worked for some time as a social worker for the Welfare Department 

                                                           
11 Ibid., 19. 

12 Tschinkel, Paul, “Alan Vega / Suicide: An Artist’s Story No. 71A,” ART/new york, 2004, http://artnewyork.org/. 

13 Needs, Kris, Dream Baby Dream: A New York Story, 16. 

14 “Suicide,” Archives, n.d., archives.org. 
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and managed to dodge the Vietnam draft. At some point around 1968, Vega quits his day job and 

commits to be an artist full-time. Though it is not stated at which gallery, Vega’s first show is in 

1968 and features his light sculptures. In 1969, Vega leaves his wife of nine years and moves 

into Manhattan. It is somewhat telling that Vega never mentions this history in any of his 

interviews. His shift away from a full-time job and the responsibilities of family as a conscious 

choice may have steeled his resolve to become an artist no matter what the cost. It also shows 

Vega’s interest in framing his own narrative. Both early actions give indications into how Vega 

would later come to position his band Suicide. 

 

Art Activists 

By the late 1960s in New York City, SoHo was becoming downtown’s art hot spot. 

Artists flocked to the somewhat seedy area in hopes of cheap rent and large lofts in which to 

create. In 1963 the Artists Tenants Association petitioned Mayor Robert Wagner asking that 

buildings lacking a Certificate of Occupancy or zoned for residential use instead be given over to 

artist’s spaces.  Fluxus founder George Maciunas was an early investor in creating these artists 

co-ops, one of which would house Jonas Mekas’s space ‘Film-Maker’s Cinematique’ and later 

the Project of the Living Artists (PLA), a performance space funded by the New York Council of 

the Arts. Sensing the changing tides for the arts, Vega became involved with the Art Workers 

Coalition (AWC), a political socialist collective formed in 1969 that demonstrated and lobbied 

for artist’s rights. Comprised of artists, writers and critics, the AWC pressured established art 

spaces to reduce their exclusivity, famously barricading the Museum of Modern Art to argue for 

a wider demographic of artists. “Although the AWC only lasted until late 1971, its activists 
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brought crucial changes to how museums interacted with artists.”15  

 By 1969 Vega had begun working (and illegally living) at the PLA. “We were basically 

5 janitors that were paid to keep the space open 24 hours a day,” says Vega, “so that any artists 

could do anything they wanted any time of the day.”16 At the PLA, Vega’s more traditional art 

began to morph into a fascination with electric light sculpture. Vega’s pieces “used electric lights 

and ready-mades—Catholic kitsch trinkets, plastic toys, porno cards, celebrity photos—to create 

trash-culture shrines from some post-cataclysmic America of the near future.”17  

In 1970 with the help of OK Harris’ gallery director Ivan Karp, who was the unofficial 

mayor of SoHo’s art scene, Vega was able to show his work. Karp was well-known for having 

given early breaks such ‘60s pop artists as Warhol, Lichtenstein and Rauschenberg. Vega’s early 

shows involved various light sculptures, many of which he’d nicked from the streets. “I had no 

money in those days. I’d go down to the subway station and steal lights or find great pieces in the 

trash,” recalls Vega. “I’d leave plenty of train stations dark.”18 

 For his last show at OK Harris under the moniker of ‘Alan Suicide’, Vega erected a 

sculpture of broken TV sets blasting the Kentucky derby at extreme decibels. When none of his 

sculptures sold, Karp complained that Vega’s art looked like street trash. “Well, of course,” Vega 

would counter, “I found it on the street. Dust to dust, ashes to ashes, man.”19 This idea of 

incorporating the ‘street’ into his art would become a theme for Vega’s band Suicide. He recalls 
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that often street kids would see his light sculpture and come in to warm their snow laden clothes, 

stringing jackets and shirts from the warm bulbs. “I loved that man,” Vega lights up, “The 

hanging of the coats became part of the overall thing. I always thought art should have some kind 

use in life.”20 Seeing the interaction between his art and his audience, Vega used to see his pieces 

less as static art that hung in a gallery, and instead as environmental installations that were part 

of the experience. Karp was less than amused. As Vega’s pieces never translated into 

profitability, the gallery owner stopped booking the sculptor. It wouldn’t take long for Vega to 

find a new way creating environmental art.  

 

An Affective Iggy 

In September 1969, at the urging of his friend from Project of Living Arts, Vega decided 

somewhat reluctantly to agree to see the Detroit rock band the MC5 at the New York State 

Pavilion in Flushing, Queens However, it wasn’t the headliner that would capture the attention of 

the artist. “The Stooges were opening for the MC5. Iggy [Pop]came onstage, and it was 

unbelievable, visually to the music, the whole act…I was spellbound,” says Vega. “It was 

nothing like Alice Cooper, who was theatrical. This theater was the real deal.”21  Vega instantly 

responded to Pop’s feral performance which included jumping into the audience, glaring at his 

‘prey’ while mouthing curses at them, then turning the violence inward by cutting himself on 

stage. Vega was hooked. The next night he dragged another friend from the PLA to Flushing to 

witness the Stooges. “His mouth dropped,” Vega said describing his friend’s response to the 
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band. “He’d done cutting-edge theater, but this was heavier than anything even he’d done”.22 It 

was seeing the power of Iggy Pop’s performance that Vega made give up visual arts in favor of 

music. “What I saw that night was beyond anything I’d seen or heard before. It was like a new 

art form. It was beyond music, because [The Stooges] involved the audience. The separation 

between artists and audience was broken down.”23 

Vega was not the only one moved by The Stooges affective live shows. A year later in his 

November 1970 review of The Stooges’ Raw Power album famed-rock critic Lester Bangs wrote 

a glowing account of the band’s music, especially emphasizing their live show. Fed up with 

endless guitar prog rock solos or seemingly lazy rock bands who were just cashing in, Bangs saw 

the Stooges as a sign of the future. “[T]he Stooges, and any other band that challenges its 

audience [is] the answer,” wrote Bangs. “Power doesn’t go to the people, it comes from them, 

and when the people have gotten passive, nothing short of electro-shock and personal exorcism 

will jolt them into some kind of fiercely healthy interaction.”24 Echoing Adorno, Bangs makes 

the argument that current music had lulled the masses into a passive state as a way of calming the 

protesting interests of the hippie movement. Instead of producing passivity, by 1970 many were 

feeling the failure of the “love” generation. The country was still embroiled int the Vietnam war, 

and for many of the larger cities such as the Stooges’ Detroit and New York, the city itself felt 

like a war zone.  

Frustrated by the current state of art and politics, Vega saw Iggy Pop’s brand of music as 
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rising out of the miasma. Pop wasn’t a deity the way so many of the 1970s bands were seen, but 

a piston for igniting the audience. In other words, the virus that was infecting rock music is the 

idea of the “superstar”. Vega could see that musicians raised to mythical god-like status to be 

watched and worshiped, drained the veracity of the live experience. Bang’s argument, while 

ostensibly about praising Iggy Pop is really a larger comment on the energy of live music.  For 

Bangs, the trend began with the Stones, Who and Led Zeppelin transforming audiences’ 

expectation into one of adulation and adoration, thus rendering the audience to passive receptacle 

for the band’s music; energy flowing in a direct line from stage to listener draining all lifeblood 

out of live performance. Music is duping their listeners—pulling the wool over the eyes (or ears) 

of the hapless public. Many critics have blamed the bloated solos or impossible-to-achieve 

virtuosity of the music, but often the most significant difference between these “bloated” groups 

and the Stooges is an interaction in the live show. The show is a sham and it takes the Stooges to 

full pull the curtain back to reveal the wizard behind the mythical Oz. 

Many early punks cite the Stooges as the godfathers a new kind of rock and roll one that 

was equally as much about the energy and unpredictability of the performance as it was about 

virtuosity. What Bangs articulated in print, Alan Vega began to put into practice. Vega began to 

see Iggy’s performance as a dialog—not monologue— with his audience. In many ways Vega 

saw the interaction in live music as similar to the street kids’ interaction with his art at OK Harris 

Gallery.  If Vega could harness this co-articulation between performer and listener, he figured he 

could affect his audience. While Pop’s persona is the shock of the spectacle, Vega had little 

interest in using the instruments of the past. Vega, like the No Wave bands he would later 

influence, would shirk the tired tropes of rock and roll for the more frightening noise levels of 

dissonant sound.  
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Music is the Medium 

After his encounter with the Stooges, Vega began dabbling in music. Uninterested in 

pursuing the traditional route of rock and roll, Vega took his sculpting background and began 

making his own instruments. Wanting to experiment with sound as well as intensity, he would 

often see how loud he could project noise in the PLA. “We had the whole of the second floor, 

huge loft, a big open space off-Broadway. It was open 24 hours, and anybody could do anything 

they wanted.”25 One-night Marty Rev dropped in. “There was this white guy standing there with 

an afro,” remembers Vega. “I was sitting on the floor messing around making electronic music, 

using quarter inch tapes on two tracks.  He sat on the floor with me and started banging away 

with his pencils on some tins to provide some percussion to the music I was making”.26  The two 

played for six solid hours together without speaking. 

At the time, Rev already had a band, Reverend B, made up of Rev on electronic 

keyboards, a few saxophonists, a couple drummers and a rotating trumpet player or two.  At 

times, the band could swell to twenty members—it was essentially a jazz outfit with an electric 

keyboard. “Marty was the first guy to be using an electronic keyboard in a jazz band. Way before 

Miles or any of the guys in the Weather Report. His band consisted of four clarinets, two 

drummers, and two trumpet players. Guys would just move in and out,” recalls Vega, “I even got 

on tambourine one night. Just a continual evolution of the music.”27 Vega and Rev found that 

they shared an interest in politics, avant-garde art and sonic experimentation. After their first 
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meeting, both felt a kinship toward the other. Says Rev, “It was not a conscious thing to work 

together, there was just that connection…I was trying to get to another place [with art] and Alan 

was already in that place, going further with his art and starting to go that way with music.”28  

The duo, along with Rev’s wife, Mari on drums, began working together creating an unusual 

melding of free jazz, white-noise rock, and primal shrieking.  The three-piece play a series of 

improvised shows at the Project of Living Arts, with one standout song, “Methedrene Mary”. 

 

Suicide solidifies 

Mari soon dropped out of the band to be at home with Rev’s four kids. The couple lived 

up in Harlem, where Rev regularly played with local jazz outfits. Once Rev met Vega, he came 

downtown every day just to play and soon he disbanded Reverend B to concentrate solely on 

Suicide. By early 1971 the makeup of their band began to gel with Rev on electronic keyboard 

and Vega as the frontman. The “band” was mostly an electric noise outfit Adding to the 

provocation of a guitar-less “band” was the choice of “Suicide” for their name. Lore regarding 

the band states that their name came from Vega’s interest in comics, choosing to name the band 

“Satan Suicide” after the title from his favorite series, Ghost Rider. One of Rev and Vega’s 

friends convinced them to shorten the moniker to simply “Suicide”.29  However, given that the 

Ghost Rider comic book series started in 1972, two years after the band had started calling 

themselves ‘Suicide,’ this explanation is probably more mythology than fact. In some interviews, 

Vega has also said that when he lived at the PLA there would often be squatting Vietnam vets 

who had returned from war addicted to heroin. Vega has said that watching these men was akin 
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to watching a “slow suicide” and took the inspiration for his band name. Whichever story is 

correct hardly matters, as it was the name’s provocation that was the ultimate intent. In 1970, 

calling one’s band Suicide did not garner your band many gigs.  

By June 1970 Suicide was finally formed with Vega performing under the moniker “Alan 

Suicide” (having ditched his original nickname, Nasty Cut) and Rev initially known as ‘Marty 

Maniac.’30  Early Suicide shows were scheduled at the PLA on their weekly Friday 

“experimental” lab nights that hosted everything from music, to film, to sculpture.31 One of 

Suicide’s earliest fliers for their first headlining gig at the PLA on Saturday, October 10, 1970 

proclaimed, “Punk music by Suicide.”32 This is significant in the history of rock as it is one of 

the first documented times where the term ‘punk’ was applied to music. Six months before the 

term was first used in The Chicago Tribune on March 22, 1970 in reference to one of the 

members of the band The Fugs.33 William Burroughs often gets credit for re-introducing the term 

‘punk’ into hipster vernacular, yet even then the word’s meaning typically meant a hoodlum or a 

“kept” boy in prison. One of the wider reaching uses was Lester Bang’s review of ? and the 

Mysterians in 1972 as “punk music” and also Lenny Kaye’s liner notes for the Nuggets album 

the same year. Bangs and Kaye primarily shifted the earlier iterations of ‘punk’ as a noun, to 

then reflect the sound of 1960s garage rock. Suicide seems to be one of the first to fuse punk’s 

meaning bringing the street urchin to the stage.  
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Suicide continued to call their sound “punk music” on all their fliers in the 1970s. It’s 

slightly an ironic term as later punk band would seem far tamer in comparison to Suicide’s brand 

of ‘punk’. With Rev’s “skeletal sonic palette, composed mainly of harsh Farfisa tones over 

primitive drum machine beats…would have been quite sufficient to alienate orthodox punk 

sensibilities.”34 While the idea of an electronic duo turned up to ear-bleeding decibels was not 

exactly a welcome sound for many venues, Suicide’s electronic-drone sound was not entirely 

new.  In 1966, ? and the Mysterians had used a Farfisa organ and their “endless one finger, one-

key organ drone, behind the chorus of ‘96 Tears’”.35  German bands such as Can and Kraftwerk 

were also experimenting with electronic music, as was the American band the Silver Apples. It is 

not clear if Vega or Rev were familiar with the Teutonic shift toward technology, however, Vega 

was extremely passionate about the Silver Apples, often extolling their genius to a doe-eyed 

Debbie Harry in the early 1970s. Given their association with the Artist Coalition, it is likely that 

both Vega and Rev were aware of minimalist composers such as La Monte Young and Steven 

Reich as well as the Fluxus scene in New York in the 1960s, all of which experimented with 

like-minded minimalist drone. 

 

Experts at Emptying a Room 

In the spring of 1971, Suicide left the gallery scene and attempted to play their first rock 

venue. Booking themselves into the Gaslight Club, which had been the former space for the Cafe 

Au Go Go. The former club had burnt down but was the legendary club where Jimi Hendrix first 

appeared before being discovered by Chas Chandler. Given its history, the venue seemed like a 
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suitable spot for an experimental band like Suicide. Three minutes into their first song, the club 

manager pulled the plug. Scared by the sight of Vega’s shrieks, the manager was convinced he’d 

have a riot on his hands if he let the band continue. Originally scheduled for two nights, the 

owner initially refused to let Suicide play its second night. Vega finally convinced him that 

refunding the second night’s tickets would be worse than just letting Suicide play. The owner 

caved, and Suicide played to a packed house. 

Suicide would not always find such an accommodating audience. Earlier in at their third 

show at Ugano’s in Greenwich Village, which had previously hosted fringe act Captain 

Beefheart only three nights prior did not welcome the electronic band. Suicide managed to play 

an entire set, but afterward one of the club’s owners told Vega and Rev, “‘Listen, I cannot have 

you guys here. It is like having ninety-nine Iggies…people were scared.’”36  While many 

journalists focus on the band’s reputation for mass exodus, very little is mentioned about their 

draw. That they could pack a house after only playing for mere minutes the night before says 

almost more about the art of confrontation having power to intrigue if not seduce. 

  Suicide finally opted to take their band to Max’s Kansas City were glam bands were just 

beginning to be swept away by early incarnations of punk. Suicide’s initial gigs were every 

Wednesday in the Mercer Arts Center’s Blue Room. They played entirely without a set list, and 

audiences never exactly knew what to expect. Melody Maker’s Roy Hollingsworth describes 

seeing the band for the first time in early 1972: 

There are only a handful of people in the room. They do not talk and the strobe just 

flicks. Its electrical flick is hypnotizing. Then two figures appear, one is dressed lazily in 
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casual clothes, the other is dressed to kill. His face is covered in glitter and his clothes are 

shoddy. On the back of his leather jacket are the word ‘Suicide’. The only music as such 

comes from the manipulation of keyboards, the power and effect is [sic] startling. First a 

drone and then the player forces rhythm into the drone, keeping both there and then 

ingeniously spinning more webs on the top…the starkest trip I have ever seen. After 

about fifteen minutes of the same number, someone in the small audience tried to leave 

and was harassed by the singer and eventually fled through the door.37 

The audience member’s response was not uncommon. A Suicide show would find Rev standing 

behind a beat-up Farfisa keyboard wearing wrap-around shades and appearing virtually 

motionless.  Juxtaposed to Rev was Vega decked out in black leather jacket with ‘Suicide’ 

studded on the back, black leather motorcycle gloves and hat, making him look like a Puerto 

Rican extra in The Wild Bunch. While Rev would stand still the entire set, Vega would pace back 

and forth brandishing a bike chain, which he’d occasionally slap against the wall to wake 

onlookers. While Vega seemed to pose the threat of violence, the only one who ever got hurt was 

the frontman himself. At times he’d flash a knife at his audience, only to turn cut his own face. 

During one of their earlier shows an interviewer for the local rag New York Rocker asked, “Are 

you always so aggressive toward your audience when you preform?” To which Vega replied, 

“Who’s aggressive? I thought I was being really cute. The ones who find me aggressive are the 

ones who finally come around to really loving it.”38 

 However, there was a method to Suicide’s madness. Their artistic intent was never to 
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merely ‘shock’ or to scare people. Says Jayne County, “Suicide had a reputation…Alan [Vega] 

would jump into the audience like Iggy would, and put the microphone in people’s mouths and 

get people to dance and scare them to death.  Max’s was a place where people ordered their 

drinks and sat down at tables and watched the band.”39 Vega states that the intent was never to 

empty the room, but quite the opposite.  He recounts, “much like Antonin Artaud expounded on 

in his Theatre of Cruelty, our intention was to create a visual and aural experience so intense it 

would break down the separation between the performance and the audience.”40 It was Suicide’s 

belief that noise and intensity would ultimately produce an intimacy with their audience. This 

would be a concept that would later be picked up by the No Wave bands.  

In 1972 at a performance with at the PLA the audience threw chairs at the band.41  Even 

back in his home turf, Vega seemed to be thriving on the idea of frightening his listeners. In a 

2002 Wire magazine interview, Vega states, “One night at the Mercer Arts Center, ten minutes 

into the show people start to get up and leave. I just jumped off the stage and just stood by the 

door and everybody went back to their seats”.42  Arthur Kane of the New York Dolls remembers, 

“[We] would make bets on just how long it would take Suicide to clear the Blue Room [of the 

Mercer Arts Center]. It usually took about three minutes.”43 Marcia Schofield recounts, “When 

they started to play, your ears felt like they were bleeding—Marty [Rev] had the keyboard turned 

as loud as it could go with an amp also turned up as loud as possible, while Alan played with the 
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controls on an old Roland drum machine and I think they also had a couple of effects boxes on 

stage. It’s hard to describe the sheer amount of hiss distortion and growling sounds that came out 

of that old keyboard.”44  

While undoubtedly Suicide’s performance caused quite a stir, it was the music that was 

truly polarizing. With a noticeable lack of guitar, the futuristic live set up included a drum 

machine used mostly at bar mitzvahs, a beat up Farfisa organ, and some Electro-Harmonix 

distortion pedals. Suicide’s music was equal parts minimalist drone and white noise. Even as 

future-forward as they looked, Vega’s vocal was more ‘50s crooner than computer. When 

Suicide performed live, Rev would often speed up or slow down his drum machine in order to 

break rhythm, expectation or merely to match the “mood of the day.”45 Perhaps Suicide’s most 

terrifying and room-clearing song was their 10-minute opus, “Frankie Teardrop.” Recounting the 

real-life story of a young Vietnam vet working in a factory and struggling to support family, 

Vega’s Elvis vibrato narrates how Frankie finally resorts to killing his wife and young son before 

turning the gun on himself. Underscoring the narration is Rev’s unrelenting drum machine beat 

sped up from 4/4 to double time making the frenetic pace akin to a racing heartbeat, putting the 

listener into a constant state of heightened anxiety. The pulse feels like a horror movie—the 

audience knows there’s danger ahead, but the real terror is in the anticipation.  

Vega’s paced delivery is more spoken word poetry than rock song. After each verse, the 

vocal drops out for an extended period of time. Vega finally returns with the song’s only 

proximal “chorus” in which Vega’s repeats, “Let’s hear it for Frankie”. The first instance the line 

reads as vaguely ironic, as if Frankie is the embodiment of the American dream gone wrong. The 
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vocal drops out again, this time longer. When it does return it is soft as a whisper, Vega uttering: 

“Frankie is going to kill his wife and kid”.  At first listen word “kill” is muffled.  The effect is 

slightly unnerving for the listener, questioning the suggestion of violence. Then Vega returns 

with the distinct, “Frankie is going to kill his kid.”  This time, without ambiguity, Frankie takes a 

gun and shoots the six-month old in his crib. The sound of the gun going off is not the keyboard 

or instrumentation as one might expect, but instead out of the silence comes Vega’s blood-

curdling shriek. Frankie then kills his wife as well as himself.  With every death Vega’s shrieks 

grow louder and more prominent in the mix, the distortion builds to an almost painful decibel 

level, which also allows for feedback to be heard below the drum beat.  

After a minute of pure feedback distortion, a faint keyboard scale can be heard. Vega 

shrieks and breathes heavily before fading out one more time.  For the final two minutes, the 

distortion starts to sound like words spoken just beyond the edge of meaning or extreme 

glossolalia. Rev continually builds the insistent drone beat for ten solid minutes before devolving 

into chaotic catharsis. Vega’s penultimate vocal is a series of bodily sounds followed by, 

“Frankie is alive in Hell” before erupting into terrifying wails, as if enveloped by fire, and finally 

uttering, “We are all Frankies/We are all alive in Hell”. Vega’s screaming portrayal of the 

tortured Frankie makes the track such a powerful and uneasy listening experience.  

While there are clearly elements of Yoko Ono’s performance art in Vega’s vocal 

delivery, the frontman has a different take on his shrieks. “Rather than become a person singing 

about subjects, I sort of sublimated the person and I became, if you will, a human electronic tool 

creating this sort of buzzing, throbbing music.”46 Consider the way Vega structures his vocals. 
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He starts off in a straight forward narration that appears to adhere to the typical pre-chorus verse. 

The first instance of his dropping out the focal puts the audience off-balance. The muffled lyrics 

make listeners strain to understand the words. Finally, Vega lets out a series of wails as Frankie 

slaughters his family. The storyline is gruesome, but the real horror of the song is not the shrieks 

but the silence. The air of the unexpected coupled with forced engagement is what creates the 

collective response to Suicide’s sound. 

“Frankie” was the pinnacle of most of Suicide’s sets from 1972-1977, yet few heard it 

outside the confines of downtown New York as the band’s debut wasn’t released until 1977.  In 

fact, while they were one of the pioneering bands of punk rock, up there with the New York 

Dolls, they were also the last within the original scene to be signed. While the song itself is a 

gruesome tale, the noise and vocal add to the overall power. Additionally, that “Frankie 

Teardrop” is frightening to listen to but even more so when experienced. Take for instance the 

difference in reception to the song from critics listening to it on an album to discussions of the 

show from audience members. Once their album finally came out the reviews were swift and 

merciless. Famed music writer Robert Christgau used an A-F grading system promptly gave 

Suicide an X. [Years later he revised his opinion giving them a C+ writing, “there are little 

problems like lyrics that reduce serious politics to rhetoric, singing that makes rhetoric sound 

lurid, and the way the manic eccentricity of this duo's live performance turns to silliness on 

record.”]47 This is the most horrific song I’ve ever heard” wrote one blogger while listening to 

“Frankie Teardrop”. In his 2002 book, 31 Songs, rock music critic Nick Hornby listed Suicide’s 

“Frankie Teardrop” at unlucky #13 (a choice that can’t be an authorial accident). While it made 
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his list of all-time important songs, he did give the caveat that this is the kind of song “you can 

only listen to once”. He went on to add, “Me, I need no convincing that life is scary…please 

forgive me if I don’t want to hear ‘Frankie Teardrop’ right now.”48  

None the less, the X rating did nothing to dissuade people of Suicide’s reputation as the 

most feared band on the Lower East Side. The negative response to Suicide’s first album did 

drive home one central point: That the power of Suicide was in the live setting, not their recorded 

product. This will be a statement that I will return to as it is true of the No Wave scene in 

general. Albums in 1977 are a double-edged sword for bands such as Suicide. In many ways 

because they did not have an album, national journalists rarely wrote about them. Therefore, 

Suicide really couldn’t get much recognition outside of their small enclave of downtown New 

York. In many ways, this is also the story of the No Wave bands that came at the end of the 

1970s. Often regarded as a footnote in musical history, this says more about who was writing 

about them, than a real engagement with the bands themselves or the music. Experiencing 

“Frankie” live meant that Vega would come and stand right next to you, breaking down the safe 

space between audience and band. Vega’s screaming portrayal of the tortured Frankie makes the 

track such a powerful and uneasy listening experience. As an active observer audience member 

were now made to feel complicit in Frankie’s crime. 

A ten-minute descent into the soul-crushing existence of a young factory worker, Rev's 

tense, repetitive rhythms and Vega's deadpan delivery and horrifying, almost inhuman screams 

make the song more literally and poetically political than the work of bands who wore their 

radical philosophies on their sleeves.  Yet “Frankie Teardop”'s howling electronic assault 
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sounded like nothing that came before. Anticipating new wave, no wave, synth pop, industrial, 

electro and noise, it was in its way far more radical than the punk bands it preceded. Instead of 

cutting the channels of communication, “Frankie Teardrop” creates an intimacy out of 

detachment.  In fact, Bangs’ own argument does my work for me: Bangs wants bands to stand 

for something, à la Patti Smith. This, in turn, puts ‘meaning’ back into the live music room.  The 

use of pervasive dissonance distances the audience’s individual emotions, or in effect, as Bangs’ 

states, sonically vacuum-sealed the room. But unlike disco or muzak that employ these tactics to 

mollify their listeners, No Wave’s extreme dissonance shocks their audience out of musical 

complacency, creating extreme intimacy within a proximal space. Joan Hawkins points out in her 

edited collection of essays, Downtown Film & TV Culture, that musical “shock” “seemed to be 

situated in Peter Bürger’s avant-garde trajectory.”49  But where Burger shows how all avant-

garde artists initially shock audiences, eventually are subsumed back into the institutions which 

they initially criticized.50 Suicide was feared and reviled as a live act, yet none of their recorded 

product ever reached the point of a mass audience. This is not because Suicide is somehow 

permanently shocking, but that the real effect—and I would argue affect—of Suicide’s power, as 

well as many of the post-punk bands that followed in their wake was that the power of the music 

lies squarely in the audience reception of these band’s live shows. 

Suicide went further than the Stooges. While both bands share a similar affective intent, 

their approach varies considerably. Each band wanted to ‘wake’ their audiences from their 

passivity, but with Iggy there was always a combative role, as if taunting his audience with his 
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1000-foot glare was enough. Iggy wanted to antagonize, but Suicide wanted to engage. Scaring 

the audience was not the point for Vega. Whereas with Suicide, at the heart, they were looking to 

have a dialogue with their audience. The other main difference is in Suicide’s approach to sound. 

The Stooges basically played a stripped-down variation of rock-n-roll based on the blues.  The 

only real ‘threat’ to the audience was from the feral antics of their self-inflicting lead singer. 

However, with Suicide everything appeared threatening. The band’s lack of instrumentation, 

Marty’s one-note drone, the sheer volume of their sonic dissonance to Alan’s combative onstage 

persona. Every detail was new, shocking and designed to elicit reaction. Yet, where the Stooges 

approach led to an almost tug-of-war-like battle between their frontman and their audience, 

Suicide’s approach was overwhelming. 

Consider Vega’s final plea in “Frankie Teardrop”: “We are all Frankies.” Rather using 

Frankie’s plight as a cautionary tale, Vega is asking the audience to consider their own position. 

What is the state of America post-Vietnam? What is the state of New York City? It would only 

be a few short years in 1976 when the city would openly declare bankruptcy. The streets of the 

Lower East Side were lined with trash, rats and junkies. One music scenester stated that each 

lettered avenue got progressively more dangerous. “By the time you got to Avenue D, that 

basically stood for ‘dead.’”51 Vega has often said that “Kids come in from the streets to hear our 

band and I give them the streets right back at them.”52 But while critics point out the ‘noise’ of 

bands like Suicide was merely sonic geography, I think this argument is far too simplistic for 

their live shows. This is not a band that wants to inflict menace, but a band that wants to use 
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noise as a way of affecting the average American. 

In other words, Suicide’s ultimate goal is to create communication. Noise for them is not 

merely a shock tactic, but engagement. Noise is often categorized as the distraction, the 

production of sound that we actively seek to avoid. Noise is unwanted sound. This argument of 

silencing noise is currently being waged as our lives become increasingly technologically 

“noisy”. Numerous articles have warned us of the dangers of constant noise as we become and 

ever-more distracted culture. Though it may sound counter-intuitive, the same mindfulness that 

silence brings is exactly what listeners experience when engaging with Suicide’s noise. 

Mindfulness, according to psychologist, is the act of extreme presence.53 Much of this argument 

is based around ideas of focus. In an extreme noise show an audience becomes momentarily 

transfixed in the experience. If the sound is so punishing that all one can think about it relieving 

the pain, this leads to a kind of ever-presentness within the sound. Instead of using music as an 

escape, this type of music specifically offers no back door to alleviation. 

 

Noise Annoys 

Mostly what is classified as “noise” in rock music is the result of feedback or distortion.54 

For Suicide, this was exceedingly true. Added to this was the sheer amplification of their sound. 

Audience members describe a Suicide show were their “ears bled” or they were overwhelmed by 

sound. There’s no melody to the sound itself, yet conversely, Vega is singing standard blues 

songs.  This type of jarring music combined with intense amplification causes audience members 
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to feel uncomfortable. Now compound this with a front man who left off stage and got right in 

your face. The initial response is flight; leave that which is causing the pain.  If we burn our hand 

on a stove, we instinctively learn to no longer touch the burner. Yet, people still turned out for 

Suicide shows, despite being “burned” by the sound. Marcia Schofield relates,  “I was transfixed, 

but it was certainly true that they emptied the bar except for about five of us hardcore survivors 

and that included a couple of scary obsessive types who stood right next to the PA (which was 

totally impossible).”55 The idea that abject pain causes us pleasure, but that there is actually 

something generative in the experience itself. Yes, Suicide’s shows were loud, but it was not just 

a handful of aural masochists responding to their set. There is something alluring about being 

sonically overwhelmed or seeing the potentiality of fear where nothing really bad happens, that 

allows us to rethink the limits of possibility. Mostly these ideas with respect to Suicide have to 

do with shattering both expectations and social boundaries. Before a note was played, audiences 

would be negatively primed seeing a “band” consisting of only two members and no guitar. 

Couple this with a sonic onslaught of distortion and sprinkle in a caged-animal frontman who 

decides the division between stage and spectator is irrelevant. It is the perfect storm for contained 

chaos. 

Something beyond the mere ‘shock’ of hearing Suicide was happening. Audiences kept 

coming back.  Despite historical claims that Suicide only played a handful of gigs in the 1970s, 

there is actually ample evidence to the contrary. What is the explanation for this? Surely there 

cannot be a couple hundred musical masochists itching for a fix. How could a band that 

polarized their audience between revulsion and fear continue to put bodies in the room? If 
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Suicide were so terrifyingly awful sonically, what explains their longevity? Beyond their 

contrarian nature there remain two paradoxical facts about the band. First, they were not hack 

musicians. Audience members might erroneously quantify excess dissonance as “noise”, 

however, there was an actual method to the band’s musical madness. Second, the idea that this 

music “frightened” off the band’s entire audience is only partially true. Suicide were continually 

booked at local venues. Other musicians revered them. No promoter worth their salt would book 

a show time and time again where no one attends.  How, then, can a band that was notorious for 

emptying a room continue to survive? Not only survive—but thrive. Musicians loved Suicide.  

The Clash handpicked them as the opener for their first world tour. Suicide, like the Velvet 

Underground and Vega’s beloved Stooges, certainly suffered from historical hindsight. Their 

popularity has grown considerably since the ‘70s.  But this is not the end of the explanation. 

Most of the answer to Suicide’s longevity squares with the lackluster response to their album: 

Suicide needs to be experienced live.  

If we hold for a minute that noise music is nothing more than aural masochism, I want to 

follow this line of thinking through in the small live space, and perhaps shed light on how this 

can be a place to see musical perversities generative potential. In the following, I would like to 

challenge the idea of masochism as mere self-destruction and instead develop the idea of 

masochism as a ‘queering’ of both the death drive and the pleasure principle. I will argue that 

masochism resides at the very point of ambivalence between productivity and destructivity. As 

far as this ambivalence relates to selfhood, the queering of productivity and destruction is a type 

of sonic “‘self-shattering’ in that it disrupts the ego's coherence and dissolves its boundaries.”56 
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This is not a liberation of atonality, much the way an experience with a noise band like Suicide is 

not an anti-identity. Instead, emancipating dissonance musically and bodily self-shattering allows 

for an evacuation of our societal identity. Thus, this live experience produces an impersonal 

intimacy; one that allows for a potentiality in powerlessness. Noise music isn’t about shock, 

S&M or even academic hand-wringing.  Instead, noise music, as experienced in the live music 

space, is an experiment in thinking about ‘otherness’. Not a study of a band's effect on their 

audience, nor merely the experience of the audience, but a co-mingled transmission that allows 

for a deeper understanding of one another as individuals. Noise music is not merely a sonic 

middle finger intended for musical masochists; in fact, noise music constitutes a philosophy of 

living where ideas of otherness and intimacy are actively sought. It maybe the sonic terror-itory, 

but it opens up ideas of queer subculture potentiality. That this type of subculture activity it not 

only self-shattering or anti-identity forming, but instead sets up new modes of relationality 

between bodies, as well as musical boundaries. No Wave is not a deviant musical nice, but a 

micro-musical experience where ideas of pantonality and polyidentification comingle in 

communal cacophony. 

It seemed that by Year Zero, most of downtown New York’s music aficionados 

associated Suicide as the godfathers of No Wave’s punk dissonance. While many attribute this to 

a shared nihilistic attitude and combative live performance, this surface-level association is 

misleading. While both Suicide and their successors shared an interest in sonic assault, they also 

saw this as a way of engaging audiences, not alienating them. Both Suicide and the latter No 

Wavers shared a philosophical outlook on the affective quality of art. Both believed in a ‘no 

rules’ approach to music, and both used experimental sounds to create new possibilities for art 

and being.  Instead of the negation that ‘no’ wave implies, their refusal conversely allowed for a 
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more open experience for their audience.  

 

Conclusion 

Too often Suicide, and later the No Wave bands, are discussed in terms of their “noise”.  

The logic being the audience response to the band was a direct result of the dissonance and 

volume of their music. The common narrative surrounding these bands, as it was for their 

progenitors the Velvet Underground, is that they were astute in emptying a room. Historical 

hindsight often allows us to see bands that frightened their audiences as the time as being ahead 

of the curve; that there is some poetic romantic notion in being the misunderstood artist. If bands 

like Suicide and later No Wave groups were merely sonic thorns in the history of sound, they 

would not have gotten gigs.  In fact, articles about Suicide have actually stated that the band only 

played a handful of gigs in the 1970s and was banned from almost all the Lower East Side 

venues.57 Historically this is inaccurate. The oft-cited anecdotes about audience members 

throwing whatever wasn’t nailed down at the band, not because it displays how reviled the band 

was in the live setting, but because it speaks to the power of their live shows. Whether or not 

there was an ax at their ill-fated 1978 Clash show, the threat of danger was real. “When writers 

have dealt with Suicide in the past, they usually focus on the ‘shocking’ first album or the axe-

throwing abuse crowds subjected them to, which were ultimately just two vital but routine parts 

of a far more layered picture.”58 While this tale certainly adds a tinge of folklore into the band’s 

history, it is not the central takeaway of the tour. What stands out about Suicide’s first foray into 
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Europe is the reaction of the universal reaction of their audiences. Be it an intimate space such as 

the Mudd Club in New York City or filling out stadiums across the pond, Suicide’s music had an 

affective charge over their listeners. Sure, hurling projectiles at bands was somewhat de rigueur 

in the ‘70s punk scene (often meant as a token of affection), there is something intrinsically 

distinct about the response to Suicide that is  akin to reactions to classical avant-garde musicians 

such as John Cage or La Monte Young a decade before. Beyond the mere ‘shock’ value of two 

leather-clad rock musicians without a guitar or drums, there is an immersing experience to their 

live performance that goes beyond even Vega’s take on Iggy Pop in terms of its ability to de-

centralize the performer from the listener.  

Suicide’s music was intense—loud beyond language. The droning pulse of “Frankie 

Teardrop” becomes a rhythmic collective heartbeat within the room.  The sound is so loud that it 

becomes overwhelming, enveloping one’s body in vibration, prohibiting concentration on 

anything else. Finally, a threatening Alan Vega paces back and forth menacingly, at times 

refusing the confines of the stage. One could argue that when faced with this kind of spectacle it 

would produce an intrinsic fight-or-flight response from the listener.  Audience members were 

left with the choice of running for the door or hurling projectiles at the band.  In many cases this 

was the exact audience reaction to hearing Suicide. In fact, Vega became adept at deftly blocking 

the exit as well as dodging on-coming chairs.  

Contrary to the myth that the masses just didn’t understand their art, Suicide wanted, 

even expected, huge audiences. Even after audiences ran for the doors and promoters pumped 

their fists in frustration, Suicide remained undeterred. Both Marty and Alan were steadfast in 

their belief of the appeal of their music. Many critics seem to think that Suicide’s mass exodus 

was by design. Nothing could be further from the truth. It wasn’t until years later when they had 
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become accustom to the hostility that their attitudes on reception began to shift. After causing a 

near-riot each time they took the stage, something unexpected happened. One night in Paris, 

Vega looked out among the audience and noticed they were dancing. He turned to Rev: “We’re 

finished. Our career is over.”59 
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Chapter 2: No Wave’s Rising Tide 

 

Year Zero: 1976 

“1976 was the year that the music came out of the concert halls and onto the streets; 

when independent labels spring out of the woodwork to feed new tastes; when rock music once 

again became about energy and fun; when major boardrooms lost control. Suddenly we could do 

anything.” 

     —liner notes to The Streets, punk compilation 

 

Lydia Arrives in NYC 

Sixteen-year-old Lydia Koch boarded a bus on a one-way trip from upstate Rochester to 

New York City. Fueled by fifty dollars and an armful of angry poetry, the young runaway was 

on a mission to find “punk”. She had done this before. At 14 she’d run away to NYC where she 

hung out at Max’s Kansas City, heard reigning punk poetess Patti Smith and become pen-pals 

with resident drag queen rock-and-roll superstar Jayne County. Upon returning home, Lydia 

spent the next two years planning her permanent escape. When she finally arrived in 1976, she 

headed straight for Max’s. Once there, the precocious teen met two holdover-hippies who, as 

luck would have it needed a roommate. Kitty Bruce, daughter of irreverent comedian Lenny 

Bruce, was vacating the space and Lydia seized the opportunity. It was a passing of the artistic 

torch.   

The teenager spent most of her nights hopping between Max’s and CBGB’s, becoming a 

huge fan of lesser known bands such as Jack Ruby and Suicide. She began hanging out at the 

latter band’s practice space, going so far as to bring Alan and Marty lunch each day garnering 
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her the moniker Lydia “Lunch”. “Martin Rev had a son who was older than me,” Lunch 

remembers, “and he kind of took me in and raised me.”60 More than the familial bond, the young 

teen was especially drawn to the duo’s live performances. Lunch describes seeing Suicide’s early 

shows: “Over an ovary-rattling, trance-inducing din, Alan Vega of Suicide was repeatedly 

battering his right cheekbone with a microphone. Stark. Surreal. Horrific. My first exposure to 

the blood-soaked bones of New York’s underbelly.”61 While she might have initially come for 

the punk scene, Lunch quickly found the music too tepid. Seeing Suicide as the next level of 

sonic destruction inspired Lunch. She recalled, “Suicide was a musical Armageddon brought on 

by maladjusted mongrels like [Alan] Vega, who as Art Brutes demolished the safety net between 

spectacle and spectator.”62 Lunch soon began to see the power of music over poetry. She clung to 

the the idea of controlling one’s audience through fear—it was a subject her spoken word readily 

explored, and Lunch began to sow the seeds of sound as her medium. The focus on creating an 

affective performance through unease would be something all No Wave bands would share. 

 

James Siegfried Arrives in NYC 

A few months before Lunch arrived on the scene, there was another NYC transplant 

equally enamored by Suicide’s live shows. James Siegfried grew up in Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

learning to play the piano by the age of seven. Always musically inclined, Siegfried began 

fervently reading music magazines such as Creem. Inspired in high school by the magazine’s 
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coverage of New York City punk, Siegfried formed his own punk outfit named Death (not to be 

confused with the Detroit proto-punk band with the same name). Siegfried’s band played mostly 

Stooges and Velvet Underground covers, occasionally throwing in an original song or two.63 

Simultaneously, Siegfried had a free jazz side project, “the first in Milwaukee” he proclaimed, 

“it’s not a big city for jazz.”64 While Siegfried went away to college in Michigan in 1971 with 

the hopes of studying piano, in less than a year, he was back in Wisconsin. Discouraged by the 

lack of experimental music, one of his old Death band mates mentioned that the local music 

conservatory was developing a new jazz program. Siegfried was accepted into the program and 

upon entering, Siegfried switched from piano to alto sax. “I learned to play sax pretty late. I had 

some teachers, but I’m really pretty much self-taught. I don’t have a legitimate technique at all” 

the musician stated.65 After three years at the conservatory, Siegfried grew restless. “[I] was just 

so fed up and I’d been reading the Village Voice, having been obsessed with the idea of living in 

New York for ages…it just looked like there was some kind of scene happening.”66 It was 

around this time when Siegfried’s friend and former Death lead singer committed suicide. 

Something in the saxophonist snapped; he knew he needed to make a change. With only a year to 

go, Siegfried left school to try his luck in New York City.  

 

NYC’s Loft Jazz Scene in 1970s 

Siegfried arrived in New York on New Year’s Eve 1976. The scene Siegfried ingratiated 
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himself into had roots going back to the 1960s. The origins of the jazz loft scene in the late 1960s 

consisted of free jazz musicians, as well as like-minded avant-garde composers such as Yoko 

Ono, La Monte Young and Terry Riley. By the 1970s, the downtown music scene in New York 

City was born out of three distinct areas: post-Cagian minimalist music, the loft scene for jazz, 

and punk and new wave rock music. The impetus for the initial loft performances was having a 

place that accepted a more experimental approach to jazz. The origins of the scene stem from 

avant-garde jazz musicians being shut out of conservative festivals such as the Newport Jazz 

Festival and the more traditional NYC clubs. Initially loft jazz venues were spearheaded by jazz 

musicians such as Archie Shepp and Cecil Taylor who were “frozen out of the jazz club 

scene.”67 Both musicians would occasionally play in downtown lofts only advertised in small 

mentions in the Village Voice. By 1968 avant-garde luminary Ornette Coleman set up the Artists 

House at 131 Prince Street which served as a performance space, recording studio, musical 

workshop and meeting place. Many of these early lofts were also sponsored by art grants, similar 

to those given to the Project of Living Artists where Alan Vega had worked and performed in the 

late 1960s. The SoHo loft jazz scene really started in 1972 with Sam River’s Studio Rivbea at 24 

Bond Street. By the mid-1970s, downtown lofts were “operating on a regular basis…[becoming] 

the major showcase for jazz performance of all types in New York.”68 Siegfried also remembers 

the influx of the St. Louis crowd, who formed the Black Artists Group (BAG) led by Joe Bowie 

who would later form the jazz-funk-punk outfit Defunkt. Initially, Siegfried tried his hand at the 

SoHo loft scene where “avant-garde jazz was experiencing a rebirth of activity.”69 He put 
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together a free jazz band named ‘Flaming Youth’ which played a handful of loft shows. 

However, Siegfried’s brand of jazz, complete with intermittent squawks and audience 

provocation, was not embraced by the loft enthusiasts. Often frustrated by an inactive audience, 

Siegfried would try to disrupt the complacency of the cross-legged sitting audience by kicking 

them out of their passivity. Reviewing an early Flaming Youth show New York Times critic 

Robert Palmer wrote “A certain saxophonist in this group was doing a contortion act instead of 

music.”70 While the review did nothing to endear Siegfried to the loft audiences, it did serve as 

the inspiration for his later project, The Contortions. 

By the time Siegfried arrived in 1976, the scene itself was popular, but the music was 

changing. While this is true in numbers—more people were attending loft shows than ever 

before—the music was also starting to appeal to the very subset of jazz fans that initially spurned 

the need for alternative spaces for these musicians. By 1976 BAG loft stars such as alto-saxman 

Julius Hemphill, baritone saxophonist Hamiet Bluiett, as well as David Murray and Oliver Lake 

formed the World Saxophonist Quartet and had started touring nationally. Their atonal and 

dissonant approach influenced an impressionable Siegfried; however, their departure led to 

decline in the number of performances. This started a pay-to-play set up for some of the newer 

acts. Siegfried’s group Flaming Youth was struggling. “You had to put up money to play and 

hope you’d make it back at the door,” he remembers. “I could see after a while I just wasn’t 

going to make it in jazz. For one thing, I was the wrong color.”71  

While the shows may have been well-attended, the numbers did not equate acceptance of 
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experimentation or a large-cross-pollination of downtown New York music. There was still a 

clear color and geographic divide to the scene. While the musicians were mostly African 

American, the audience was predominantly white.72 “There were so many great musicians in 

New York,” Siegfried said, “the black ones just got more attention. Also, my whole attitude and 

personae just didn’t fit in with the expectations of the jazz audience.”73 

 Additionally, Siegfried took umbrage at the placidity of the audience. “I really liked the 

music, but I didn’t necessarily like a lot of the people who went to jazz clubs or that whole scene. 

I felt more comfortable hanging out at CBGBs or Max’s.”74 “In reality, ‘loft jazz’ signaled less a 

stylistic revolution than an institutional transformation.”75 Musicians may have become 

promoters, but the music wasn’t progressing. Siegfried started brainstorming a band where he 

could bring his blend of free jazz music to the more attitudinally-similar punk crowd. In doing 

so, Siegfried would be one of the first musicians to break-through the almost exclusively white 

color barrier of the punk rock. 

 

Return to Mars 

By the winter of 1976, right when Lydia Lunch and James Siegfried had arrived, New 

York’s downtown scene was gaining traction. Bands were still playing for the same 100 people 

but a scattering of A&R men were migrating below Houston. With the success of Patti Smith’s 

Horses the previous year, suddenly labels came sniffing around. Part of the fervor surrounded the 
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Ramones’ debut album. In a famous audio clip, Lou Reed, arguably the father of all the post-

punk and No Wave bands, can be heard listening to the album for the first time. The notoriously 

cantankerous singer who once proclaimed that the Beatles were no good, can be heard gleefully 

exclaiming, “it’s no bullshit! It goes full throttle from beginning to end…[The Ramones] are 

crazy,” before declaring that the album which Ramones’ manager Danny Fields had played him 

was “the most fantastic thing you’ve ever played me bar none.”76 The rawness and choice of 

immediacy over proficiency was something that Reed responded to. Interestingly, this would 

also be the single biggest concept that No Wave would adopt from punk.  

While Lou may have loved it, the record mostly fell on deaf ears in America. 

Surprisingly, however, it was a huge success in England. At this time, none of the first wave of 

punk bands had ever embarked on a real ‘tour’ beyond the boundaries of the five boroughs. 

Danny Fields, the catalyst for almost every underground movement from the Andy Warhol to the 

Stooges, had seen Ramones and instantly signed on as their manager. Fields, ever the savvy 

promoter, decided to take the leather-clad punk band to England. In early 1977 the Ramones 

decamped across the pond.  

What started to happen in the winter of 1976 was an excising of the original Bowery 

bands. By this time all the first-wave of New York City punk bands from New York who were 

from the New York area—Blondie, Patti Smith, The Ramones and The Dictators—were all 

getting signed. There was also an undercurrent of non-New York natives starting bands 

comprised of a growing number of performance and art school students migrating into music 

from art school. Beginning in earnest with the Talking Heads, who were all former students of 
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the Rhode Island School of Design and continuing with the more intricate guitar layering and 

lyrics of Television, many of the early ‘punk’ bands were more complex than their three-chord 

historical narrative. In fact, many of these bands have more in common with the post-punk bands 

after 1976.  

Joining this scene beginning in 1974 were two art school friends from Eckerd College in 

St. Petersburg, Florida. Modeled on the experimental educational philosophy of both Black 

Mountain and Antioch colleges, Eckerd encouraged students to develop their own curricula; a 

freeing approach to learning that many of the No Wave bands would later incorporate into music. 

Theater major Mark Cunningham and aspiring writer Arto Lindsay had already spent many of 

their college breaks visiting New York City. By the time they graduated, it seemed natural for 

the roommates to move north.  Setting up camp on Avenue B and 10th, Cunningham and 

Lindsay quickly became regulars at CBGBs and Max’s. “What we encountered soon after 

arriving was the beginning of the punk/new wave scene,” remembers Cunningham, “Patti Smith, 

Television, Ramones, Talking Heads and others—all in their best moment before they learned 

their songs too well and got boring.”77 Cunningham, who had performed in bands in college, 

started to see potential in pursuing music.  

A few months after the arrival of Cunningham and Lindsay, fellow Eckerd alum Connie 

Burg moved to New York City joining her friends on the Lower East Side. Burg was taking 

dance classes locally when she met painter/sculptor Nancy Arlen. The two hit it off, and soon 

Arlen was encouraging Burg to meet her musician roommate Sumner Crane. Considered a child 

prodigy on the piano, Crane was obsessed at an early age with modern composers such as Bartok 
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and Debussy.78 Crane had even managed to get a piano into his loft and it wasn’t long before the 

entire Eckerd crew into his apartment, becoming the de facto practice space for the nascent band. 

Initially naming themselves “China”, the band’s line-up included Crane on piano, Cunningham 

on bass, and Lindsay on drums. At first, Nancy Arlen and China Burg, both the least musical, 

watched from the sidelines. The band also recruited Loose Screws guitarist Jody Harris. “Jody 

helped us find a batch of Danelectro Silvertone [guitars] in a pawn shop on 1st Ave for seventy-

five bucks a piece” remembers Cunningham.79 Perhaps even more importantly, Harris taught 

Burg how to play slide guitar, a style where instead of holding down strings to form chords, the 

player runs a metal object up and down the neck of the guitar to garner sound. The slide guitar 

produces a more atonal sound, something that all the performance artists felt added to the 

dissonant nature of the band. Realizing the impracticality of transporting a piano to gigs, Crane 

moved from piano to guitar. As the band was mostly Crane’s vision, and sensing there was no 

need for two guitars, Harris bowed out. Lindsay, feeling stifled, also decamped. “I felt I had 

frontman in me,” said the writer.80 Perhaps also sensing potential tension with Crane, Lindsay 

opted to become the band’s roadie instead. 

By 1975 the newly formed band was practicing regularly at Arlen’s loft on West 

Broadway in Tribeca. The group spent weeks auditioning drummers. Most musicians showed up 

with huge kits, de rigueur for popular music in the mid-seventies. In place of a full-time 

drummer, Arlen practiced keeping time with the band using paper bags for drums. Crane liked 
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the experimental approach and put her behind the kit. “Soon we settled into a classic rock format 

of guitar, bass and drums” explained Crane, “to subvert from the inside.”81 While Crane and 

Cunningham were proficient musicians, they readily welcomed novices Arlen and Burg. The 

combination of experience and amateurism, as well as mixed-gendered bands, would come to be 

a hallmark of the No Wave scene.  

 After an entire year of practicing, in January 1977 the newly formed band going by 

“China” auditioned for a spot at CBGB’s. Says Burg, “creating the material was a collaborative 

effort because we all developed our own parts. It took time.”82 Burg remembers Lindsay once 

joking that they were “the band that never got up from the kitchen table because [they] were 

always discussing and reading and arguing.”83 The more they played, the more the music started 

to break down. One can trace a direct line from Suicide to Mars, both bands engaging in a sonic 

cacophony— as if the music were breaking down as you hear it. With Burg’s vocal buried under 

the noise, one can almost see the seeds of future post-punk Sonic Youth forming from the sound. 

Both Lunch and Chance remember the gig. “Burg’s guitar playing, which was like a razor blade 

against your esophagus,” remembers Lunch, and which became the biggest influence on her own 

playing.84  Chance, too, was inspired by Burg. “I don’t think [Burg] had any peers,” say Lunch, 

“They were so fucking weird…they had no idea how weird they were.”85 

Not long after their debut, a British band by the same name sent a cease and desist to 
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China. The band renamed themselves Mars with Connie changing her stage name to “China” 

Burg. Remembers Burg, “It took us ages to decide on the name China and we were pissed. I still 

used China as my stage name in order not to relinquish it entirely.”86 Cunningham stated the new 

name ‘Mars’ came to him in a dream. “We were playing at a theater and on the marquee it said, 

PATTI SMITH AND MARS. The others were skeptical at first, but superstition ruled.87 While 

her name change may have been initially impetuous, Burg also comments on a larger conceptual 

notion: “I’ve always changed my name,” said the slide guitarist, “to be identified with your 

names seems insane. There are certain points in time…where your title morphs into another 

direction or another identity.”88 This idea is similar to other artists of the time, such as Cindy 

Sherman, whose photographs create characters who happen to share a body. This sense of 

fluidity, be it artistic discipline, identity or gender construction, becomes the key aspect to the No 

Wave scene as a whole. It is something that later No New York producer Brian Eno picked up on 

and spurred him into deciding to document the scene. No Wave’s instance on experimentation 

over prescribed rules is also what made their live shows both paradoxically threatening and 

intimate. 

As 1976 drew to a close, there was a shift in the New York downtown music scene. 

Punk’s first wave of punk bands were quickly being signed to major record companies. Smith’s 

debut Horses in 1975 had reached the Top 50 despite lack of airplay. Both the Ramones and 

Blondie released major record albums in 1976 and went on tour. By 1977 artier bands such as 

The Talking Heads and Television had each inked record contracts. Even the most commercially 
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unlikely of all the early punk bands, Suicide, debuted their album in December of 1977. 

Simultaneously, punk in London was just beginning to break with the Sex Pistol’s Never Mind 

the Bullocks in the fall of 1977. By the end of the year, the scene was at a crossroads. Finally, the 

world was catching onto New York City’s little scene, leaving a vacancy in the venues. A hole 

that No Wave was all-too-willing to blacken. 

Even though CBGB’s owner Hilly Kristal may have had to struggle to find bands that 

could fill the room every weekend like the Ramones and Patti Smith had, it was really the 

journalists who were driving the collective call for “new music” to fill the void left by punk. 

Leading this charge was New York Rocker who in early 1977 hailed that “The New Wave was on 

its Way”.89 In Sukey Pett’s article, she cites the New York Times coverage of The Pistols, as well 

as the success of Blondie, the Talking Heads, and The Ramones as “signs of a healthy new 

movement in music.”90 At this time, “punk” had not been coined as the term for a genre; instead 

“punk” was the personae, “new wave” the movement. Thus, someone opting for safety pins or 

fashioning themselves from the Manic Panic duo Tish and Snooky would have been labeled 

punk, but only a handful of journalists were calling the music coming out of the CBGB’s scene 

“punk rock”.  

 

Chance Meets Lunch  

 One night at Max’s James Siegfried spied a girl dancing in the aisle. “I remember her 

dancing,” says Siegfried, “which was rare in the New York club scene. Max’s and CBGB’s had 
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no dance floor, only tables and chairs.”91 Lunch and Siegfried quickly bonded over a shared dark 

sense of humor and love of Suicide. “He was the most sour person I’d ever seen besides myself,” 

joked Lunch, “I said, ‘You’ve got to be my friend because you’re that fucking angry.’”92 Shortly 

after their initial meeting, Lunch showed up at Siegfried’s place on 2nd street looking for a place 

to stay. Even at 16-years-old, Lunch was a force; a natural hustler who could sniff out artistic 

talent even in the darkest alleys of the Lower East Side. Early on she saw the potential to form a 

band with James. She showed Siegfried early drafts of her poems and he started to see the power 

in partnering with her as well. Lunch, along with the newly-anointed James “Chance” (dropping 

the Siegfried), started searching for musicians to flesh out their project. The duo first approached 

a cool-looking punk rock couple on holiday from Japan. Reck and Ikue Mori were regulars on 

the punk scene and Reck could play guitar. However, it wasn’t long before Lunch decided that 

Reck could play too well and she strong-armed him into shifting to drums.93 Chance, an early 

supporter of the R&B band the Loose Screws, convinced guitarist Jody Harris to sit in on his 

new project. Initially named The Scabs, the line-up was Chance on sax, Lunch singing, Harris on 

guitar and Reck on drums. Yet, Lunch was still dissatisfied. Reck’s drumming was not simple 

enough for her taste, so she moved him to bass.  By the time the quartet solidified Lunch had 

moved out of Chance’s apartment deciding the band needed a bigger place to practice. Lunch 

located an abandoned building on Delancey Street next to the apartment of Loose Screws 

drummer Donnie Christensen and Harris. “There were catacombs under the sidewalks and an old 

printing press in the basement,” remembers Lunch. “It was great and totally haunted. She 
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convinced Bradley Field, who she thought looked like “a maniac who would make a perfect 

drummer” to move in with her and she christened the space “The Hole”.94 Even with the lineup 

solidified, there was dissension amongst the ranks. Chance commented, “[The Scabs] never 

really got past the rehearsal stage because Jody [Harris] never really like playing Lydia’s stuff 

and we never really found a good drummer.”95 Harris left when Lydia decided to pick up the 

slide guitar and by the spring of 1977, Lunch finally convinced Field to join the band. They 

renamed themselves Teenage Jesus and the Jerks. 

Fueled by petulance and piss, Lunch and Chance began co-writing songs initially inspired 

by Suicide where Lunch demanded that Field’s drumming be as monotone as possible. Allowing 

him only one snare and one drum stick, she showed him how to beat out the repetitive rhythm.96 

Lunch’s vision was a sonic onslaught pierced with her dark vocals. Sets lasted no more than 15 

minutes but were sure to terrify the audience. Chance, on the other hand, shared Lunch’s sense of 

horror and dissonance, but was more frenetic in his live performance. While Lunch would 

usually stand still reciting her twisted poetic fantasies, Chance would leap into the audience 

trying to provoke a reaction. In many ways they were the yin and the yang of early Suicide gigs 

with the hypnotic drumming of Teenage Jesus mirroring Rev’s incessant keyboard drones and 

Chance taking on Vega’s role of Elvis-looking provocateur. Where Suicide’s songs were mini-

stories varying from Vietnam vets to love songs, Lunch’s lyrics lay bare her dark sexual diary. 

Foul-mouthed lyrics spilling from a young, cherubic 16-year old were especially titillating for 

early Teenage Jesus fans. When asked about the band’s origins, Lunch said, “my attraction to 
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philosophical abstractions and intellectual games leads me to believe Teenage Jesus and the 

Jerks are the logical extension of John Lennon’s Plastic Ono Band album crossed with Alain 

Resnais’ Last Year at Marienbad and John Waters’ Pink Flamingos.”97  Yoko Ono’s influence 

on No Wave has been explored at length, but what is often missed is the humor in the music. The 

consideration of Waters’ films is not far off the mark; there’s a shared spirit of gallows humor in 

the grotesque in Teenage Jesus and the Jerks. Humor is almost never mentioned in descriptions 

of No Wave music. This seems to be an omission only by journalists and academics. Many of the 

bands themselves point to the humor in their work. Roy Trakin once characterized Suicide as “it 

was Waiting for Godot meets Abbott and Costello. It was very New York, very self-deprecating 

humor”.98  

The youngest on the scene might have been the harshest. The teenage baby-faced killer 

was a self-described monster. “I see that now,” Lunch has stated. Yet, the unbound energy 

propelled her to have no competition in starting a band and being a leader in the burgeoning No 

Wave scene. Not intimidated by her elders, the punk poetess quickly enlisted musicians and non-

musicians into her projects. She had a unique gift for being able to see how someone’s talents 

could be realized. It was this insight that caused her to ultimately part ways with Teenage Jesus 

original member, James Chance. While Chance and Lunch initially bonded over their shared sick 

sense of humor, cracks began to show in the duo’s approach to audience. Chance, ever the 

provocateur, liked to jump into the audience in an effort to shake them up. Lunch preferred to 

erect a wall between herself and the masses. Chance’s combative approach was born out of the 

stasis he found in the New York music scene as a whole. “In the Midwest everybody danced—
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that was a big part of going to see a rock band. But when I came to New York, it wasn’t like that 

at all. There was no dance floor at CBGB’s or Max’s; everybody tried very hard to be cool, and I 

didn’t like that.”99 Ever since his loft scene days, Chance was known for approaching audience 

members who appeared too passive. He reveled in getting right up in his audience’s face to sing 

or physically lifting their sitting bodies off the ground. Chance, like Suicide’s Vega, wanted 

there to be audience interaction and engagement with the show. “He wanted to mingle with the 

audience, which I thought was completely taboo,” stated Lunch, “I wanted to set up a barbed 

wire divide between the stage and the audience. Teenage Jesus was very cold, and James was 

very hot.”100 While Lunch and Chance differed philosophically, they actually had more in 

common in their position towards performance. Their approach may have differed in how each 

engaged with their audience, but both were committed to the idea of the affective quality of their 

music. Both wanted to frighten their audience out of complacency—James was just interested in 

moving their bodies, while Lydia preferred to attack their mind.   

 

Chance Contorts 

It didn’t take long before the newly-ousted Chance began to put together another band. 

Having been a long-time fan of the R&B outfit, the Loose Screws, Chance first approached 

guitarist Jody Harris. The two had briefly worked together in The Scabs, the earlier incarnation 

of Teenage Jesus and the Jerks. However, Harris was already well aware of Chance’s antics. 

During “Screws” sets (as they were called by fans) Chance used to come to the show, sax under 

his arm. Half-way through the Screws’ sets, Chance would often attempt at getting onto the stage 
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to play with the band. Glenn Branca, who credits Chance for helping him solidify his own band, 

remembers: “There were many stories about how James would walk out of the audience and just 

begin playing in the middle of a Loose Screws set.”101 Harris concurs, “We used to have to 

threaten to keep him from playing with us [at gigs]. He was so aggressive, it was hard to keep 

him off the stage.”102  This statement is somewhat ironic considering only a few short months 

later, Harris wouldn’t be able to keep Chance on the stage. The first iteration of Chance’s new 

band The Contortions (named for the earlier bad review of the saxophonist who was more 

interested in ‘contorting’ himself than playing) included British filmmaker James Narres on 

guitar, and a Japanese rhythm section with Chiko on drums and ex-Teenage Jesus and the Jerks 

member Reck on bass. Chance also recruited the stark and statuesque visual artist Pat Place from 

Chicago. Enamored with her look, Chance approached her at a club one night complimenting her 

look and asking her if she played an instrument. Place remembers, “He came up and literally 

said, ‘I like your hair. Do you play an instrument?’” That she had never picked up a musical 

instrument didn’t deter Chance who immediately put her on slide guitar. “If you have someone 

who can’t play guitar, if you give them a slide guitar, it’s much easier for them to make 

interesting noises…you don’t have to learn how to make chords or hold down the strings with 

your fingers.”103 Chance putting Place on slide guitar was not due to ego or sexism, but like most 

No Wave bands, an intentional embrace of amateurism. While punk had ushered in a primitivism 

in their playing as a response to the bloated ‘70s guitar rock that favored virtuosity, No Wavers 

were the first group of bands to collectively use other art forms to influence their sound. 
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Chance was one of the first musicians to take the improvisational approach of jazz and 

bring it into punk rock.  From punk, Chance pulled the antagonism and defiance. “There’s no 

question that [Chance’s] experience with Lydia had been what made it possible for the 

Contortions to exist. He would have had a Loose Screws-type band, not a band like the 

Contortions.”104 Yet, for all his posturing, there seemed a sense of possibility in the Contortions 

music. The dissonant squawk that came from Chance’s sax or the opened-tuned chords of 

Place’s slide guitar were more conceptual than anything in the punk palette. Far more than a 

shared sense of sound, it would be this philosophical open space, where anything goes musically 

that would link all the No Wave bands together. The newly formed Contortions played one small 

opening show before their Japanese rhythm section broke up. Inspired, the classically-trained 

Reck decided to return to start his own punk band in Japan (oddly leaving behind his girlfriend at 

the time Ikue, who continued to go to Contortions practices.) Narres moved to bass and the 

Contortions were now a sextet with Chance out front, Narres on guitar, Place on slide guitar, 

Steve Moses, Chance’s bandmate from his jazz outfit Flaming Youth was on drums, and Bertai 

was on keyboard. Just two weeks after Chance had taught Place the slide guitar, the band played 

their debut show in December 1977 at Max’s. In only a few show months they would become 

one of the most popular bands on the scene.   

The Contortions would still have to endure a few more lineup changes. Soon after their 

debut at Max’s, Moses decided to return to the jazz loft scene. James Narres also left to pursue 

film full time. The departure of these two led to an almost kismet moment for Chance: Enter two 

ex-Screws members Jody Harris and Donnie Christensen. Over the winter of 1977 Chance’s 
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favorite R&B outfit the Loose Screws were coming to a close. Harris had been playing guitar in 

music critic Lester Bangs’ band, along with future No Waver Robert Quine. However, Bangs’ 

loud and boisterous behavior was not contained to the written word; after years of writing about 

punk bands, Bang had decided that he should be in one. It was a disaster. “Lester drank all of the 

profits, which was a problem” remembers Harris. “It was humiliating to be [with him] on 

stage.”105 The split between Lester Bangs from the No Wave contingent spoke to a growing 

divide in punk in general with respect to the growing undercurrent of sexism. While there were 

certainly women as part of the punk scene, there was also a sense of underlying misogyny to the 

juvenile antics of bands like the Ramones and the Dictators. Bangs yelling, “Bitch. Bitch. I wish 

your ass was dead” left little room for interpretation from even the most reluctant feminist. There 

was a boy’s club mentality to the scene—especially at CBGB’s—one that with the advent Punk 

Magazine’s figurehead Legs McNeil would articulate itself almost more concretely than the 

music for which he was writing.  

 

DNA 

By the fall of 1977 Mars had moved from Nancy’s loft into Donnie Christensen’s 

rehearsal space. The Delancey practice spaced now housed Teenage Jesus and the Jerks, The 

Contortions, and Mars. It was a virtual petri dish of musical and artistic experimentation. One 

night while helping Mars pack up from a show, Arto Lindsay was approached by Max’s booking 

agent Terry Ork. Needing to fill his weekend showcase, Ork inquired whether the roadie had his 

own band. Without hesitation, Lindsay (who did not have a band) replied in the affirmative. Ork 
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offered him a slot later in the month. With a thirty-day deadline looming, Lindsay needed a band.  

Robin Crutchfield had been drawn to New York City’s experimental theatre in the early 

seventies. Influenced by Vito Acconci and Chris Burden’s embodied approach to art, the Ohio 

native moved to NYC in 1975.106 The following year, Crutchfield staged his own performance, 

making waves with his gender-bending performance piece, Mommy, Me, Bandage. Yet, it was 

music where he found the most visceral performances. Another downtown fixture, Crutchfield 

was mesmerized by Lydia Lunch’s Teenage Jesus and the Jerks. Seeing one of their very first 

performances, Crutchfield remembers “I was blown away. I was so moved by the intensity, yet 

simplicity of what [Lunch] was doing, that my emotions got the better of me and I cried. I ran 

backstage after the set to show her my tears (the best compliment I could think of).”107 

 Crutchfield asked Lunch if her band needed a keyboard player. Not one to be easily 

swayed by waterworks, Lunch deemed her band to be at max capacity. Instead, she suggested, 

why not start his own band? She recommended two sets of roadies: The Jerk’s roadies, a pair of 

sisters, or Mars’ roadie, Arto Lindsay. 

The timing seemed perfect. Lindsay and Crutchfield met and quickly bonded over the 

idea of a band that pushed their audience.108 Still harboring frontman fantasies, Lindsay opted for 

lead guitar with Crutchfield on keyboard with fellow Eckerd alum Gordon Stevenson on bass. 

Crutchfield grew increasingly concerned over his lack of musicianship. “[Lindsay] said the best 

way to learn was to sit at the keyboard for hours a day, every day, just banging away, and sooner 
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or later I would come to a method of my own device.”109 It wasn’t long before Crutchfield began 

to develop his own style of monotone repetition, not unlike Marty Rev of Suicide. Naming 

themselves DNA after a failed Mars single, the duo began to practice at the Delancey Street 

space. Quickly realizing the need for a drummer (a common No Wave conundrum), Linsday 

noticed the only one in the space who wasn’t in a band was Teenage Jesus and the Jerk’s 

drummer Reck’s girlfriend from Tokyo Ikue Mori. Lindsay seemed taken with the idea of having 

Mori in the band—mostly due to her image. Linsday remembers, “I chose [Ikue] strictly on 

vibe.”110 Crutchfield felt differently: 

I was reluctant, for a number of reasons. The first was that she had played violin and had 

no experience on drums. The second was that she didn't own any drums. The third was 

that she didn't speak enough English for us to communicate and manage to build a 20-

minute set of songs in less than 30 days. And the fourth was that her visa was expiring 

and she was planning to leave the country days after our scheduled gig.111 

Eight days before their debut, DNA had a drummer. 

 Lindsay managed to talk Nancy Arlen of Mars into loaning her drums for Ikue to 

rehearse and to play the show. In order to communicate, Lindsay would pantomime the sounds 

he was aiming to create. His directions were equally as conceptual. I’d say, ‘this should sound 

like a fat man falling down a flight of stairs’” remembers Lindsay.112  Surprisingly, Mori had no 

trouble in converting this into music. “The concepts of the band were more artistic than 
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technical, and I could understand and have fun with them regardless of my poor English.”113 The 

No Wave bands were a continual set of mutating ideas. Lydia Lunch inspired part of Chance’s 

future project, and both had been inspired by China Burg in Mars. In many ways, No Wave is a 

story about art and the intersection of music, but it is also about women in music. Prior to No 

Wave, females on the scene were few and far between. Certainly, there were Mo Tucker, 

drummer for the Velvet Underground, Tina Weymouth, bassist for the Talking Heads, and 

frontwomen such as Blondie or Patti Smith. Yet, no bands had two or more women until No 

Wave. Additionally, in the past it felt as though women in rock bands had to choose one of two 

positions; either the sexualized or the masculine-looking. Blondie had more in common with 

‘50s doo-whop bands than the art school rockers, while Patti Smith seemed to be channeling Bob 

Dylan by way of Keith Richards. Perhaps because most of the musicians in No Wave were non-

musicians to begin with, they were more accommodating to the female gender. At the time, 

music—both rock and avant-garde composition—was almost entirely male-dominated.  While to 

this day we still say “female rock band” as a descriptor, it is hard to imagine how uninviting the 

stage was in the 1970s for women. In the three major areas of music in New York City—

classical avant-garde, punk and the loft jazz scene—women were almost entirely absent. 

Certainly, Yoko Ono’s contribution was large, but she is more often the exception rather than the 

rule (to say nothing of her vilified character in the pop music press at the time). Both Tucker and 

Weymouth were part of the rise of punk, but neither was the driving force of their respective 

bands. Yet, the same cannot be said for the women in No Wave.  
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December 1977: New Wave Night 

With the growing interest in New York’s downtown music scene from labels, local 

journalists started speculating on what was to come next. In 1976, writer and Patti Smith guitarist 

Lenny Kaye had called 1976 the birth of the “new wave”.114  With many of the bands about to 

fly the coop, Terry Ork, booker of Max’s organized “New Wave Night” on December 10, 1977. 

The line-up included mainstays like the Patti Smith Group, as well as ex-Television guitarist 

Richard Hell’s new band The Voidoids and Mars. Interestingly, the ‘New Wave’ of music didn’t 

sit well with one critic. New York Rocker editor Andrew Schwartz’s scathing review took aim at 

Mars in particular. He opined, “Mars is just nothingness; the sound of terminal boredom, back-

up band for the sad, sick junkie boy doing The Nod on the platform of 14th Street…god help us 

all, and the ‘new wave’ in particular.”115  

In many ways, Mars was the first No Wave group. Even though Suicide was on the scene 

longer, Mars was the first to signal a change in the scene as a whole. Mars signaled a seismic 

shift from the CBGB’s punk scene to the developing No Wave scene. Mars was the natural link 

between what Suicide had started in the early 1970s and what was to come to fruition by 1978.  

Mars and Suicide showed musicians that freedom from rock and roll was not confined to the 

rules of rock but questioning the rules at all. Unlike their punk progenitors who wanted to be 

musicians first, most of the No Wave musicians were art students. While the former reveled in 

the shock of three-chord, two-minute songs, the latter were closer to the conceptual approach of 

the classic minimalist composers of the time. No Wave pushed the limits of what was to be 

considered music. Mars’ reviewer may have been trying to slight the band but soon many of the 
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No Wave artists would embrace the ‘nothingness’.  

 As the year came to a close, the No Wave bands were finally gaining momentum. In 

New York Rocker’s 1977 end of the year poll, Lydia Lunch’s Teenage Jesus and the Jerks landed 

at the #10 position for “Favorite Underground Band” (of course they also got an honorable 

mention for ‘Most Overrated Band’). The winter of 1977 had also seen the debut of Suicide’s 

album. While most of their punk peers had flown the coop to major labels, ever the out-lier, 

Suicide put out their album on local independent Red Star Records. Run by Marty Thau, their 

entire outfit was made up of the same collection of artists that were populating the downtown 

music scene itself.  Notices for Suicide’s first album should have been an early indicator as to the 

longevity of the No Wave scene in the recorded format.  

 

Exhibit X 

The first time the “new” wave shifted from a talking point in the papers to something on 

stage was the spring Exhibit X benefit. Held in an East 4th Street hall, the benefit’s bill included 

Teenage Jesus and the Jerks, The Contortions, and DNA. While the event showcased the Lower 

East Side bands together, more important was the interest from outside their small scene. While 

all three bands had been steadily gigging at Max’s and CBGB’s, this was one of the first times 

the SoHo art crowd mixed with the newly developing music. Even though many members had 

gone to art school, there was still a conscious shirking of the “Art” establishment. While the 

Lower East Side bands were seen as the next wave of “punks” there was actually a similar rise in 

New York’s conceptual music scene. New York City in the 1970s had three main music 

movements: punk, loft jazz and minimalist composition. While the former two rose outside of 

the mainstream establishment, minimalist music had, since the 1960s, been part of a shift in 20th 
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century composition. Composers such as John Cage and La Monte Young had been 

experimenting with new forms of music and performance. Young’s Theatre of Eternal Music 

often included installations or light shows. It was in this vein that the Kitchen, once part of the 

Mercer Arts Center, became the preeminent venue for performance art and music. In 1974 The 

Kitchen moved to Wooster and Broome streets in SoHo and was quickly the go-to location for 

young composers. Booked by musician Rhys Chatham, whose own band shared a lot of sonic 

similarity to the No Wave bands, he would occasionally book James Chance’s Contortions or 

Lydia Lunch’s Teenage Jesus. He also booked Glenn Branca’s Theoretical Girls, a band 

consisting of anywhere from 6-13 guitars at maximum volume. Theoretical Girls’ sound was an 

aural test of endurance and could easily be considered “no wave” in their use of noise as weapon. 

The only real difference between the Lower East Side bands and those just west in SoHo was 

geography and audience. Because the Kitchen was a performance space versus a bar, they tended 

to circle in the uptown art crowd, even at maximum volume. It was for this reason that Exhibit X 

became a flashpoint for the developing music scene.  

Chance’s Contortions felt the divide immediately in the response of the audience. The 

similarities between the SoHo crowd and the complacent loft jazz scene struck a nerve with the 

saxophonist. Frustrated by the people sitting on the floor, Chance decide to take matters into his 

own hands both figuratively and literally. “That was the first time I attacked people in the 

audience,” he recalls.116 “The room was filled with these arty SoHo people all sitting on the 

floor. I started pulling them up. When that didn’t work, I started slapping them around a bit,” 

says Chance, “I just wanted a real, visceral reaction.”117 While Chance’s memory of his past 
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provocations maybe has been failing him slightly (there’s ample evidence of the saxophonist 

“attacking” audience members previously), it was the first time that there was a concentrated 

energy around the idea of attack. All three bands seemed to be interested in ideas of audience and 

uncomfortableness that was coalescing around a sensibility of sound. In fact, if there can be one 

thread that runs through all the No Wave bands from Suicide to Mars to the Contortions it would 

be the desire for an affective experience for their audiences. Each band—in their own way— was 

interested in moving their audiences; not just to dance or be entertained, in fact, often No Wave’s 

brand of affective performance involved scaring the audience out of submission. Quipped Lunch, 

“we used music and art as a battering ram.”118 No Wave weaponized sound as a way to comment 

on current culture. This was the first time that there seemed to be a coalescing of sound and 

sensibility between bands. Right after the Exhibit X benefit, in April 1978 the New York Rocker 

used the term “no wave” when referring to DNA in their “News in Brief” section. While hardly a 

‘movement’, the collection of bands who sought to push music farther than punk was indeed 

starting to make waves. Additionally, the “no” appealed to all of the band’s sense of anti-music. 

“No” could refer to their position on traditional sound, spaces and performance. Every single one 

of the No Wave bands sought to push the boundaries of expectation.  

Many critics have described No Wave’s “anti”-stance as nihilistic. Lunch, herself, once 

quipped, “All the freaks and miscreants had all decided to run to Land’s End and scream their 

bloody heads off. This is what No Wave is.”119 In his 2016 New York Rock, music historian 

Steven Blush describes No Wave’s appearance on the New York music scene in the late 

seventies: “After years of spreading rock as an art form, here was its ruin. ‘No wave’ was a 
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savage reaction to ‘new wave,’ that radio-friendly dilution of punk…no wave was barely music; 

it was angry artists jacked on punk’s negativity.”120 Despite the statement’s factual inaccuracy—

radio-friendly “new wave” did not start in earnest until 1978 with Blondie’s Parallel Lines, it 

misses the philosophical underpinnings of the music itself.  What is correct were the questions 

about whether noise constituted “music” and whether or not negativity is a sustainable stance.  It 

is undeniable that No Wave’s noise drove audiences away. And while each band had a different 

approach to their own interaction with their audience, it bares repeating that even the most 

antagonistic No Wave position was the involve their audience. No Wave wasn’t aiming at 

destroying music for the sake of themselves or in order to clear a room. Even Suicide believed 

that their brand of sonic terror could be seen as welcoming. Too often this scene’s lack of interest 

to musical historians is chalked up to the “no” in No Wave. Because, after all, a movement that 

says “no” without a concentrated resistance against something is unsustainable. In many ways 

this was the central difference between 1970s punk in New York and London. The former wasn’t 

rallying against anything as a unit, New York punk was a collection of musicians proving that 

attitude could trump virtuosity on stage. New York punk sought to reduce the verticality of the 

rock star. New York punk sneered at the ideas that a rock star needed an elevated stage. Attitude, 

speed and 3-chords were enough to get downtown New York audiences’ dancing.  London punk, 

on the other hand, was more of a youth movement resisting the establishment. As both punk 

scenes grew, London’s became outwardly more political while America’s became utterly insular. 

The idea of ‘no’ in No Wave wasn’t a nihilistic resistance or empty antagonism; their resistance 

was to music having prescribed rules, labels or norms for performance. A manifestation of 
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discography, No Wave, like the desolation of downtown New York City itself, found freedom in 

nothingness. It is possible that No Wave may just be the most fertile of all the art scenes in the 

late 1970s.  

No Wave gets historically side-lined for three main reasons. First, for the music itself; 

atonal, dissonant, loud and insistent, it was never a three-chord blues project. As Steven Blush 

points out, “nihilism rarely translates in-studio.”121 Perhaps even more to the point was that there 

was historical precedent for the lack of marketability for a noise record. In 1975, Lou Reed, the 

grandfather of punk, released the most historically infamous album of all-time with Metal 

Machine Music. The former Velvet Underground singer was legendary in New York art circles, 

especially for penning dark brooding opuses. His second solo album Transformer, produced by 

David Bowie, had been a smash in 1972. It was the first time Reed had gone from influential to 

commercially viable. He’d followed it up 1974 with the Billboard top ten album Sally Can’t 

Dance. It was an utter surprise, then, when the normally verbose Reed put out an entire album of 

white noise. The album was so unpopular that costumers returned their albums to the stores 

thinking they’d received a defective product. The album has the unique distinction of being the 

most returned album of all time.122 The backlash was so strong that Reed issued a statement 

claiming the album was a joke intended at getting out of his contractual obligations with his 

record company. While Metal Machine Music is now considered a foundational album in the 

noise-music genre, it is entirely conceivable that its backlash harmed any chance a No Wave 

band had of signing to a major label in 1978. 
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Which leads into the second reason that No Wave is historically maligned—their lack of 

output. Many people believe that No Wave’s music was the reason that labels shied away from 

signing the bands.  While it might be true that A&R men saw little commercial potential in 

atonal music, it is surprising that they didn’t see dollar signs in Lydia Lunch. Given that she was 

only 17 years old, she was the right age for the industry. While certainly Lunch’s dark sexualized 

lyrics might have given the suits pause, it is equally likely that they would salivated over 

scantily-clad, singing jail bait. However, even without this angle there’s a more practical reason 

labels should have been signing Lunch which was the success of another poet-songstress, Patti 

Smith. In fact, on paper Smith appears the harder sell. She was an androgynous poet-rocker, who 

“was neither sexual invitation nor sexual confrontation.”123 In a time when there were only a 

handful of females in the rock scene, almost all were encouraged to be sexualized. That Smith 

played none of these games and despite lack of any airplay still sold well, is a testament to her 

vision and the appetite of American music buying public. This is even more shocking when one 

contrasts Smith’s success with the bands that were signed in her wake, the Ramones or the New 

York Dolls, two straight-forward rock and roll bands that both failed to connect commercially.  

 Still, it is likely that Lunch would have turned down a major label offer anyway. While 

she has never commented on this publicly, it is likely that Lunch saw the value in controlling her 

art on her own terms. It is also unsurprising that Lunch was one of the first No Wave acts to put 

out an album. While Mars was approached by Lenny Kaye of Patti Smith’s band to put out an EP 

on her imprint Mer, the project ultimately stalled due to Smith’s touring schedule. Lunch, on the 

other hand, opted for a less circuitous route having Bob Quine from the Voidoids produce 
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Teenage Jesus’ first EP. While Quine had never really produced up until that point, Lunch 

instinctively knew he could capture her band’s raw sound. Lunch never gets enough credit for 

her vision within the No Wave scene. Quine was nearly a decade older than everyone on the 

scene and having had a past career as a tax attorney, did not look the ‘cool’ part of some of the 

others. Yet, he was undoubtedly the best axe man around. Plus, his interests lay in everything 

from ‘50s blues to experimental jazz. Lunch, like Chance, was more often interested in working 

with like-minded experimenters than tested establishment. True to form, No Wave wanted to go 

beyond punk—but not just in music alone. No Wave was equally anti-institutional. No Wave 

was also one of the first Do-It-Yourself (DIY) music scenes. The shift in the late 1970s in 

downtown New York was larger than just the music, but also a comment on the music industry 

itself. While all the first wave of punk bands, save Suicide, had signed major label, this 

developing second wave opted to release music on their own terms. Just as the No Wave scene 

had criticized punk for not pushing the devolution of music far enough, No Wavers saw working 

within the confines of the music industry paradigm equally undesirable. 

 The third reason that No Wave is often historically misunderstood is by academics who 

value albums over performance. While Steven Blush was being dismissive when he stated 

“nihilism rarely translates in studio” there’s an element of truth in the statement. No Wave is 

important because it both broke down musical expectation, but also created a community from 

their performances. Despite the musical historians such as Simon Reynolds stating that no one 

attended No Wave shows, interviews with audience members contradicts this narrative.124 No 

Wave continued to draw an audience. In fact, unlike the common No Wave narrative that it was 
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an extremely insular scene, and one that was not nearly as marketable or popular as punk, Glenn 

Branca of the Theoretical Girls remembers, “by 1979 ever single No Wave band was drawing 

audiences bigger than Richard Hell, Patti Smith or Television before they got signed.”125 What 

started at Exhibit X and continued in 1978 through the release of No New York was a growing 

popularity—not necessarily for the record or sound—but for audience. The real legacy of No 

Wave lies in the re-shaping of audiences of music as well as the community space in which it is 

found. No Wave can be understood emotionally. 

No Wave bands never formed with the intent of ‘making it’ in any monetary sense. There 

wasn’t money in what they were doing, but there was artistic freedom. There was the ability to 

do as Mars had: start from a place of melody and utterly de-construct the sound in a single song. 

There was a community of like-minded souls with whom to create music, art and later film. Most 

of these bands never toured America, instead choosing to circle the same coterie in New York 

and occasionally those like-minded in London. In fact, if it hadn’t been for the modest success of 

the Ramones album in England, it is doubtful if any of the No Wave bands would have left the 

Lower East Side. Migrating just north enough to the artier area of SoHo proved enough of a lens 

to garner No Wave a new audience.  

 

Enter Eno: Artist’s Space, May 1978 

In the spring of 1978, Brian Eno arrived in New York. Known as the wunderkind 

musician/producer behind early Roxy Music as well as his solo soundscape career, Eno was in 

town to produce the Talking Heads’ album, More Stories about Buildings and Food. Originally a 
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conceptual painter, the English-born Eno had—like many No Wave band members—fallen into 

music by accident in the early 1970s. By the time he arrived in New York, he was perhaps the 

most well-established musician on the scene (outside of the occasional David Bowie sighting). 

Eno was crashing at filmmaker Diego Cortez’s loft. Cortez and local scenester/dominatrix (and 

later Contortions’ manager) Anya Phillips had just gotten back to town after filming Cortez’ film 

Grutzi Elvis in Munich. The pair suggested to Eno that he come with them to check out a week-

long music showcase at the Artist’s Space the first week of May. Stretched out over five days 

from May 2-6, 1978 the “Artist’s Space Benefit in SoHo” bill was a combination of the SoHo 

and LES scenes. Teenage Jesus, the Contortions, Mars and DNA were all rounding out the 

weekend shows, along with drone rockers from the minimalist SoHo set such as Glenn Branca’s 

Theoretical Girls and Kitchen’s booker Rhys Chatham’s Gynecologists. 

James Chance and the Contortions were slated to play Friday, May 5th with DNA. Much 

like the Exhibit X benefit in March, the SoHo venue which brought more of an art crowd than 

Max’s or CBGB’s. One of the uptown elites in attendance that night was famed The Village 

Voice music critic Robert Christgau. While downtown magazines such as The New York Rocker, 

SoHo News and The East Village Eye had been writing about these bands for some time, none 

garnered much press above 14th Street. In fact, Christgau was only at the event because Bob and 

Marilyn Stanley’s son was doing sound. At one point during the Contortions’ set, Chance 

“playfully” slapped Marilyn. “Marilyn has always said [the slaps] didn’t bother her that much,” 

recalls Christgau, who likened Chance’s act to “symbolic S&M play.”126 However, the slap did 

bother Bob. A scuffle ensued. Roy Trakin later wrote in the New York Rocker that Chance hit 
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Christgau’s girlfriend and the Village Voice writer retaliated by blooding the saxophone player. 

Christgau says there were no real fisticuffs, that instead he “merely sat on the little 

motherfucker” so Bob wouldn’t deck him.”127 

Whichever story is correct makes almost no difference. The result was an anchoring 

anecdote in Trakin’s piece that solidified the No Wave scene. Suddenly these bands that had 

been playing together for the better part of a year were being called a ‘movement’; New York 

Rocker had finally found its “new wave.” Eno took all this in too, but unlike the scribes in the 

room, he didn’t see the next big musical movement; he saw an avant-garde art scene in the vein 

of a Dada that would surely implode just as soon as it has appeared. It was this impulse to 

capture something he felt was ephemeral that inspired the producer to record No New York.  

 

Recording No New York 

After seeing the Artists’ Space bands in May, Eno came knocking at their door. Armed 

with a recording contract from Antilles, a small subsidiary of Island Records, initially, he wanted 

each band from the Artist’s Space show to record a single song. Lunch, often the spearhead in 

these situations, was skeptical of the idea. “Why one song for ten bands?” she questioned.128 A 

fair question for a band that could play an entire set in under 13 minutes. In June, Eno whittled 

down his initial idea of 10 bands to 4: Mars, DNA, Teenage Jesus and the Jerks, and the 

Contortions. There is disagreement as to how this selection came to pass. Rumor has it that Eno 

wanted to eliminate the SoHo contingent as being “too musical”. Though this theory has been 

debunked by Eno himself.  
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 In June 1978 sessions for No New York began in earnest. The Contortions Adele Bertai, 

who was at the time working as an assistant to Eno, quite possibly put in a good word for her 

band. One person who swears he had no say in the equation was James Chance (odd, considering 

it is very likely that Chance’s girlfriend at the time Anya Philips was the one who architected 

Eno being at the Artist’s Space event in May.) “On the day of the [recording] session,” Chance 

remembers, “Adele and Pat [Place] knocked on my door and said, ‘We’re making a record 

today’.”129 What was finally produced was underwhelming for many of the bands involved. 

Lunch: “I didn’t think [Eno] really knew how to produce [No Wave’s sound]. Bob [Quine] 

should have produced it.”130 Most of the surprise came at the production itself. Eno was known 

for his atmospheric production and conceptual minimalism. Eno seemed to make bands he 

worked with bigger, more expansive. In a way, what he produced on No New York was the 

complete opposite. Instead of harnessing the overwhelming noise of these bands, he somehow 

made them smaller. Part of this may be due to his hands-off approach when it came to the No 

Wave bands. This is especially true for the Contortions, who he basically let jam and captured 

their set in one take. “It was done in the most primitive way possible. [Eno] just put us all in a 

room and we played like we were doing a live show. It wasn’t even possible to do any overdubs 

because everything was totally bleeding into each other.”131 The Contortions warmed up with 

“Jaded,” a song that as Donnie Christensen says “wasn’t even in our repertoire at the time; we 

were just jamming it” and Jody Harris adds, “Eno ran into the room and started dancing around 
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saying, ‘We’ve got to record this; we’ve got to record this.”132 As if Eno just wanted to capture 

the spontaneity of the band. In many ways, Eno’s interest in the bands seemed more sociological 

than musical.  

Many of the bands, most notably Mars, found the Eno experience unsatisfying. “I 

remember Eno saying…the day he spent into the studio with Mars was the most difficult” laughs 

Burg.133 Cunningham remembers the session differently, saying the brief encounter was 

“pleasant and a rewarding experience.”134 Eno seemed to gravitate most to DNA’s Arto Lindsay 

and remaining friends to this day. This wasn’t the case of a musical luminary coming in and 

soaking up the scene; Eno became a fixture and friend to the artists in the Lower East Side. What 

he had anticipated to be a short, six-week say turned into years. Eno stayed in New York from 

that spring of 1978 through 1984. 

 However, Contortions’ guitarist Harris loved it. “It was the only fun recording 

experience I’ve ever had in my life. Eno was completely open to all kinds of stuff…they had 

been changing the control room and they had all these old sheets of glass out in the hallway. We 

said, ‘Wow, it’d be really cool to line the studio with these sheets of glass.”135 Eno agreed, and 

the band recorded in a room with glass walls. Arto Lindsay of DNA: “The recording itself was 

intense. I remember berating Eno for reading a Mix Magazine while we were pouring our hearts 

out.”136 One area of area of consideration in recording was DNA drummer Ikue Mori’s visa 
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status. Remembers Crutchfield, “the question of Ikue’s less-than-legal status came up during 

discussions of credits. Adele Bertai suggested the surname to Ile as she though it sounded more 

Hawaiian than Japanese.”137 

 

No New York 

Released in November of 1978, reviews of the Eno-produced No New York were 

scathing. Casting the album as the spawn of the much-maligned Lou Reed release Metal 

Machine Music, Richard Walls wrote in Creem, “Many of the bands, most notably Mars, found 

the Eno experience unsatisfying.”138 Roy Trakin of New York Rocker said the release “launched 

into the record world with all the fanfare of a stillbirth.”139 

“I was wearing headphones. My teeth were aching again, and the lump behind my left ear 

was still as bad as ever. All 16 of them stank of Art School—should I even try to listen?” wrote 

Ian Penman in the NME.140 The idea that No Wave was nothing more than an art school outfit is 

a common refrain in the history of the scene. In fact, it might be said that No Wave has been 

more historically scored in hindsight than it was in 1978. Wrote Trakin, “Despite hardcore 

rockers putting them down as dilettantes and artists, I can vouch for the fact that they are 

committed to forging the future development of rock’n’roll: A No future.”141 In other words, No 

Wave music—and later No Wave cinema—changed the rules. What rules? Both scenes refused 
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to follow the prescriptive ideas about art. Yet what made these two acts significant was direct 

access to their audience. The press and media helped word spread about 14th street, just as they 

had with Warhol’s Factory a decade before. The difference in the two scenes is Warhol’s 

cultivated a coterie of cool. Unlike their art-damaged predecessors, there was no velvet rope, no 

backroom. The biggest difference from The Factory to the Bowery was a shift from elitism to 

egalitarianism. Which is, in some respects the history of New York itself: a melting pot of ideas 

with seemingly endless possibility. 

The idea No Wave was treading on fertile ground was not something Eno saw alone. 

Trakin wrote, “at the time, it really felt like it was momentous, but it never panned out into 

anything commercially.”142 Too often the lack of monetary visibility is the causation for why No 

Wave never went anywhere. Historically, the scene that garners the lion’s share of the credit for 

rising out of the ashes of punk is the poppy, disco-infused sounds of ‘80s New Wave. Bands 

such as the Cars, Blondie, and the Talking Heads who all became commercially viable are seen 

as the direct descendants of punk. No Wave never considered money to be the end game of their 

music; in fact, the lack of recorded product shows that the power and focus for most of these 

bands was in their live performances. Using the model of major label signing as a yardstick of 

success seems misguided. While many cite the release of No New York as the death knell of the 

scene itself. Yet, it’s presence also signaled to those outside of downtown NYC that there was 

something happening. Eno’s stamp of approval gave showed the world that No Wave was 

aligned enough to capture on disc. Was it a movement? Perhaps not. Yet, Eno might have been 

the closest when he said that it was a sociological experiment or a musical oral history that 
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documented a significant time in American history and art. No New York captures a bankrupt 

city; it captures pushing the boundaries of music; it captures the power, ugliness and intensity of 

the city; No New York can be seen as a document of psycho-geography. Ultimately, what No 

Wave did was not kick start the next wave of music, but a new way of experiencing art and 

community. 

No New York’s failure to capture the intensity of the bands’ live shows in a recorded 

product has less to do with any missteps Eno made as a producer. Conversely, that their record 

could not live up to their live show, shows that their scene is about the live audience. No Wave 

was more effective—and affective—by creating a community around their art. Trakin wrote: “It 

is a mite precocious to claim that these four bands represent the next movement in rock’n’roll. 

They really have little in common musically except their stubborn belief in the uncompromising 

stands they’ve taken.”143 This idea about the lack of shared musicality is has been echoed 

repeatedly when discussing the history of No Wave. What often gets omitted in this conversation 

is that part of this shared philosophy is in the insistence of their live shows. Every band under the 

“No Wave” banner from LES to SoHo was known for ‘shocking’ their audience. When NME 

asks if it is even worth listening to “Art Rock” the answer is unfailingly “yes”. The point of 

listening to No Wave is not to indulge some critic’s wet dream of ‘challenging’ rock. Listening 

to No Wave isn’t even on par with the importance of John Cage’s 33 1/3; they both share a 

questioning of the nature of music. They both want their audience to become part of their 

composition. Yet, Cagian music never constitute a social scene around his scores, unless one 

counts the rabid fan base of academics that like to write about him. No Wave is anti-music that 
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creates an intimacy of space. Shockingly high volumes, threat of potential violence, and anti-

music caused controversy, but also conversation. Rock’s power lies in its unpredictability and 

nowhere is this more potent than standing among strangers in a confined room. It is the idea that 

this event can never be duplicated or replicated. No Wave was able to take this idea and combine 

it with an element of unease night after night, allowing for bodies in the room to feel closer to 

one another. No Wave as a musical movement allowed for possibility through art. 1978 might be 

seen as the beginning of the end for the bands themselves, out of the ashes rose one a 

transformation of the club scene in New York City. And from collective ashes of the bands on 

No New York came the type of cross-pollinated community that No Wave always represented. 
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Chapter 3: Dance, Dance Revolution 

 

Enter Anya 

No New York’ release in the fall of 1978 was met with excitement and anticipation on the 

Lower East Side. While the reviews were mixed, the bands themselves were optimistic. They 

had an album produce by Brian Eno. Their association with the famed producer meant that the 

first time that writers outside of New York began taking notice of their noisy little enclave. The 

Contortions, Teenage Jesus and DNA were still pulling in good numbers and expanding their 

audience beyond 14th street. In hindsight, many No Wave histories point to No Wave as both the 

crystallization and the culmination of the scene itself. Even Eno had said that he’s reason for 

recording these bands what his feeling that the scene was fleeting. “It isn’t like paintings where 

they sit around after the artist has moved on,” explained the producer, “If these people stopped 

playing music, which I was pretty sure they would, it’d be the end of it, you know?” “I had this 

feeling that I thought this record…was momentary and probably was going to disappear.”144  

Eno brought a new level of notoriety to these four unknown bands. He also indirectly 

coined the new musical genre of “no wave”. The origins of the term no wave are somewhat 

disputed. As far back as the fall of 1977, local New York City press were calling this loose 

connection of second wave punks the “New Wave” (far before the term would be co-opted and 

re-branded by record labels in the early 1980s). Certainly, the bands were not calling themselves 

“No Wave”, save perhaps Lydia Lunch who quipped, “I have no problem with the term ‘No 

Wave’ because it has the word NO in it.”145 While there are disputes on who first used term “No 
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Wave”, Roy Trakin of New York Rocker was the first to use it to describe the music of these 

bands after the X Magazine Benefit in March 1978. Remembers Glenn Branca of the Theoretical 

Girls “The term ‘No Wave’ had only existed for about a month and a half [before the Artist’s 

Space benefit in May 1978]. There was no movement before Eno put a name on it.”146 Branca’s 

biting tone is telling. Besides branding the term “No Wave” with the album, Eno also had the 

final say on which bands made it to the album. At least initially, Eno planned to record ten bands 

for the album selecting groups from both the gritter Lower East Side punks as well as those who 

favored the more avant-garde sound of SoHo. Two weeks after the Artist’s Space event, Eno 

dropped the number from ten to four. Branca’s band was one of the casualties. Branca felt Eno 

had intentionally cut out the more art-oriented SoHo bands as they were too close to his own 

experimental sound. Branca recounts that not long after the Artist’s Space event, Eno showed up 

at a Theoretical Girls show at the Kitchen. “He must not have liked it because it was only a few 

days later the announcement came out that we [Theoretical Girls] were not on the record.”147 It is 

certainly possible that Eno eschewed the more avant-garde element in the SoHo, in favor of 

capturing to capture the edge of the Lower East Side. It is also possible that there was someone 

else angling the album all along. Someone who knew Eno’s reputation and understood that 

additional European press could open doors for future record deals. Someone who had been on 

the scene long enough to know that if the first-wave of punk was any predictor, e record 

executives would soon come sniffing around. Someone that saw how if marketed correctly, 

certain No Wave bands could equal—if not surpass—the success of the Talking Heads or 

Blondie. Someone who, like Lydia Lunch, had become the glue which held the disparate parts 
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together. None of the No Wave bands had grand designs on industry success. None of the bands 

had even toured outside of the island. Yet there was one person with eyes on a larger prize; one 

of the most overlooked figures in the history of No Wave, Anya Phillips.  

A Taiwanese immigrant, Phillips had made a name for herself in the downtown scene as 

far back as the first wave of punk rock at CBGB. Phillip was born as an illegitimate child of a 

Chinese officer but was raised by an attaché to the American embassy whom her mother later 

married. It’s not exactly clear when Phillips first arrived in New York City, but she was an early 

fixture on the scene going back as far as 1975. Phillips initially made her money as a stripper in 

Times Square before taking the more entrepreneurial route of personal dominatrix. She began 

wearing black leather and bondage clothing at the downtown clubs and quickly became known 

for her brand of S&M sartorial chic. “She dressed really outrageously and seemed like a hanger-

on,” remembers photographer and CBGB doorwoman Roberta Bayley. “But she began having 

great tea parties for women at her apartment and I discovered she was really very talented at 

designing clothes.”148 Filmmaker and future club owner Steve Mass recalls Phillips’ clique as a 

small group of designers all working with spandex and wearing stiletto heels.”149 Phillip’s dark 

aesthetic started to find a home in the punk scene. While early punk females might have leaned 

toward Patti Smith’s look— a cross between a Beat poet and Keith Richards—Phillips 

sexualized the normally asexual punk circuit, bringing in an element of dark disco-chic to 

downtown. Long before Stephen Sprouse started slipping Blondie’s Debbie Harry into slinky 

dresses, Phillips dirtied up the punk frontwoman’s wardrobe. Gone was the ‘60s-inspired girl 
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group look in favor of a shredded dancefloor diva. Phillips adorned Harry in cut-away dresses 

that were wrapped and tied together (disguising the fact that Phillips couldn’t sew). The look was 

asymmetrical and sexy, quickly making Harry the pin-up girl for punk.   

 It was at CBGB where Phillips first encountered good-looking, aspiring filmmaker 

Diego Cortez. In many No Wave history books, Cortez is given only a passing mention as a 

filmmaker working on a film about Elvis who later helped create the No Wave film scene. In 

fact, Cortez had been well-integrated into the downtown experimental film and art scene for 

years before he became a CBGB stable. Born Jim Curtis, he received an M.F.A. (film, video and 

performance) from the Chicago Art Institute studying under Stan Brokhage.150 Upon moving to 

New York City in 1974, the aspiring filmmaker changed his name to “Diego Cortez” quickly 

became part of New York’s experimental film and performance scene working with both Jonas 

Mekas and Vito Acconci. Unlike his punk peers, Cortez worked full time, lecturing at colleges 

around New York and even Yale in addition to writing for various art publications. Cortez was 

an affable guy who seemed to get along with all manner of artists from writer-provocateur Kathy 

Acker to more outre musicians like Laurie Anderson. Cortez swam easily with SoHo artists as 

well as Lower East Side punks. One of the results of his many interests was working with a 

dozen other artists to form the Collaborative Projects, or COLAB in 1977. The establishment of 

COLAB allowed individuals to apply for artists’ grants collectively. Cortez always seemed 

especially savvy in the business of art and by 1977 he was positioned to become the next 

breakout star. However, Cortez quickly became disillusioned with the SoHo set. “I hated the 

whole COLAB aesthetic,” he recalls. “There were fake radicals…these people were straddling 
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the seventies. I abandoned ship. I gave up ten years of art training and my whole career in the art 

business and started hanging out at CBGB.”151 However, acclimating to the punk set wasn’t as 

easy as Cortez had thought. “The punks were totally anti-art,” he recalls. “When Anya Phillips 

would introduce me to her friends at CBGB as an artist from SoHo, they would turn the other 

way.”152 By 1977 Cortez felt that the energy of music was much more in tune with the radical 

performance art that he’d come to New York for initially. Thurston Moore of Sonic Youth noted: 

“Most of the No Wave musicians and filmmakers were original artists pursuing painting, 

sculpture and performance art…but decided that New York’s music scene was much more vital 

than its art scene—and much more open to their radical ideas.”153 Like his No Wave cohorts, 

Cortez traded the accolades of shows at the Whitney for the immediacy of downtown.  

While many No Wave musicians had shifted from art to music, Cortez took a slightly 

different approach. Instead of forming a band, he initially partnered with Phillips to produce 

Tuesday Night the first punk-rock gossip magazine. He then took his business acumen abroad by 

organizing the first New Wave rock festival in Northern Italy in the summer of 1977. While in 

Europe he shared studio space in Munich and began to envision a film about Elvis Presley’s 

military service in Germany. Tentatively titled Grutzi Elvis he asked Phillips to play Priscilla, 

casting himself as Elvis. Phillips flew to Paris to join Cortez to shoot early footage in both 

France and Germany. While in the latter country she become fascinated with the Baader-

Meinhof group, whose ‘wanted’ posters were plastered everywhere. The notorious terrorist 
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group looked like outlaws. They looked like rock stars. Phillips wanted to be part of their group. 

Phillips, who had long been wanting to open up a club of her own—something sexier than the 

dirty boys club of CBGBs, finally saw a tangible ‘look’ for her vision. While she has never 

publicly recognized being influenced by Baader-Meinhof images, their fingerprints are apparent 

on almost everything she fashioned for the next year. Famed manager and record A&R man, 

Danny Fields, remembers talking to Phillips shortly after she returned from her trip to Germany 

excitedly discussing the rouge group. “She told me she had to make a decision whether she was 

going to become a terrorist or whether she was going to get into something where she could 

make some money.”154 Luckily for Phillips, she opted to make money, with the Baader-Meinhof 

group looming large in her capitalist projects. The group’s black and red insignia over a picture 

of a machine gun soon translated into the terrorist chic aesthetic Phillips envisioned for her new 

nightclub. Having worked with Cortez before, Phillips sensed his business knowledge would pair 

well with her eye. She quickly sold him on the project. 

Upon returning to the States, Cortez and Phillips sought a backer for their club. The duo 

zeroed in on the one person who seemed to have money in the downtown music scene, Steve 

Mass. Both Phillips and Cortez knew Mass from CBGBs although he was a decade older than 

most of the punks in attendance. Already balding and with a penchant for formal plaid suits, 

Mass had come to New York City in the early 1970s with the hopes of opening up a publishing 

company in SoHo. When this fell through, he shifted to the more lucrative pursuit of running an 

off-hour ambulance service. Mass kept his hands in the art world, first becoming an assistant to 

infamous underground filmmaker Jack Smith before taking the camera into his own hands 
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shooting the burgeoning punk scene at CBGB. Mass was the perfect person for Cortez and 

Phillips to pitch their business plan for starting a club. Figuring they would need some time to 

sell him on the project, Cortez asked if Mass wanted to help him film extra scenes for Grutzi 

Elvis at the King’s house. Knowing Mass’ cinematic background and factoring in that Mass was 

one of the only people downtown with transportation, this was an inspired move by Cortez. As 

New York City bundled up for winter, Cortez, Phillips and Mass headed for Graceland.  

 

Inspired by Elvis 

In the January of 1978, Mass, Phillips and Cortez drove down south to Memphis. 

According to Steven Hager’s account in Art After Midnight, when the trio arrived in Graceland 

they found it closed to the public. There was, however, a group of Veterans who were visiting 

the site. Upon seeing their cameras, guards began to question the New Yorkers’ motives. 

Thinking quickly, Phillips convinced the staff that the group were from ABC news here to film 

the Vets. This seemed to work, and the trio was let into Elvis’ house to video. “After a while the 

guards began to look at us suspiciously,” recalls Mass, “especially after Anya [Phillips] began 

sitting in [Elvis’s father] Vernon’s lap.”155 Phillips’ instincts about how to manipulate situations 

to her advantage would become more prominent in the coming year. She would often use sex to 

sell her projects even in the traditionally asexual world of punk rock. While the three were 

expelled from Graceland, they did manage to get Elvis’ father on tape. Cortez then convinced the 

group to make a stop in his hometown of Chicago before returning to New York.  Whether by 

design or accident, they ended up at La Mere Vipere, a gay bar that morphed into Chicago’s first 
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great punk club. La Mere was located on the stretch of Halsted Street south of Fullerton. In April 

of 1978, just four months after the trio visited the club, it burned down under mysterious 

circumstances. When saddened fans complained publicly to Patti Smith at her Park West show 

that summer that the city had been responsible for the arson, she replied, “So your club burned 

down. Start another one!” Smith’s reaction—don’t wait, do it yourself—mirrored the impetus of 

the Radical Three, as Cortez, Mass and Phillips were being coined by Pat Place of The 

Contortions. After seeing La Mere Vipere, Mass started to come around to Phillips’ idea to open 

their own club. By the time the threesome returned to New York City Mass began actively 

scouring the city for potential spots. 

Starting his own club wasn’t a completely new idea for Steve Mass. The previous fall 

filmmaker Amos Poe had moved into Mass’ duplex on West Eighth street. Poe had long been 

aligned with the downtown music scene and his film Blank Generation was the first to capture 

the punk in 1976. That same year he directed Unmade Beds (1976), a Goddard-inspired film shot 

in black and white for five thousand dollars.156 The film garnered an invitation to Cannes and 

inspired what would become the birth of No Wave cinema, basically a visual equivalent of the 

same DIY philosophy and dark aesthetic as the music (as well as starring many of the No Wave 

musicians). Mass approached Poe about starting a film company, which they tentatively named 

“Mud Films” after a critic had said Poe’s films looked like mud.157 The duo would drink late into 

the night brainstorming cinematic projects, only to be left with cruel hangovers and little footage 
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to show for it in the morning. Poe finally told Mass, “you’d be happier opening a bar.”158 While 

the seeds weren’t fully sewn that fall, after his excursion with Phillips and Cortez, Mass would 

re-consider Poe’s suggestion. Both the idea of his own club and the “Mud” name stuck with 

Mass. Poe decamped Mass place by early 1978 leaving the apartment vacant. The stars aligned 

for Mass as his next roommate would be none other than Brian Eno. A local performance artist 

knew that Eno was looking for a place and asked Cortez if he knew of anywhere the producer 

could stay. It wasn’t long before West Eighth became ground zero in reshaping the No Wave 

scene.   

 

Chance Encounter 

Much like Lydia Lunch, Anya Phillips was a rock-and-roll opportunist. Unlike Lunch, 

Phillips appeared to have no musical aspirations of her own, seeming to prefer working behind 

the scenes to being on the stage. While she’d been a fixture on the scene for many years, James 

Chance didn’t really know Phillips. He remembered the first time he met her was the X 

Magazine performance in March 1978, where Phillips was hanging in the back of the venue 

during The Contortions’ set. It was this particular show where Chance became increasingly 

frustrated by audience members opting to sit on the floor instead of standing to watch the show. 

Taking matters into his own hands, Chance leaped into the audience physically pulling people up 

or alternatively screaming at others. As Chance made his way to the back of the room, he noticed 

Phillips sitting in a chair staring at him. For a minute he questioned, “Should I attack Anya?” 

The petite dominatrix gave the singer a withering look and he moved on, deciding not to provoke 
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this particular patron. After the show Phillips approached Chance to say how much she enjoyed 

his set. She later told him, “If you would have attacked me, you would have been sorry.”159 The 

duo spent the next three days together and by the end of the weekend the new couple were 

inseparable.  

Phillips was never one to play second fiddle—even to charismatic and talented frontman 

like James Chance. She quickly took over as manager for his band The Contortions. On paper, 

this made sense. Phillips had briefly managed Lydia Lunch’s Teenage Jesus and the Jerks as well 

as had Phillips connections at the more disco-inspired clubs uptown like Hurrah. Instinctively 

she sensed that of all the No Wave bands, The Contortions were most likely destined to make it 

out of downtown. As Phillips was angling for a wider audience for The Contortions, that same 

April Eno arrived in New York. In town to produce the new Talking Heads album and enshrined 

in Steve Mass’ apartment, it was only a matter of time before Eno encountered Anya. Around the 

same time Mass sold some property he had in Massachusetts, finally securing enough money for 

the down-payment on a future space the club.  While Mass might have had designs on utilizing 

Eno’s name to sell his club, in April 1978 the idea was still too premature. Eno was only 

supposed to be in town for six weeks and it would be six months before Mass finally was able to 

open his club’s doors. Each of “Radical Three” as they were dubbed by Pat Place of The 

Contortions had designs on how Eno could help their career.160 Cortez envisioned Eno musically 

producing his film Grutzi Elvis, Mass saw a sound designer for the new club, and Phillips 

contemplated the commercial potential in an Eno-approved Contortions. Accounts often state 

that it was Phillips who was instrumental in making sure Eno attended the May 1978 Artist’s 
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Space event. If it hadn’t been for Phillips’ cajoling, it is possible Eno would never have 

encountered the No Wave bands at all. Though, with Mass, Cortez and Phillips thick as thieves, 

it was only a matter of time before the trio convinced Eno to attend a show. After seeing the 

show at Artist’s Space, Eno chose to document the downtown scene. While Chance claims The 

Contortions had little hand in how the bands were chosen or ordered for the album, it is unlikely 

that his manager was this hands off. While Artist’s Space was clearly formative for the four 

chosen No Wave bands, it was equally instrumental for the future of Anya Phillips. Not nearly 

enough credit is given to Phillips for not only harnessing the commercial potential in Chance but 

steering the entire No Wave scene into a viable music market. 

 

The Summer of Mudd 

While Eno was recording the No Wave bands in the summer of 1978, Mass, Cortez and 

Phillips were busy working on finding a space for their club. Richard Boch, who would later 

work as a doorman at the club describes roles of the threesome: “Diego helped Steve [Mass] 

orchestrate the chaos and Anya [Phillips] offered the encouragement of a smart, in-your-face 

banshee cheerleader.”161 One day Mass found his perfect spot: 77 White Street. The space was 

located at the end of an alleyway stretching from Canal Street to White Street and owned by 

artist Ross Bleckner. When approached about renting, Bleckner who lived upstairs on the third 

floor explicitly indicated that he wanted no loud music. Ever the fixer, Cortez recalls “Anya and 

Steve found this space downtown on White Street that was artist Ross Bleckner’s place. Ross 

didn’t really want to give it to Steve [Mass]. I intervened and talked Ross into it. I underplayed 
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the fact that it was going to be a punk club, because that’s exactly what his trepidation was.”162 

After Bleckner agreed to rent the space, all that was left were the city permits and a name. On 

one of the doors of the building were the letters “MCL”. Phillips wanted to name the club The 

Molotov Cocktail Lounge, decorating the space in deep red velvet and hearkening back to her 

Baader-Meinhof terrorist chic aesthetic. Mass, not wanting to raise the ire of the city before 

they’d even opened, changed the name at the last minute to The Mudd Club. A year ago, Amos 

Poe had suggested Mass call their film company “Mud Films”; now Mass opted for “Mudd” a 

reference to Dr. Samuel Alexander Mudd, the physician who tended to Lincoln’s assassin John 

Wilkes Booth, a sly historical wink for a man who made his money through a rogue ambulance 

service. Mass even went so far as to refer to himself as Dr. Mudd. The name choice riled Cortez 

and Phillips, culminating in a blow-out argument between the dominatrix and the “doctor.”163  

While rumors persisted that Phillips and Mass had a falling out over the name change, Chance 

has always stated that Phillips had no interest in the business side, merely wanting to be the night 

manager. Whatever the real story, after losing out on the name change, Phillips’ hand in running 

the club greatly diminished and she focused full-time on managing The Contortions’ career. 

Construction started on the Mudd Club late in the summer of 1978. Attempting to be an 

alternative to the glitzier Studio 54 uptown, Mass outfitted the space with cheap materials found 

on Canal Street. For the front of the club he designed a long bar adorned with aviation maps 

under a Plexiglas top. At the far end of the club was a small stage for live shows which could be 

disassembled for dancing. Perhaps the biggest splurge in the club was on a state-of-the-art sound 

system. Many history books on the Mudd Club have wrongly attribute the design of the club’s 
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sound-system to Eno. Given Eno’s fame, this was hardly a rumor Mass was in a hurry to correct. 

In fact, he told journalist and TV host Glenn O’Brien that the club was really “Eno’s Club”. 

However, the true audio architect was local sound technician Brooke Delarco. According to 

Mudd’s resident doorman Richard Boch, one night Mass handed Delarco a “cartoon schematic 

doodled on a cocktail napkin” purportedly drawn by Eno.164  The story goes that Delarco 

accepted the dubious blueprint but went ahead and own designed a sound system according to 

her own specifications including “extremely large speakers, woofers, several Crown amps, and a 

sixteen-channel deluxe soundboard.”165 While Delarco’s tenure at Mudd was short-lived, her 

aural legacy was secured through the club’s impressive sound. With the club mostly built Mass 

turned his attention to creating a captivating narrative. Certainly stating that Eno designed the 

sound would be a draw. Mass figured the more of an “anti”-identity reputation he could cultivate 

the better, going so far as to start a rumor that the club had formally been a popular hangout for 

local drug smugglers.166  The entire project, including sound system, came to only $15,000.167 

 

Chance goes Disco 

With her hooks fully engorged in James Chance’s career, Anya Phillips decided that the 

most punk rock pivot possible would be for Chance to embrace disco. Musically, this wasn’t 

much of a leap. Of all the No Wave bands currently making the rounds, The Contortions were 

the closest to a traditional “funk” band. Always the most accessible—if not danceable—Phillips 
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saw the potential for Chance to become the house band at her new club. She decided to give the 

sax player a new disco sheen by outfitting him in sharkskin suits, skinny ties and a well-coiffed 

pompadour. Phillips wasn’t the only one to spot Chance’s star power. Independent label owner 

Michael Zilkha was looking for a new project. British-born and wealthy, Zilkha had come to 

New York and started ZE Records, a small label with French producer Michel Estaban. Unlike 

Terry Ork of Red Star Records, the other local independent label owner who was instrumental in 

producing Suicide’s debut album, Zilkha had a much more hands-off approach with the No 

Wave bands. In September of 1978 he offered Chance $10,000 to make a disco record, no strings 

attached. Chance recalls his conversation with Zilkha: “It doesn’t have to be a commercial disco 

record”, he told me, “Do whatever your idea of a disco record is.”168 Chance contemplated the 

offer. From a musical standpoint, he liked the challenge of finding a more avant-garde approach 

to disco. Currently disco bands such as the Bee Gees “were basically taking funk and whitening 

it,” he explained, “straightening it out and adding chord progressions.”169 While Chance saw 

disco as a way to infuse No Wave music with funk, Phillips saw its commercial potential. 

Phillips angled Zilkha to simultaneously underwrite both Chance’s disco record and an 

additional full-length Contortions album. Encouraging Chance to form a new band instead of re-

branding The Contortions’ sound, she suggested the provocative name of James White and his 

Blacks. Zilkha balked at this and they finally settled on James White and the Blacks. 

 

Disco on the Rise 

Anya’s instincts were sharp with respect to the rise of New York’s club scene. From 
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1973-1977 disco music had been bubbling underground and by the end of the decade disco was 

just beginning to take over the airwaves. By 1976 disco was a large enough musical genre in 

New York to begin to have recognized regional sub-genres from East Coast funk to East Coast 

disco.170 Songs from Diana Ross’ album Love Hangover to singles such as “Turn the Beat 

Around” and “The Hustle” were moving from dance charts into the top of the pop charts, with 

“The Hustle” even winning a Grammy in 1976. But perhaps nothing a stronger impact on the 

disco genre than the film Saturday Night Fever released in December of 1977. The film 

showcased the struggles of a working-class Italian boy, played by John Travolta, from the outer 

boroughs of New York City who finds identity and escapism in the downtown disco clubs. It was 

a combination of a simple love story mixed with the Bee Gees soaring soundtrack that gave a 

face to disco for a non-disco audience. Additionally, having white, heterosexual Travolta as the 

lead took away some of the gay and ethnic stigma surrounding disco clubs. Saturday Night Fever 

grossed over $100 million in the United States alone and by the end of 1978 the soundtrack had 

become the biggest selling record of all time.171 

During the late ‘70s, Chic were second only to the Bee Gees in terms of being 

inextricably associated with disco. The New York-based mixed-gender quintet had, by 1979, 

become the best-selling singles act in the history of Atlantic Records; dance-floor fillers 

including “Dance, Dance, Dance,” “Le Freak” and “Good Times” sold millions of copies in a 

matter of weeks. Yet, in many ways, Chic and the Bee Gees were polar opposite bands. While 

Chic’s music swam in the lighter fare of love and dancing, the disco-era Bee Gees penned songs 

about survival. Specifically their songs on the Saturday Night Fever soundtrack spoke to the 
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struggle of living in New York City. “Stayin’ Alive” gave voice to the less-visible people in the 

city articulating “I’ve been kicked around since I was born.” Yet, the brothers Gibb never living 

in New York or had the same economic and social struggles for which they sang. New York-

born Nile Rodgers, Chic’s founder, had the tough childhood The Bee Gees sang about. Raised in 

the Bronx by 13-year old mother who later became addicted to heroin, Rodgers turned to music 

as an escape becoming a session musician in his teens and later part of the house band for 

Harlem’s famed Apollo Theatre. In 1977, Rogers along with Bernard Edwards co-founded the 

band Chic who became the architects for much of the disco sound. “[Disco] is about being raised 

in a system that says there are people that society deems better than you simply by their 

birthright,” explained Rodgers. “So a person like that would absolutely be much more in tune 

with the philosophy of a group like Chic, would understand that we were trying to reach for the 

stars. As a matter of fact, that's even the lyrics in one of our songs, ‘My Feet Keep Dancing’: 

‘Reach for the stars fly into space, or maybe save the human race.’ It was all of these very, very 

highfalutin concepts that were achievable in our minds if you were optimistic.” Rodgers also 

stresses that disco was an explicitly political culture, although it was rarely recognized as such. 

“Disco being the music that happened after the political ‘60s, [it] was a celebration of 

accomplishment. We felt like we ended the Vietnam war, through protesting, getting killed, Kent 

State this was our crowning achievement. Therefore, we also liberated gay people, started the 

women's movement, all of that stuff. And now, just like when prohibition ended, we started 

celebrating. And that's what Chic was all about.”172  While sonically worlds apart, New York’s 
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disco was philosophically aligned with No Wave. The greatest difference between was that disco 

was much more commercially viable by the late 1970s. For this very reason punks took aim at 

disco. More than just a reaction to the radio, disco was becoming more about image.  

Nineteen seventy-seven was not only a pivotal year for disco in the theater and on the 

charts, but in the club scene as well. While New York’s underground disco clubs had thrived for 

years, especially in Harlem and the outer boroughs, it would be two men from Queens who 

would radically change the landscape of nightlife in Manhattan. Steve Rubell and Ian Schrager 

were two Jewish boys from Queens who had initially attempted at disco club near JFK airport in 

1975. After their first attempt failed, the duo knew the market was hot but their next club needed 

to be in Manhattan. Opting for an old Opera House that had been the stage for such popular 

television shows as Captain Kangaroo, Rubell and Schrager opened Studio 54 (keeping the 

name of the soundstage) at 254 West 54th Street, just off Times Square and the theatre district. 

On Tuesday, April 26, 1977 Studio 54 first opened its doors. With heavy hitters such as Liza 

Minnelli and Mick Jagger in attendance, along with the state-of-the-art sound system, the club 

aimed at being a mix of hedonism and sophistication. Perhaps no image better captured the 

essence of Studio 54 than Bianca Jagger entering the club for her birthday atop a white horse. 

With its cool clientele and strict velvet rope, Studio 54 ushered in disco’s first cult of celebrity. 

 

Disco Sucks! 

Suspicion had begun to creep into the collective consciousness: that disco was all surface 

but no substance; it didn’t represent the true experiences of everyday life in the way that rock 

usually had; it was the soundtrack of homosexual deviants, non-whites and the vacuous rich. The 

time had come—especially in middle America—to reclaim “proper rock music” to its rightful 
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place atop the charts. Both punk and disco felt under attack. “A lot of people told us to change 

our name,” said Punk magazine editor John Holmstrom. “They said the ‘punk’ thing was over. 

The amount of anti-punk sentiment we were receiving was incredible. There was a rumor that 

President Carter said, ‘stop this punk thing’ during a jazz festival on the White House lawn.”173 

Perhaps no one person expressed the anti-disco sentiment more than Midwest DJ Steve Dahl. By 

the summer of 1979, the Detroit rock radio was so aggrieved that his beloved Stones and 

Zeppelin were being dropped from play-lists in favor of the Village People, Donna Summer and 

Chic that he launched his “Disco sucks!” radio campaign. Dahl encouraged listeners to phone in 

their disco requests which he would then destroy on air with explosive sound effects. 

“Midwesterners didn’t want that intimidating [disco] style shoved down their throats,” said 

Dahl.174 What began as on-air mischief soon snowballed into an anti-disco movement. Joined by 

a failed rock guitarist called Steve Veek, Dahl took "Disco sucks!" public when Veek secured the 

use of Comiskey Park, the home of the Chicago White Sox that was owned by his father. In July 

1979, Dahl announced that anyone in possession of a disco record would receive cheap entry to 

the next White Sox home game. 

Instead of the usual 16,000 fans, an unprecedented 59,000 turned up. The anti-disco mob 

joined by baseball fans proceeded to storm the pitcher’s mound, where they smashed and burned 

their Bee Gees vinyl. In his book Appetite for Self-Destruction, Steve Knopper who was then a 

13-year old self-proclaimed disco hater wrote: “They wore Led Zeppelin and Black Sabbath T-

shirts, smashed bottles on the ground, smoked God knows what and chanted their almighty 
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rallying cry: ‘Disco sucks!’”175  The unspoken subtext was obvious: disco music was for 

homosexuals and black people. Not only that, but, as Knopper notes, in the disco era “to make it 

with a lady a guy had to learn how to dance. And wear a fancy suit!”176 It wasn’t real concerns 

such as the threat of war or the loss of jobs that inspired this hate-fest, but something far more 

malevolent ingrained in rock fans’ collective psyche. What should have been harmless 

insurrection became a demolition rally for hard-rocking, middle American, predominantly white 

dudes with dubious taste. In the short term, this disco backlash worked. Records sales bolstered 

by disco’s glory days and the Saturday Night Fever-fueled high of 1978 fell by 11% in 1979, and 

the major US record labels began to look elsewhere for cash cows: to hard rock, new wave and 

power-pop fluff.  

Both Saturday Night Fever and Studio 54 did a real social disservice to disco. For a 

music that had its origins in the gay, African-American and Latin community, both the film and 

club seemed to whitewash the cultural background of the music. Yet the Disco Sucks! 

demolition hardly killed dance music. That lived on in the infernos, embers, mutating into new 

forms like the house remixes pulsing through the gay clubs of Chicago and New York and the 

New Wave synth-pop bubbling up to form a seed bed for what would become mainstream pop in 

the 1980s.”177 Thus, through disco music (and anti-disco sentiment) the rise of an inclusive and 

musically diverse club scene began to emerge in downtown New York City. But it was a Pyrrhic 

victory. Disco spawned house music and the club scene and impacted upon the then-emerging 
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hip-hop culture.How the hell did that happen? How on God’s green Earth could not liking a kind 

of music raise emotion to such a fever pitch? How could anyone think that their dislike of the 

Bee Gees made the violence surrounding Disco Demolition Night acceptable? 

 

Punk Rock’s Race Problem 

Being the ultimate anti-movement in the 1970s, American punk rock drew aim at disco. 

Punk, at its heart, was never about amateurism or being a musical purist. Punk is about changing 

the status quo. If disco was the hottest genre on the radio, then punk was about destroying disco. 

Disco quickly became the dividing line and the “anti-disco” became the clarion call for punk 

rock. Punk magazine’s first issue published in January of 1976, declared in its opening editorial: 

“Death to Disco Shit! Long Live Rock. Kill yourself. Jump off a fucking cliff. Drive nails into 

your head at Disneyland. OD. Anything. Just don’t listen to disco…the epitome of all that’s 

wrong with Western Civilization is disco.”178  

When Punk first came out it was still two years before Studio 54 opened in New York. 

Long before the rest of America caught disco fever, downtown New York punks were already 

pushing back. Disco as a musical genre seemed too slick, too produced, and too electronic. 

Unlike the later anti-disco movement that had elements of a fear of loss of power for white 

masculinity, punk’s initial reaction against disco lay in its use of electronics, specifically 

synthesizers. In fact, much of the reason Suicide was hated in the early 1970s was the disdain for 

their lack of instruments. The difference is that Suicide projected a feral-like punk attitude on 

stage, while most disco acts lip-synced to tracks. Additionally, where disco sound was about 
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escapism, Suicide was about bringing the street to the stage. As shown in Chapter 1, Suicide 

aimed at terrorizing not tranquilizing their audiences. The editors at punk needed an ‘other’ to 

position themselves against and in 1976 disco seemed to be the obvious musical target. By spring 

1979 they had a parodied disco cover and a seven-page anti-disco comic in the interior, figuring 

according to Holmstrom “disco had taken over the world, so we wend the ‘MAD magazine of 

rock ‘n’ roll’ route full-on.”179 While they may not have started as racially motivated overtones, 

it is hard to deny that Punk magazine seemed to be cultivating was a white, hetero-normative 

narrative.  

None of this was helped when Punk magazine co-founder Legs McNeil agreed to do an 

interview with Mark Jacobson for the Village Voice. In the article, Jacobson references Norman 

Mailer’s infamous article, “The White Negro” where th writer posits a similarity in society’s 

marginalization of African-American people to that of white, bohemian hipsters. McNeil rejects 

the idea of the “white negro” stating that Punk magazine, and punks in general, were a return to 

youth culture with an emphasis on television shows from the ‘50s and comic books. McNeil, 

who grew up middle-to-lower class Irish in Connecticut and didn’t have a high school diploma, 

idolized the carefree life of the teenagers he watched in movies like American Graffiti. However, 

when the 1970s rolled around McNeil felt he’d missed the boat. He asked, “How could a cool 

person be cool in an uncool time?”180 The solution? Rebel against the current cultural capital. 

Legs McNeil waged war on hippie culture by becoming the ultimate Eddie Haskell. Legs 

declared that beer, McDonald’s and violent behavior were all American values that should be 
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celebrated, not shunned.181 

By the time McNeil was working at Punk magazine he’d become cool. With his ever-

present leather jacket and Chuck Taylor sneakers, McNeil was the embodiment “punk”: petulant, 

sarcastic and forever adolescent. He was the Alfred E. Newman of the Lower East Side. Without 

explicitly stating it, McNeil was embracing white Suburban male culture. He was also indirectly 

articulating an anti-intellectual argument. Where other resident punks such as David Byrne also 

embraced a nervous white culture, McNeil’s was never abstract or arty. Punk magazine itself 

thumbed its nose at the other local publications by being intentionally juvenile. With cartoons 

and word-bubble writing the entire magazine resembled a cartoon. 

In 1976 Village Voice writer Frank Rose asked McNeil about the embrace of “self-

conscious masculinity.” During the interview Legs went on an anti-disco rant where he claimed, 

“disco was the putrid sonic progeny of an unholy union between blacks and gays.” He also 

repeatedly used the words ‘nigger’ and ‘faggot’ in his disco diatribe. While punk has always 

pushed against authority or the appetite of the mainstream, McNeil’s comments carry real 

weight. Punk is often described as democratic and a do-it-yourself type of art, but the reality was 

that punk had an uncomfortable relationship with race. Despite the attempts, the first wave of 

punk was almost exclusively white. While No Wave had made huge inroads for women and fluid 

sexuality, there were still few people of color populating their shows—to say nothing of playing 

in the bands. Famed music critic Lester Bangs recounts inviting over the staff of Punk magazine 

as well as many members of regular CBGB bands for a party one night. No sooner had Bangs 

put on soul albums then the response throughout the room was, “What are you playing that that 
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nigger disco shit for, Lester?”182  

Punk, especially the brand celebrated by Punk magazine, seemed to celebrate young, 

white male power. As mentioned in Chapter 2, there were very few women on the scene, and 

those that were there were either asexual such as Pattti Smith, Tina Weymouth of the Talking 

Heads or hyper-sexualized such as Blondie’s Debbie Harry. There were no bands from the first 

wave that had any people of color, multiple women, or non-heterosexual members. No Wave 

broke down a lot of these barriers, and while there was still a lack of color in the bands, there 

was movement inclusivity not only in the band members, but also the music.  

 

Mutant Disco 

Which is why in the fall of 1978 when Michael Zilkha asked James Chance to make a 

disco record, the sax man agreed. Many punk rockers would have considered making a disco 

record would be akin to treason. Can one imagine The Ramones donning bell-bottoms and 

dancing? But Chance was no normal punk rocker. “A lot of people on the rock scene were very 

threatened by me, by the disco idea, by the jazz idea, by the James Brown idea. The whole thing 

of brining black music in so upfront. To tell you the truth, some of the people were pretty racist 

to begin with.”183  Chance continued, “There was almost this organized anti-disco thing. Disco 

was at its peak. I liked the idea of disco more than the actual music.”184  Similarly, pushing the 

envelope was always part and parcel of Anya Phillips’ projects. Even though Phillips was part of 

the original punk scene and she was the one who suggested the name of “James Chance and his 
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Blacks”, there is no indication that she harbored any of the problematic racial views of her punk 

peers. Given her business acumen, she probably thought the original name would cause 

controversy, thereby selling more records. Chance was one of the only musicians from the 

punk/No Wave scene to regularly jam with non-white musicians. While No Wave embraced 

openness in gender or sexuality within their bands, there were very few musicians of color. Jean-

Michel Basquait briefly played in the No Wave outfit Grey and there were Asian-Americans in 

both the original Contortions and DNA. When Chance started playing in New York’s loft jazz 

scene he began to feel that his skin color made him an outsider in the predominantly black jazz 

community. “I got a lot of hostility when I tried to make it as a jazz musician [in New York]. 

Which is funny, because in Milwaukee I got on really well with black musicians…but New York 

was different. And then going the very same night to CBGB and you’d hear people in punk 

bands talking about ‘niggers’.”185  

Punk was largely created in retaliation against the bourgeois decadence that had slowly 

been infiltrating rock music; a decadence that disco wielded like a point of pride. How could 

these two seemingly disparate musical genres fuse? Furthermore, why does the musical alchemy 

still feel revolutionary today? Something that both music’s had in common was energy, albeit on 

different levels. In their own way, both genres stood for lifestyles and ideals that opposed the 

“norm” or middle-class values exposed by conservative America. Punk dealt more with the gritty 

realities by facing them head-on; disco would avoid the issue by simply blotting out the everyday 

routine through the fractured night-light of the dance floor. If punk was about destroying the 

mainstream and disco was about dancing as an escapism, then post-punk or the mesh of the two 
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that momentarily was called “mutant disco” was about alternative futurism. Post-punk (no wave 

and mutant disco) occupied an intriguing middle ground between disco and punk. Just as the No 

Wave musicians had felt that punk’s progressive ideologies were not reflected in punk rock 

itself, which was little more than a scrappier variation on traditional hard rock. In disco and in 

funk, avant-jazz and No Wave lay sonic possibilities that were infinitely more malleable and 

exciting.  While in New York, No Wave was beginning to embrace the possibilities in disco and 

funk, across the pond there was a simultaneous interest from the punk scene in dub reggae. 

Simon Reynolds noted in an interview, “Certain influential music writers in the UK noticed that 

real working-class people weren’t into punk, they were into disco.”186 In other words, punk self-

segregated both musically, socially and economically. No Wave and disco aimed at breaking 

down these imposed barriers. 

 Rather than “whitening” funk as he’d seen commercial disco bands do, Chance wanted 

to make race and funk the forefront of his new project. For James White and the Blacks, Chance 

re-worked The Contortion’s song, “Contort Yourself” and “Almost Black” with latter featuring 

the angular guitar work of the Voidoid’s Bob Quine. Chance was one of the first punks to infuse 

his music with funk and playing with ideas that would become hugely successful for bands such 

as the Red Hot Chili Peppers by the end of the decade. It wasn’t just the music that was changing 

in Chance. By 1979 his interviews, which had always incorporated an element of rebuff, became 

down-right hostile. Suddenly Chance’s combative on-stage persona seemed to infect his off-

stage personality. In a January 1979 article by Roy Trakin for New York Rocker, Chance was 

interviewed ostensibly to promote both the release of No New York, as well as to discuss his new 
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project James White and the Blacks. However, the interview quickly turned contentious with the 

saxophonist answering somewhere between clipped tones and outright anger. Trakin chalks up 

Chance’s demeanor to the larger attitude of No Wave in general, stating that the “no” identity 

was part and parcel of the project. Trakin references his earlier interview with Lydia Lunch as 

proof of this attitude and swears that humor lay beneath both scowls of Chance and Lunch. Yet, 

even trying to find the tongue-and-cheek aspects in Chance’s answers can be a fool’s errand.  

What becomes clear in the dialogue between Trakin and Chance is the latter’s insistence on 

commercial viability and PR.  When asked about the influence of Iggy Pop on his music, Chance 

retorts, “I’m not interested in talking about Iggy in this interview” to which Trakin states, 

“Listen, James, you’ve got to talk about something in this interview…you were talking more 

when the recorder was off.” Chance responds by saying he doesn’t want to give other people free 

publicity.187 This exchange is curious as in the past Chance has freely spoken about his 

influences in both jazz and rock and roll. Also, it shows that Chance is now keenly aware of 

cultivating a “persona” for himself; when the recorder was on, so was the new James White.  

Later in the interview Trakin asks Chance if he has any ambitions to which he says, “No! 

That word is not in my vocabulary.”188 This actually rings true. It appears that Chance is acting 

more aggressive in interviews in an attempt at capitalizing on his new projects, this self-creation 

feels more in line with Anya Phillips’ ideas. When Michael Zilkha approached Chance about the 

prospect of doing a disco album, it was Phillips who negotiated a two-album deal, one for James 

White and the Black and one for The Contortions.189 It was also Phillips who encouraged Chance 
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to create a separate identity for his disco sound. It was Phillips’ idea for the Mudd Club and 

certainly her idea to have her only act headline one of the opening weekends. By January of 

1979, either directly or indirectly Anya Phillips was calling all the shots when it came to James 

Chance’s career. 

While it is certainly possible that Chance saw the commercial potential of his band, one 

never gets away from the feeling that he loved evoking his audience—is at the heart of Chance’s 

world view, as well as the philosophical import of No Wave as a whole. Chance was an artist 

almost singularly insistent—as far back as his jazz days—in his effort to transmit emotion to his 

audience. Yet, the shift toward an interest in commercialism is undeniable by 1979. In a 1991 

interview with Bomb magazine, Chance stated: “I refuse to knock myself out to try and get 

gigs…When someone comes along and says, ‘I believe in your music enough to go out and work 

for you’—I’m not about to do that kind of think for myself. It’s not possible for an artist to do 

that for himself and get respect.”190 By 1978 Chance had found that person in Anya Phillips. She 

saw in the Contortions the same things she saw in the Mudd Club and even in early Blondie: the 

glamour in the gutter. Phillips had designs on taking Chance’s band out of the Lower East Side. 

To her credit, within a year, there would be a sea change in the kind of music the downtown 

venues were promoting. The writing was on the wall: disco sells (even though technically, on the 

walls at CBGB it read ‘disco sucks’). It was Phillips who encouraged Chance to play bigger, 

more dance-oriented venues such as Club 57. Phillips knew that if Chance shifted to a more 

disco-oriented sound, there was a great likelihood that James White and the Blacks could be 

every bit as popular as the Talking Heads or Blondie. What Phillips hadn’t factored in was the 
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way the former two groups whitewashed their sound to make it palatable to a suburban buying 

audience. Nor had she counted on the way Chance would blacken his own brand. 

 

Mudd Club’s Soft Opening  

While Phillips was outfitting Chance’s in sharkskin suits and heightening his pompadour, 

Steve Mass was busy readying the Mudd Club for opening night. He’d booked the after-party for 

the first-annual Punk Magazine Awards as a “soft” opening.  By the fall of 1978 the magazine 

had just lost their distributer and was badly bleeding. With two more issues already mapped, 

editor John Holmstrom decided the magazine needed a quick infusion of cash to ensure they 

could print the run. Holmstrom decided to hold a punk rock award ceremony in a last ditch effort 

to save the sinking magazine. True to their tongue-in-cheek humor, they printed up tickets titled 

“A Titanic Evening” and booked the event at the down-and-out 2nd avenue venue Club 

Hollywood on Friday the Thirteenth. Even though the event sold out, the bad luck started the 

evening before when Nancy Spungen had allegedly been stabbed to death at the Chelsea Hotel 

by her boyfriend and former Sex Pistol bassist Sid Vicious. Holmstrom read the news the next 

morning in horror. Vicious had been in New York City for some time and Spungen—despite her 

infamous reputation since hooking up with Vicious—had been a fixture on the punk scene for 

years. Holmstrom feared the press would turn the award ceremony into a dissection of drugs in 

the downtown scene. At the last minute, Holmstrom and McNeil made the decision not to let the 

press into the event, fearing it would cause a circus and forever put a black stain on punk rock. 

 Whatever the editors at Punk thought might happen if the press were let in could not 

compare to the actual events. By the end of the evening the somber attitude had turned violently 

drunk with the audience ripping the seats out from the floor and effectively destroying the club. 
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According to Holmstrom, the club’s manager had two thugs pull guns on their ticket seller 

demanding money thereby erasing any hope of the magazine turning a profit that night.191 The 

only saving grace was the after-party at the still-unnamed Mudd Club which was a wild success. 

Mass, who didn’t yet have a liquor license, had been paid $500 by Holmstrom to stock the bar 

illegally.192  Punks drank away their sorrows until the light of morning appeared. In many ways, 

the events on October 13th were analogous to the shifting tide of the music scene as a whole. The 

first-wave of punk rock was slowly declining, in no small part to the rise of heroin downtown. 

And while the No Wave scene would not prove to be impervious to the drug, the financial 

success of the Mudd Club seemed to signal a new openness to the closed coterie the downtown 

scene. Far from becoming just another elite-only after hours in the lines of Max’s backroom or 

the posh velvet rope of Studio 54, Mudd would slowly become the community-building space 

that No Wave had first envisioned.  

With Mudd’s formal opening scheduled for Halloween and the sound system for live acts 

not quite ready, Phillips had the inspired idea of booking Chance for a night of lip-synced James 

Brown covers. The night ended with Chance leaping into the audience, getting punched out and 

returning to finish the set with blood still dripping down his face. If Phillips had designs on 

making Chance the Mudd Club’s house band, the fracas changed Mass’s mind. For opening 

night, Mass booked the newly emerging band The B-52s. The campy, quirky five-piece from 

Athens, Georgia had been steadily making the rounds in the downtown clubs for about a year 

and had a small, underground hit with “Rock Lobster”. Their ironic ‘50s aesthetic quickly found 

a following with both the No Wave and punk scene, especially dance-acts such as The 
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Contortions and Blondie, as well as with the gay art community. The B-52s had only been a 

‘band’ for about a year before Mudd’s opening. Lead singer Fred Schneider remembers sending 

a tape to Max’s in 1977. “They invited us to play,” he said. “We were petrified. We’d never 

played a club before.”193 Their manager, who was friends with Eno, asked the producer if he 

know of a place the band could crash for a few gigs during the summer of 1978. Eno offered up 

his space on Eighth Street and the band quickly became friends with their new landlord, Steve 

Mass.  

 In 1977 in New York City recalls Schneider it wasn’t cool to dance. “Everyone was 

dressed in black leather,” said the B-52s singer. “We couldn’t afford anything but thrift store 

clothing. I would wear horrendous polyester things that didn’t match. The girls wore big beehive 

wigs from the sixties…I think we made seven dollars that night.”194 Mass saw that the camp 

sensibility filmmaker Jack Smith has used in Flaming Creatures in the 1960s could be updated 

for the 1980s. In both his film work and with his ambulance service, Mass was one of the few in 

the punk scene to explore the outer boroughs. After taking his camera around lower middle-class 

homes in Brooklyn and Queens, “I saw how far artists and intellectuals were from real life.”195 

Mass wanted to inject the colorful world of graffiti art into the No Wave scene; bring dance back 

into the clubs.  

Mass’ vision of a colorful future included his choice for the B-52s to headline the Mudd 

Club’s official coming out party on October 31, 1978. “I didn’t care what the audience thought. I 
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wasn’t trying to supply the audience with a punk repertoire,” explains Mass. “To me stylistic 

coherence didn’t matter at all.”196 The B-52s were a wild success, but not without a few opening 

night hiccups. The stage was not fully constructed and there was a hole in the center. One eager 

patron dressed as a lobster jumped on stage and proceeded to fall straight through the hole.197 

Even with the city-wide newspaper strike that had begun in August, Mass’s gamble of giving the 

night to an outsider band paid off: when the doors to 77 White Street opened, “the place was 

packed…the line stretched all the way down to Broadway.”198 

 

Conclusion 

In Noise, French economist Jacques Attali wrote that noise in music signals social 

change. If No Wave is to be remembered for its significance it was not in their aural racket but 

their shared philosophy of inclusion. Night after night bands from Mars to DNA to the more 

avant-garde acts in SoHo created an environment that challenged their audiences to re-think 

ways of music should be played and how band members should look. Long before books were 

written about “women in rock”, savvy scenesters like Lydia Lunch and Anya Phillips became 

driving forces in creating inclusive community through anarchy. As the fall of 1978 came to a 

close, there was a sense of hope and possibility for the future. No New York would be the clarion 

call washing away the bloated modern rock. Punk’s first wave in Blondie and the Talking Heads 

were just starting to break into the Billboard charts; it would only be a matter of time before 
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Eno’s Midas touch brightened the cavernous corners of the Lower East Side.  

The No Wave scene in the late ‘70s musically and visually effectively engineered new 

forms of using rhythm and economy and revealed awareness of how to perform and present. 

However, as Greg McLean in New York Rocker pointed out in 1979, “They are often cold, 

unprofessional, primitive in approach, and downright difficult to listen to. They also have more 

new ideas per measure of music than the vast majority of groups and performers lumped under 

the ‘new wave’ heading.”199 While punk seemed to be in the death throes, Eno felt a surge of 

new energy with the No Wave bands. “I like it that artists talk to each other here, which they 

don’t in England. By and large, artists are very insular, and particular scenes are very insulated 

from one another.” 200 It was No Wave’s collaboration and community that seemed to define 

these bands. Eno saw No Wave as experimental, not just musically, but as a lifestyle; a way of 

orienting one’s self to the world. 

In Between Montmartre and the Mudd Club, Bernard Gendron wrote that when people 

look back on avant-garde moments, such as No Wave, the impetus is to trace it forward, finding 

the historical link. Somehow this small subset of bands was ahead of their time and they lay the 

foundations for future genres of music. Gendron astute insight that the key is in finding similar 

discourses, not sound. “What a scholar looks for in these archives are not universal pop values, 

but certain enduring discursive formations.”  In other words, the critic determines the direction of 

musical history. Yet, for all the press No Wave got, it did not prime the public for an embrace of 

art rock. At least not initially. While Chance’s new outfit upped the dance floor, modern rock 

radio floundered. In the early ‘80s the split between the rise of DJ culture and the rise of the 
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record label branded “new wave”, slick, packaged, ready-for-MTV-rotation bands, spoke to a 

larger political divide; one that reinstated the white values held by growing conservative politics 

and one that celebrated a queer futurity within larger cities such as New York, Chicago and Los 

Angeles. Sadly, the rise of AIDS and heroin would forever handicap the fight between the 

mainstream and the marginalized in the music of the 1980s. 

The promise—and ultimate failure—of the No Wave bands to become commercially 

viable is often cited as the reason the scene remains a footnote in musical history.  Other 

arguments suggest that No Wave’s sheer nihilism was not sustainable. Music critic Simon 

Reynold writes, “No Wave was an extremist gesture, the kind of cultural spasm that can only 

exhaust itself.”201 Both arguments miss some of the intent of the No Wave bands from the outset. 

No Wave’s social change did not come through chart positions or an overly-destructive outlook. 

No Wave’s was always about the openness of trying something new, the non-desire to look 

toward the past for ways in which to shape the future. That musical was the initial output of this 

world view, but the very words of the musicians themselves, was only happenstance. All the No 

Wave bands shared a desire to create something that hadn’t been done before and possibly more 

importantly to choose the art form with the most affective charge on the audience. No Wave 

allowed a place such as the Mudd Club to exists and ultimately thrive. At least half the 

entertainment at Mudd was the unseen getting seen and the unheard finally getting heard. The 

club would be a place where art, music, spoken word and the rise of DJ culture would be able to 

co-exist in one space. The mapping of No Wave’s influence onto later noisy bands such as The 

Swans or even Sonic Youth misses their real social change. The ability for new ideas of 
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performance space where audience could re-imagine the possibilities for inclusivity in New York 

City is No Wave’s musical legacy.  
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Chapter 4: This Ain’t No Disco 

 

By December of 1978, the Mudd Club was quickly becoming the go-to downtown 

destination. The club was attracting attention from both the uptown dance set as well as most of 

the art-audience from both SoHo and the Lower East Side. Both James Chance and Lydia Lunch 

were starting new bands, both of which were incorporating dance sounds into their brand of 

nihilistic noise. Chance was in the studio preparing the debut of James White and the Blacks, 

while Lunch’s new project was called 8-Eyed Spy. Both bands were far more accessible, yet 

every bit as controversial. One reviewer noted when comparing Lunch’s two bands:  “8-Eyed 

Spy’s slightly less chaotic [than Teenage Jesus and the Jerks]…the downtown post-punk 

equivalent of Captain Beefheart’s Trout Mask Replica.”202 Lunch incorporated rockabilly beats 

and even covered Creedence Clearwater Revival and Jefferson Airplane in her sets. 

 Just as reviews for No New York started to trickle in, original No Wave band Mars called 

it quits. Then, on Thursday morning of December 14, 1978, officers of the IRS and the 

Organized Crime Strike Force raided Studio 54. Acting on a tip from a disgruntled employee, 

they found Hefty bags stuffed in the ceiling of the club containing almost $1 million in cash.203 

Authorities also found evidence that Rubell and Schrager had been paying off Mob loan shark 

Sam Jacobson. As Jacobson was the bigger fish, the Studio 54 founders turned state’s evidence 

on the mobster in return for reduced sentence. On January 18, 1980, Rubell and Schrager were 

each sentenced to three and a half years and fined $20,000.204 Studio 54 closed in February with 
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Diana Ross playing the final show, her set a swan song for the disco era. 

 

James Sees Black and White 

Even with the mixed reviews for No New York, by 1979 the No Wave bands were finally 

starting to make commercial inroads. At Max’s Kansas City, all the No Wave bands were 

popular enough to warrant their own drink. Teenage Jesus was described as “a stout barrel of 

hydrochloric acid,” while Suicide’s had been carefully brewed and “aged for eight years”, a nod 

to their finally-released debut. The most expensive of the bunch was The Contortion which 

included “a quart of cold sweat injected with pure bile.”205 In his January 1979 review of No New 

York, Roy Trakin stated that The Contortions had the most commercial potential of any of the No 

Wave bands and even off-handedly joked, “With the right disco-slick-production, James Chance 

could very well fulfill his ambitions—Mr. Soul 1984.”206  Clearly Anya had been paying 

attention. By March of 1979, in the New York touring circuit The Contortions were one of the 

three or four top-drawing bands.207   

While The Contortions continued to increase their popularity, some questioned Chance’s 

decision to make a disco record.  Downtown punks saw disco as selling out, while the jazz 

community bristled at white appropriation. “Around ‘79, when I was starting to use black 

musicians, more professional jazz, funk-type musicians, I had a really hard time,” recalls 

Chance. “They [the black musicians] just couldn’t handle the racial thing, a white person playing 
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what I guess they considered ‘their’ music and being too aggressive about it.”208 Chance always 

pushed back against the separatist boundaries of white-only punk and black-only funk. What 

often gets missed in playing up Chance’s punk petulance is the subtle way he used both humor 

and hybrid music to comment on race relations. It is no surprise that his album is named “Off 

White” in quotes, as a comment on how both the punk and jazz scenes viewed a white boy 

playing dissonant saxophone. Nor can it be missed that over half of the “Off White” singles from 

“White Nigger” to “Almost Black” directly reference race. “Picking ‘Blacks’ as a band name and 

‘Off White’ as an album title were Chance’s way of tweaking racial connotations of musical 

genres.”209 True to his original collaborative roots, Chance also allowed for multiple voices and 

input for his project. Lunch penned the song “Stained Sheet”, where she plays ‘Stella Rico’ an 

obscene phone caller who we can only hear on the other end of Chance’s call through pre-lingual 

gurgles and breathy orgasmic coos. Chance plays up the ‘50s camp with the calypso remake of 

Irving Berlin’s “Tropical Heat Wave” and lets ZE in-house producer August Darnell (nee 

Tommy Browder) turn up the bpms on his remix of The Contortions staple “Contort Yourself”. 

Darnell, a half-Canadian, half-Dominican DJ from the Bronx moved the more avant-garde 

skronk song into a sped-up rhythmic dance number emphasizing George Scott’s bass 

prominently in the mix. The result is a song that could easily have been played above 125th 

street or below 14th street. It showed that Chance had a real flair for mixing musical genres in a 

way that was both political and danceable.  

Darnell also had a band known as Kid Creole and the Coconuts, a big band that 
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“exploited the stereotypes of what ‘Negro’ pop stars should look like.”210 Dressed like Cab 

Calloway, Darnell brought Latin salsa to his eclectic take on big band disco. Kid Creole and 

James White became known for playing “mutant disco” a type of hybrid disco music that 

reflected a melting pot of musical influences. Both bands were musically accessible and equally 

controversial in their overtly sexual and racial lyrics. Chance’s mutant disco aligns with Nile 

Rodgers description of Chic’s brand of disco: wanting to aim for a higher station and yet keeping 

the music grounded to the streets through its rhythmic center.  

 James White and the Blacks was primarily made up of the same musicians as the The 

Contortion’s with Pat Place and Jody Harris on guitar, Donnie Christensen on drums and an 

impressive George Scott on bass. Only momentarily absent is keyboardist Adele Bertei who had 

been in-and-out of the band since Phillips had taken over as manager. Phillips—dressed on stage 

in her dominatrix best—made her vocal debut under the alias ‘Ginger Lee’ (get it?), trading 

dialogue with Bertei who lent her voice on the track “Almost Black”. Phillips and Bertei spend 

the song debating the merits of a white boy musician, with Phillips seeming to praise his talents 

in contrast to Bertei’s skeptical retorts: 

   

Well, he’s almost black (Phillips) 

That nigger’s white! (Bertei) 

  He’s got some moves 

  But they ain’t right! 

  He don’t have roots 
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  He’s got no soul, girl 

  Every time I feel that smack/ I want him more because he’s almost black. 

 

 Phillips sings the final couplet, a curious line that actually feels as though she may have penned 

it herself. While Chance has no trouble pointing out the racial hypocrisy in the music scene, the 

violence he enacted was mostly self-inflicted. These two lines both echo a violent nature hinted 

in racial stereotypes and perhaps even more accurately, the subtle reference to heroin. It’s not 

“his” smack that the female vocalist mentions but “that” smack—most likely a comment about 

heroin’s long history in the jazz and funk scene or even more telling an in-joke between a couple 

whose own habit was becoming harder to hide. 

When this album was released in February 1979, critics across the pond didn’t quite tap 

into what Chance was doing. Paul Rambali of New Musical Express wrote, “Lydia and James 

sound like utter hams [on ‘Stained Sheet’], and what might otherwise be deplorably misogynist 

becomes stupid and sleazy. It won’t shock anyone who is likely to hear it.”211 The reviewer 

seems to be missing the tongue-in-check aspect to the song; for two people who have spent the 

better part of their musical careers wading in provocation, this is a wonderful moment of comic 

levity for both. Too often No Wave is tagged as dark and serious, without ever recognizing the 

droll approach many of the bands take—especially toward sex.212 Sonic Youth would play with 

similar ideas of race, sex and the gender divide in the like-minded (but not nearly as funny) call-

and-response song “Kool Thing” in 1990. Rambali sees Chance as cashing in on disco’s 

popularity and then committing the ultimate sin by making an album that is not serious enough to 
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be avant-garde and not danceable enough to be disco.  

Creem’s Richard Riegel described Off White as stripping disco down by getting back to 

rhythm, something he likened to what punk had done for rock. “Robert Quine’s main guitar riff 

was a twitchier take on the archetypal Nile Rodgers riff, and it was less sympathetic to the 

rhythm.”213 Chance’s rhythm section manages to straddle dissonance and disco, and his refusal 

to make an easily classified album speaks to the significance of James White and the Blacks. It 

may be true that the project was initially conceived by Phillips as a way to cash in on disco but 

Chance seems to have made a serious musical piece of work in spite of his manager. Perhaps the 

most inspired track is The Contortions’ signature song “Contort Yourself” which sounds like 

Black Francis fronting Parliament Funkadelic. Interview Magazine’s Glenn O’Brien wrote, 

“James White’s most cold and cogent manifest of white blackness is probably ‘Contort 

Yourself’…a groovy epic vision of world transformation through disco-self-destruction.”214 

On February 2, 1979, Chance debuted James White and the Blacks, complete with 

African horn players and two teenage backup dancers known as “The Disco Lolitas”. The band 

opened for The Contortions (which made sense as both bands were made up of the same 

musicians) at the uptown dance venue Club 57 at Irving Plaza. Tim Page of New York Rocker 

who reviewed and enjoyed both acts wrote: “The Contortions pose an almost Pynchon-like 

puzzle: a listener can lose his mind attempting to organize and make sense of the chaos, or he 

can relax and enjoy the spontaneity and freedom of what the Contortions do.”215 For James 
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White and the Blacks, Page wrote: “The music was great; bass lines snaking through the disco 

chord changes…All distorted and macabre, yes, but what exciting sexual music! Baudelaire 

would have understood. The Black Dalia too…And I’m going to buy my first disco album.”216  

While Page seemed to enjoy the music, he was quick to condemn one aspect of the show: “The 

managere of the Contortions (and apparently the chief organizer of this concert) is Ms. Anya 

Phillips, who combines singular incompetence with the disposition of a cornered shrew.”217 

Journalists weren’t the only ones taking umbrage at the mounting presence of Phillips. 

During the recording of The Contortions’ first full length album, BUY, in February, the band 

entered an unknown studio and laid down four separate sessions in an attempt to record the 

album. Tension mounted as egos flared, with Chance and Phillips in one corner and the 

musicians in another, each accusing the other of incompetence. “One night James [Chance] just 

came in and started marching up and down and screaming at us,” guitarist Jody Harris recalls. 

“He was the star, we were shit, we were going to do what he said from now one, this record was 

garbage. So we all walked out.”218 The feeling that there was a Yoko Ono-like presence steering 

the ship was obvious to everyone. “[Chance] was not really acting as his own man, because he 

just isn’t that kind of guy. He couldn’t have pulled off screaming at people like that.”219 But 

Phillips could. Remembers Harris, “Adele [Bertei] had quit three times before Anya said, ‘Look, 

if you’re gonna quit this time you can’t come back.”220 According to bassist George Scott, he 
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refused to complete the session and was replaced by David Hofstra who used a fretless bass 

guitar. His tone is more rounded than Scott’s rough attack and is often tonally ambiguous. His 

versions of Scott’s bass lines are generally somewhat different (although throughout his stint, 

Scott would often change his note choices from gig to gig). The model on the front cover of the 

album is dominatrix and author of The Correct Sadist, Terence Sellers, garbed in a bikini 

designed by Phillips. Harris and Christensen eventually returned in a “sideman” capacity and 

finished the recording with Chance and Pat Place. By the time BUY came out in September the 

entire Contortions lineup had disintegrated.  

 

Full Court Press 

While internal tensions continued to mount, Chance and Phillips went on the offensive in 

an all-out PR blitz spouting negativity to anyone who would listen. In May 1979 the East Village 

Eye put Chance on the cover and ran a full page of two provocative quotes—one from Chance, 

the other from Phillips before their feature story. Chance’s stated: 

 

Anyone with any semblance of a brain should know by now that it's time to forget 

about all this outdated, cornball “new/no wave” drivel. Anyone who stays on the 

Lower East Side will become the inevitable victim of provincial mindset, also 

known as unsophisticated cancer. So dislocate yourself. Get slick, move uptown 

and get trancin' with some super-radioactive disco voodoo funk.221 
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Riegal wrote in Creem that Chance’s comments in the press were akin to Sid Vicious “picking 

open his scar with a knife on the press bus, knowing in advance just how many column inches of 

media attention his gesture would guarantee.”222 Chance—most likely with Phillips’ 

encouragement—was actively trying to distance himself from the No Wave scene. While Chance 

sounds like someone who is merely tired of the niche his found himself in, Phillips’ quote is 

more telling:  

 

Of course we’re in it for the money. what else is of any value in a city such as 

New York, or in a business such as the record industry? Limos, caviar and fur 

coats cost money…money bought us a first-class ticket out of the Lower East 

Side pisshole. It’s not my problem you're all waiting to leave on standby…[b]ut 

the more money we made, the less friends we had. Our success was too painful a 

reminder of their own worthlessness and inability to make money. their vicious 

jealousies became more obvious with every digital increase in our earnings. we 

dropped. them like hot potatoes (cheap, tasteless and starchy).223 

 

Chance’s spring PR blitz would be the beginning of his undoing. Inside New York, he was happy 

to make openly fascist statements so long as it suited his brand of antagonism. Yet, his disdainful 

public demeanor was starting to affect his band. Trakin’s earlier interview with Chance in 

January showcased the saxophonist’s distaste for talking about anything beyond how he wanted 
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to be more commercial. He despised music, professed to having no talent, trash-talked Eno, and 

openly stated the he found black people ‘disgusting’. Only when Trakin asked if there was a 

difference between white and black music did Chance say anything insightful. “Black people 

have simply developed one form of rhythm while white people have developed another.”224 

When one considers how carefully Chance plays up the rhythm in “Off White” and later how the 

Talking Heads and Blondie subvert this rhythm, one can start to understand why the latter groups 

became aligned with “new wave” or what Chance might consider “white rhythm”. Chance is a 

slave to the rhythm, bending it and using it high in the mix to heat up his sound. What I will 

argue later is that many of the early new wave bands who also incorporated disco and funk 

elements into their albums in 1979 did so through an intentionally distanced way. New wave 

music was cool, ironic, and detached, whereas Chance’s brand of mutant disco was sexually-

suggestive, provocative and ultimately too rhythmically hot. As the summer of “disco sucks!” 

approached, record labels would speedily move to shift away the urban-centered disco to a type 

of dance music more acceptable for a white audience.  

 

The Paris Discord of 1979 

 By all accounts, Phillips was a tough manager, but she was steadily booking Chance’s 

bands into bigger venues in which to play. Phillips’ choice of Hurrah was an indication that she 

saw the commercial viability in aligning Chance with disco far before the recording of “Off 

White”. Located at 36 West 62nd Street, when Hurrah opened in 1976 it quickly established 

itself as the first dance club to book punk bands. For the more dance-oriented acts such as 
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Blondie and the Talking Heads, this gave these bands an audience outside of the confines of 

downtown. However, by the summer of 1977 many of the first-wave of punk bands were being 

sent on tour by their label to support their albums. More and more dates started opening for No 

Wave acts. Whether Phillips was shrewdly aware of the music business is debatable, but she was 

keen enough to understand that if she could get Chance to turn down the dissonance in favor of 

funk she could bring more people to the shows. As someone who had seen bands such as Suicide 

and The Ramones flounder outside of New York, Phillips deduced that in order to make her band 

succeed, she needed the people to dance. 

Despite the Contortions’ mounting internal cracks, by the spring of 1978 they were one 

of the highest drawing acts in New York. Phillips had them rotating between downtown and 

uptown venues with the Contortions headlining below 14th Street and James White and the 

Blacks headlining above. Perhaps one of Phillips most inspired bookings was when she booked 

The Contortions into the Hippodrome in Paris on June 1, 1979.  Outside of Lydia Lunch, none of 

the No Wave bands had played overseas. Possibly because she’d seen the European reaction to 

the first-wave of punk, Phillips sensed the band might be well-received across the pond, 

especially by the press who’d written many articles on both Chance’s new albums. After reviews 

in the international press started to trickle in for No New York  Phillips booked The Contortions 

into the old Parisian pavilion the Hippodrome in May. A move straight out of the Malcolm 

McLaren, Phillips knew that British—especially NME—was enough to garner instant recognition 

in a country where no one else had heard the band play a note. After the first-wave of American 

punks had played across the pond, there was a mythic status afforded bands from New York 

City. Additionally, the French-half of ZE Records, Michel Estaban, had just released his 

girlfriend Lizzie Mercier Descloux’s project. The Parisian chanteuse engaged with fringe dance 
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music, much the way Chance did. 

Phillips was on a media blitzkrieg in the spring of 1979. A year before when she’d first 

started managing The Contortions, she couldn’t get writers to return her calls. “Last year I would 

call up these magazines and papers, and nobody wanted to know anything about The 

Contortions,” she recalls. “So James just stated doing all this really wild stuff that the press could 

not ignore. How can Robert Christgau [New York Times music critic] ignore James attacking his 

date?”225 Phillips is referring to the Artist’s Space event in May 1978 where Chance and 

Christgau got into a physical altercation that ended when the journalist sat on James.226 It is hard 

to say if that attack was really Chance’s usual audience provocation or intentional to spark media 

attention. However, Phillips most likely saw the resulting press and realized the payoff for public 

petulance. Either way, by the following spring she and Chance seemed to have made a pact to 

say the most outlandish statements possible in order to guarantee column inches.  

This shift to an interest in commercialism is not a happy accident. Chance named the 

most recent Contortions’ album Buy, which Phillips helpfully pointed out to the interviewer will 

be read as ‘Buy The Contortions’. Additionally, during the interview, when Penman mentions 

Teenage Jesus and the Jerks, Phillips screams, “Please don’t mention Teenage Jesus!”, actively 

distancing her pet project from Lydia Lunch’s band. As Chance points out, “At this point, [The 

Contortions] feel what we do and what [Teenage Jesus] and those other art bands do have 

nothing to do with each other,” practically spitting out the word ‘art’ as if it were a disease. “We 

are a commercial band,” Chance concludes. Phillips goes on to argue that the only reason The 
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Contortions agreed to be on No New York was that Eno’s rabid fan-base would buy the album, 

thereby bolstering the notoriety of the relatively unknown New York band. One wonders if 

Phillips even had a hand in the choice of The Contortions as the lead band of the four on the disc 

(although, to be fair, they were the most accessible of all the No Wave bands, of which Eno was 

keenly aware).  

Having already pitched their unabashed capitalist goals to the irreverent (and borderline 

socialist) New York paper The East Village Eye earlier that month, Chance and Phillips 

continued their moneyed narrative in an interview with the Parisian paper Liberation.  Chance 

has later claimed that it was this interview that caused the French anarchists to riot during The 

Contortions’ show. “There were all these political anarchists in Paris at the time. Anya and I had 

given an interview before the show where we said something about wanting to be rich. At the gig 

there was a riot. The police finally had to stop it. Later we were told that tit was because of the 

interview.”227 Whether this is true or not, the audience did pelt the band with beer cans (not 

entirely uncommon for a European punk show). One reviewer gave a Fellini spin on the show: 

“The bouncers are inept, and the clottish front-line of the audience close around Chance like a 

big paw; the mercury rises, bodies scuffle, arms swing, objects scythe, gates fall over, and a 

mystery hippie stars playing his own sax.”228 In frustration, Chance cuts the show early and a 

fed-up band flies back the next day leaving behind their frontman and manager. Chance agrees to 

give the young journalist from NME and interview the next day. Chance never shows. Finally, on 

Sunday the interview commences.  

The first observation that Ian Penman, the writer for NME, notices is that he’s 
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interviewing two people, not one. “Anya [Phillips] accompanied us,” said Penman. “And it 

quickly became apparent that James Chance and The Contortions was James Chance and Anya, 

and that any other Contortions are nothing but a functional, decorative showcase for Jimmy.”229 

Chance speaks about disco as being “more modern” music and the energy he finds within the 

disco crowd at venues such as Hurrah’s. No matter how much Chance preaches his brand of 

aggressive nihilism, he never veers far from his original No Wave philosophy. When asked about 

disco audiences Chance replied, “It’s not pacifying, its more hypnotic…I like the idea of having 

a physical effect, a really immediate, direct effect on people.”230 This seems to be where Phillips 

and Chance differ is in the future of the band. Though Chance does an excellent job parroting 

what are clearly Phillips’ ideas toward disco, how they foresee the future of the band is telling.  

Phillips understood early on how to manipulate the media for commercial gain. What she 

didn’t understand was the music. Music for Phillips was just a means to an end; a commodity 

from which to derive money and fame. “I plan on continuing my Ginger Lee persona,” Phillips 

told the interviewer. She also indicated that she would “do no live shows, just lip-sync on 

TV.”231  She couldn’t have predicted the future, but by 1981 early MTV would be selling the 

New Wave image back to Midwest American kids who were swapping their Zeppelin shirts for 

Flock of Seagulls. Phillips saw the future in disco clubs and video; she was less interested in the 

live performance. In some ways, this is antithetical to Chance’s motives. He is only interested in 

the energy of the live show—be it good or bad. If commercial viability were really the end game, 

Phillips focus on the music video format which pre-dated MTV, is where the money would be 
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for new wave in the 1980s. One can’t help but wonder what would have happened if The 

Contortions (or James White and the Blacks) had offered MTV a video for rotation? In the first 

year of the music channel, they were struggling to find content beyond the plethora of Rod 

Stewart videos they seemed to be inundated with. Would James Chance have become an equally 

surprising New Wave hit?  Arguably more accessible than the artier Devo whose “Whip It” 

when into heavy rotation.  

The comparison to Devo is actually not such a stretch. Certainly not musically, but 

philosophically the Ohio-based band believe in the devo-lution of the human race, which can be 

read as quite similar to Chance’s anti-humanistic rhetoric in his interviews. Additionally, both 

bands used subversive humor to temper their deconstruction. That Chance was actually a trained 

musician and had a far larger following in 1979 than Devo only suggest that his brand of 

danceable mutant disco could have easily fit the early MTV format. Factor in his highly stylized 

outfits and good looks and one can easily see how Phillips would have seen his commercial 

potential. Plus, Phillips herself—stylish and threatening—could have been a perfect compendium 

to Chance; new wave’s Bonnie and Clyde, the ultimate power couple. Either way, by 1981 lip-

syncing in videos would be almost required for bands. 

 James Chance and Anya Phillips allegedly ditched the other members of the band and 

they had to find their own way back to New York, effectively ending the original Contortions 

formation. Throughout their interview with Penman they continuously commented on how cheap 

heroin was in Paris. Penman made thinly-veiled references to the couple’s habit throughout the 

article. By the time The Contortions were all back in New York City, the disgruntled ex-

members went on record alleging that James Chance ripped them off for money from gigs and 

recording sessions also claiming that Chance had turned into a monster under the influence of 
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drugs and Anya. Chance retorted saying they were incompetent musicians and were easily 

replaceable. While the effects of heroin are well-documented plaguing the first-wave of New 

York City punk bands, it is almost never mentioned in the history of No Wave. In the early 

1970s, heroin had mainly been sold uptown, often in Harlem. Now, heroin supermarkets 

proliferated the Lower East Side. For a while, the hottest bag was Dr. Nova, named for William 

Burroughs’s novel Nova Express.232 No Wavers were not immune to the ease and access of the 

new drug flooding downtown. 

 

New Wave  

As mentioned in earlier chapters, as a term ‘new wave’ had been bandied about in rock 

journalism as far back as 1973.233 At one point “new wave” was just a synonym for punk, as in 

the Clash’s “I’m so Bored with the U.S.A.”: “I’ll salute the new wave, and I hope nobody 

escapes!” After the “punk” category crystallized many of the downtown papers started calling 

post-punk or no wave the “new wave” of music. In their annual end of the year Pazz & Jop poll, 

the Village Voice’s music editor Robert Christgau proclaimed 1978 to be the “Triumph of New 

Wave.”234 But by 1979 the term “new wave” would start to mirror as music’s own ‘Pop Art’ 

movement. Initially seen as inconsequential—punk without teeth—this new wave actually came 

to define the 1980s visually and helped create the ‘modern rock’ radio format. 

 The entire semantic new wave/post-punk/disco shift “must be understood within the 
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more complicated context of a desperate American music industry that was facing its worst 

financial crisis in decades.”235 Carter’s America was in the thralls of a recession leading some 

papers to dub the year, “The Great Depression of 1979”. While Americans were tightening their 

entertainment budgets, labels were struggling with the bloat of the exorbitant budgets of their 

biggest acts. For Warner Bros. Records, Fleetwood Mac had been one of their best-selling acts in 

1977 with their Grammy-winning album Rumours pulling in over 10 million dollars in sales.236 

The band was given a half-million-dollar budget—the most money to date—for their 1979 

follow-up Tusk. While a highly-ambitious double album, Tusk sold only fractionally as well as 

its predecessor costing Warner Bros. Records millions in lost promotion.  

By the first quarter of 1979, disco singles continued to chart well on the Hot 100. Yet, 

these sales weren’t translating into big business for major labels. While disco had undoubtedly 

sold well in the wake of Saturday Night Fever, disco was a singles-market. Besides the 

occasional Donna Summer album, almost all the well-known disco songs from fall of 1978 

through the spring of 1979 were selling as 12-inch singles intended for club play. Financially, 

this was a disaster for album-oriented major labels. In today’s industry, with the exception of 

about a dozen of the biggest selling acts, singles and touring earn the gross share of a band’s 

capital. Albums, in 20 with albums being little more than a marketing campaign for their tour. 

However, in the 1970s, records were how labels turned a profit with radio play being integral to 

the achievement of the bottom line. Additionally, with disco backlash taking place all across the 

country, fewer and fewer radio stations featured these artists. Slowly disco departments started to 
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close at the major labels. By the summer of 1979 the number of disco albums that went gold fell 

by close to fifty perfect.237 Disco began to languish in the rock-oriented paradigm. By the end of 

1979 four out of the five major labels had closed their disco departments. Ironically, despite 

mounting loss from lackluster rock sales, Warner Bros. Records was the only label not to close 

its disco department.  Disco—once a mainstream label force—slipped back into the club scene 

from where it came. 

Prior to radio’s all-out war on disco min the summer of 1979, there were other factors 

aiming for the genre’s demise. By 1978, with dismal sales, even with low budget costs, “punk” 

was becoming a four-letter word at most labels. Surprisingly, Warner Bros. Records’ subsidiary 

Sire Records who helmed debuts from many of the first-wave of punk bands from the Talking 

Heads to the Ramones was burying both the ‘punk’ and the ‘disco’ labels and replacing them 

with the less polarizing “new wave” tag. As far back as January 1978, Billboard Magazine ran an 

entire issue dedicated to New Wave238 including its impact in radio, retail and ticket sales. In this 

issue, Sire’s managing director Seymour Stein wrote a two-page article bordering on fanaticism 

hailing the coming of the New Wave. One of the reasons for this type of rallying cry was the 

need for the record labels to figure out how to “sell” punk/new wave to radio. Sire Records, the 

company responsible for signing many of the original punk groups, began an aggressive 

campaign to replace the word ‘punk’ with the less threatening term: New Wave”.239 Severing 

once and for all any correlation between the “punk” and “new wave” tags, Stein claimed that by 
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the 1980s new wave would be as big as British Invasion of the 1960s.240   

While disco was doing well in the Hot 100 charts, disco singles were still struggling to 

cross over into pop hits. As clubs were still a viable area for breaking new disco singles, artists 

would often release two songs simultaneously: one as a 45 single for radio play and one as a 12 

inch for the dancefloor.241  Prior to the advent of SoundScan in 1991, record labels had less 

systematic approach to tracking their artist’s sales. Even though payola, or the payment to radio 

by labels for playing their artist’s songs, had been illegal since the 1950s, it was still fairly wide-

spread in the 1970s. Record labels would offer ‘gifts’ to station directors in large markets in 

exchange for spins which then drove the retail sales of their artist’s album. Thus, radio found 

itself as the key financial cog in getting an artist’s album to sell. Conversely punk, without any 

substantial radio play, had been an almost grass-roots movement using word of mouth and 

journalistic praise to move punk/new wave albums in major retail outlets. Many of the larger city 

retailers were reporting that between 15-60% of their business was now coming from punk/new 

wave sales despite radio’s inability to get punk into rotation due to its profanity and vulgarity.242 

One of the reasons retailers claim punk became popular was the music’s visual emphasis. 

LA’s Bomp Records owner Greg Shaw commented that there had been a 500% increase in 

picture sleeves in 1977, which he attributed to the rise of new wave.243 Many retailers were 

finding that the colorful punk album covers were attracting new buyers. Record stores began to 

adorn their windows with promotional punk albums that would get noticed from the street. 
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Chicago even went so far as to advertise the new Boomtown Rats album by puting rats in their 

window. This gimmick did not go unnoticed by the evening news. Even with the negative TV 

coverage, the Chicago retailer boasted healthy sales for the British band.244 Still, most retailers 

agreed that even with low production costs and the rise of small labels helping sell punk/new 

wave, they would have to break into radio playlists before they could become a major sales 

force.245 

While Sire had the bulk of the punk albums, without radio, it couldn’t move big units. In 

the summer of 1979 when the anti-disco backlash reached its zenith in radio, there was little 

chance that disco would save the slumping industry with a spike in sales. Even though Stein’s 

rally cry had come a year before the writing was on the wall; he was instrumental in transitioning 

Sire’s punk bands into New Wave acts. Stein knew if he re-packaged punk as something more 

palatable for the masses, he could turn a profit. Label executives needed a way to sell both punk 

and disco to radio, hence disco/punk albums now became “dance-oriented rock”.246 In the closed 

feedback loop of labels-radio-retail, all involved committed to Stein’s promise of the commercial 

potential of ‘80s New Wave. 

On paper, James White and the Blacks would be a perfect test case for Stein’s version of 

this danceable “new wave”. Thanks to Phillips, Chance’s new band was now a highly-stylized 

outfit and their sleek sound fit in perfectly with Stein’s re-branding of disco and new wave. Yet, 

Stein was committed to another New York group that sold more albums but had fewer ticket 
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sales than Chance: the Talking Heads. In 1979 it was too early to tell that the Talking Heads 

would start to move toward their trademark 1980s polyrhythm funk. Prior to their 1979 release, 

Fear of Music, more journalists characterized the band as intellectual or nervous art rock. While 

they had successfully covered Al Green’s “Take Me to the Water,” Eno’s interest in rhythm was 

not fully realized. Additionally, the Talking Heads were almost anti-image in their stage 

presence, intentionally adopting what guitarist Chris Franz called “visual anonymity.”247 If they 

had any musical forefathers it would be David Bowie or Roxy Music; certainly not the feral 

antics of Iggy Pop or the dance moves of James Brown. While Stein knew he needed a white 

dance band, he couldn’t have predicted the other avenue of artists rotation coming down the 

pike: MTV. Curiously, Anya Phillips had already started working with Chance on making videos 

for his songs by the summer of 1979. When the slickly-packaged James White was positioned 

against the artier Talking Heads one wonders how the latter came to one of the most 

commercially viable new wave bands, while the former forever languished in obscurity. 

 

Slave to the Polyrhythm 

In the fall of 1978 as Eno was trying to make inroads with No New York, British music 

journalist Penny Valentine joined the Talking Heads on for the UK leg of their More Songs 

About Buildings and Food tour. “The Talking Heads epitomize the American new wave out of 

New York via art school,” wrote Valentine who went on to describe the band’s music as 

“carefully-crafted, subdued freneticism.”248 A “thinking man’s punk rock” was how the Talking 

Heads were often seen, one that wore their art school pedigree like a badge of honor. Initially 
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influenced by early performance art and the Wooster Group in New York City in the early 

1970s, their first two albums had been experiments in intellectual abruptness with only their 

cover of Al Green’s “Take Me to the Water” foreshadowing some of their later fascination with 

rhythm. Released on August 3, 1979, the Talking Head’s third album, Fear of Music, opens with 

fast-paced “I Zimbra”, thirty seconds of sped-up African rhythms before launching into a poem 

by Dadaist poet Hugo Ball. This entire album was a departure for the Talking Heads with critics 

calling it overly literary, elitist and “unpolished”. They “lay themselves open to the charge of 

pretentiousness with one-word titles and songs like stray thoughts jotted down in brisk 

shorthand.”249 Despite the mixed press Fear of Music landed on almost every critic’s year end 

best album by December. 

While historically Fear of Music has been labeled as the Talking Heads “transitional” 

album before their more fully realized Remain in the Light in 1980, its “transitional” status 

musically is what makes it interesting in the history of No Wave. While the Talking Heads are 

historically characterized as a “punk” band due to CBGB chronology, philosophically they have 

many of the same approaches to music as the later No Wave bands. Specifically, the Talking 

Heads were expansive- both in the space in their sound but also in their playful view of what 

constituted “music”. It is interesting to see the sonic parallels between Chance and Byrne/Eno by 

1979. Both James Chance’s “Off White” and the Talking Heads Fear of Music open with an 

emphasis on dance rhythms. Both incorporate an introductory instrumental percussion session 

that sets the pace before a word is even uttered. Both albums also feature more musicians and 

vocalists, as well as running the gamut of musical genres. Despite this, Off White is much more 
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poignant in its social commentary, as well as its stable 4/4 rhythm. Fear of Music’s rhythm often 

charges then recoils in several songs, making the momentum feel hesitant or as one reviewer 

noted “leave solace painfully out of reach.”250 Additionally, both Off White and Fear of Music 

end by shedding their more conventionally appealing elements. Off White turns to almost 

instrumental ersatz jazz (possibly a budget issue), while Fear of Music becomes almost 

hallucinatory or psychedelic. Nonetheless, both albums are challenging departures for both bands 

showcasing a wide-range of musical ambition and urgency. And both albums make one want to 

dance. 

Yet, despite the similarities in influence and approach, each album varies greatly in its 

use of rhythm as the backbone for the band. There’s a tinge intentional anxiety around Fear of 

Music, especially in its first single “Life in Wartime”. Using anaphora to speak to the material 

areas of one’s life that are no longer important when faced with a greater threat, Byrne sings 

“this ain’t no disco, this ain’t no fooling around, I ain’t got time for that now.” Whereas on 

“Animals” and “Electric Guitar” the Talking Heads feel at their most ironically banal. Creem 

even went so far as to liken this album to “no-blink of the No Wave”, meaning arty, boring 

“obtoooose [sic] conceptionalism”251 or in other words, no fun. Thus, Chance made a danceable 

disco record emphasizing social issues through humor and Byrne made a similar project using 

paranoia as bodily affect. If, as journalists attest, the Talking Heads are too cerebral to be 

appreciated, how is it that they became a New Wave dance floor staple? 

The answer lies in the space each band creates. Off White showcases how similar disco 

and funk are through the use of noise. Where Suicide used noise to suck the air out of the room, 
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thereby creating a type of intimacy between band and listener, Chance used rhythm to tie in 

skronk funk and disco. In 2014 Meghan Trainor may have sung “it’s all about the bass”, 

showcasing the crossover between pop and R&B, but Chance was one of the first in the new 

wave to use the six-string as a musical road map. It’s the convergence of disco and funk that 

allow for Chance’s comments on race to take on multiple meanings. That somehow Chance’s 

music showcased “music snarling, grasping and crawling after that secret philosopher’s stone of 

rhythm we’ve suspected blacks of keeping to themselves, since Elvis or maybe before.”252 Off 

White is almost black; what keeps this from tipping over into full-on funk is the lead guitar’s 

twitchy riffs and Chance’s bleating sax, sounding like Devo pretending to be appalled by soul 

instead of rock.  

Something that both Chance and Byrne share are political songs put to a dancable beat as 

well as a penchant for dry sense of humor. In many ways both artists were quintessentially New 

York in this respect. Something else they had in common was how closely their media persona 

matched their music. While Chance is abrasive, Byrne is awkwardly inarticulate. As the primary 

songwriter, Byrne was often asked to explain the meaning behind his songs. In one particularly 

painful interview, after nervously attempting answers, bassist Tina Weymouth “virtually scolded 

[Byrne] like a mentally defective son” as well as putting an end to group interviews ever after.253 

While both frontmen seem to have distinct media personalities, what is even more curious is how 

they bring these into their music. Chance’s hostility boils over into his band’s intensity, while the 

reticent Byrne creates a walled-distance through space in his singing.   

Chance tapped into musically what No Wave had been articulating philosophically: 
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musical divisions, be it genre or gender rules are mere constructs. Early reviews of the first wave 

of punk often called the music “primitive”, meaning that it stripped the sound down to its three-

chord essence. Chance was looking to create a sense of stripping as well, telling the SoHo News 

that he found disco “disgusting…it’s sort of jungle music but whitened and perverted,” Chance 

explained. “On this album [“Off White”] I’m trying to restore disco to what it could be. Really 

primitive.” In his definition, primitive is taking out the production and high-pitched singing of 

radio disco and return the music to an emphasis on the low-end. Chance was the musical 

equivalent of the Mudd Club, a veritable petri-dish of sounds that could only have come out of a 

melting pot such as New York City in the late seventies. Both were promised utopias that could 

only be experienced live, and Chance’s lack of touring and mounting drug problem would 

forever eclipse his potential. 

 

Going the Distance 

Even before Chance went disco or Stein saw the Talking Heads’ New Wave potential, the 

first New York group to cross-over out of downtown was Blondie. “Heart of Glass” was the third 

single off of Blondie's 1978 album Parallel Lines which was (and still is) their most 

commercially successful album, rising all the way to number one on the Billboard Hot 100 in 

1979.254 Many critics felt that Blondie capitalized on the rise of disco in the late '70s as a way of 

crossing over into the mainstream. Yet, for a band who had cut their teeth at CBGB's, the 

ground-zero of punk, incorporating disco into one's sound was a potentially fatal move from a 

New York band. This was especially true at the height of the “I-hate-disco-era” Conversely, even 
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within the CBGB ranks, Blondie had always been considered more of a pop group than their art-

rock peers such as Television or the Talking Heads. It was even rumored that Patti Smith hated 

the group, and especially their Marilyn Monroe-esque singer Debbi Harry. Harry has attested to 

the rough treatment she got from New York City’s high punk poetess with the latter going so far 

as attempting to poach their guitarists. Harry often bore the brunt of snide journalist writing, 

“Harry is a terrific light rock singer armed with a wonderful vocal persona who feels compelled 

to show she can ‘really’ sing. Like Marlene Dietrich, unfortunately.”255 Genre distinctions and 

discussion of “true punk” music aside, “Heart of Glass” owes a distinct debt to disco. Harry's 

cooing falsetto is almost an exact replica of Donna Summer's smash hit “I Feel Love” from the 

year before. The similarities were not lost on Blondie; the group covered Summer’s song at the 

Blitz Benefit on May 7, 1978.  Drill down past the vocal on both songs and distinct differences 

start to emerge that have a distinct impact on the listener. Released in the summer of 1977, “I 

Feel Love” was an instant disco dance classic and reached number six on the Billboard Hot 100. 

Arranged by Italian producer Giorgio Moroder, the entire backing track was created by using one 

of the first Moog synthesizers. At the time, the use of synthesizers felt futuristic and sleek. When 

Brian Eno was in Berlin recording with David Bowie, he heard Morodor’s touch on Summer’s 

track and promptly declared it to be “the future of music.”256 Later that year the producer would 

later apply this same statement upon seeing No Wave bands for the first time in New York City. 

Summer’s track, created in standard 4/4 time and in the key of C-major allows for a melodic 

dance beat, perfect for a packed room at Studio 54. When the vocal periodically drops out, the 

fore-fronted synth backing track almost feels as though it was running or being chased. The 
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synth starts to feel faster than the standard time, that only decelerates when Summer’s honey-like 

vocal returns. The result the sonic equivalent of an orgasm.  

If Summer's song is the rose-colored warmth of new love, Blondie's song is the sobering 

chill when love ends.  Harry’s high soprano matches Summer’s on “Heart of Glass’s” opening 

line, “Once I had a love\ and it was a gas” before dropping an octave for the following line “soon 

turned out\ had a heart of gas”.  Blondie had been kicking around a version of “Heart of Glass” 

for years; it was actually called “The Disco Song” in their live act. However, the original second 

line of the first verse ended with: “soon turned out\ to be a pain in the ass”. Record labels got 

nervous that radio would ban the song with a swear word only seconds into the opening and 

Harry agreed to change the lyric. The original line appears later in the third verse of the song 

(and was subsequently bleeped out for European radio).257  Vocally, Harry’s shift from airy 

soprano to all-knowing alto shows fantasy giving way to reality.  Musically the score also 

mirrors this shift going from a major E to a minor C, musically descending to pattern the loss of 

love. Or as Harry once described the song, “a musical sigh”.258 Unlike Morodor who used an 

entirely synthesized backing track, Blondie’s producer Mike Chapman created a mix between a 

Roland drum machine and drummer Clem Burke’s actual playing.  The drum machine and vocal 

both seem to shift between mediums: one in register and tone and the other in mechanics.  Still, 

the result is the same. Both create a dual structure that mimics the narrative of the song.  

Blondie’s hybridized approach created something else: irony.  Certainly, there is 

something ironic in Harry’s cool performance and all-knowing delivery. Live, the singer’s vocal 
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eye-rolling would have perfectly summed up punk’s attitude toward rock-and-roll’s love clichés. 

However, it is the subtle time-signature shift that creates the real distance between band and 

audience. In the chorus, Harry returns to the initial feeling of love, remembering it’s “true bluish 

light” for the chorus, but then something strange happens. In the instrumental breakdown after 

the second chorus the time signature shifts from the light, dancable 8/8 to 7/8 phrasing. The latter 

is broken up into a 4/4 and a 3/4, giving the effect of seeming slightly off, as if the band were 

walking and slightly stumbled. Burke’s drum beat change makes the second 3/4 feel as if the 

drum came in prematurely and the guitar had to speed up to catch it. The effect is disconcerting 

to the listener. An audience member who was swaying to the beat would suddenly fall out of 

rhythm with the extremely unconventional 7/8 time. The effect is also a comment on how “Heart 

of Glass” is not really a disco song. Sure, the band dances around to glittering disco balls as 

Debbie Harry dons a slinky one-shoulder Stephen Sprouse dress. On the surface it appears 

another blissful night at Studio 54. Yet, scratch the surface and the shimmering veneer starts to 

crack. The falsetto falls into flat alto; the futuristic synthesizers used to create a steady beat falter 

when returned to human drumming; even the opening shots of Studio 54 are teasers as the video 

was shot at a recording studio outfitted with disco balls. One reviewer went so far as to even 

state that Harry’s famous two-toned hair, platinum blonde on top with dark roots underneath, 

implied a subtle example of the band’s irony.259 

Morodor’s racing electronic beat and Summer’s seductive cooing was a perfect pairing 

for lulling a listener.  While Blondie’s “Heart of Glass” may seem on the surface to produce the 

same kind of dance floor ecstasy its internal irony gives the song a sense of estrangement 
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between band and audience. In Theo Cateforis’s book, Are We Not New Wave?,  he argues irony 

is part of new wave music’s aesthetic. Cateforis opines that bands such as Blondie, Devo, the B-

52s and especially the Talking Heads engaged with both a “nervousness”, in the case of Devo 

and David Byrne, as well as an interest in camp and kitsch that gave way to an ironic image in 

the case of the B-52s and Blondie. While I think there was too much bleeding between the 

definitions of irony and camp in his discussion, I do think that all of the bands placed a 

“distance” in their music either musically or visually.  I also think that because Cateforis takes 

into account how these bands perform on stage and the reactions of their audiences he 

strengthens the case that new wave bands were tongue-and-cheek fun; playing with imagery or 

with respect to Blondie, with the elements of genre.  He even goes on to state that this distance 

might have been slightly intentional, as the revolt against disco had racial undertones. Finally, he 

states: “It was new wave’s humorous ironic mode that punctured and deflated the seriousness 

that had taken over the rock scene and turned musicians into contemplative ‘artists’ rather than 

entertainers.”260 While this comment does not mention No Wave outright, it is the same critique 

that follows the bands even to present day discussions.  

 

Bangs on Blondie 

Perhaps Lester Bangs had it right all along. In his chapter “On the Merits of Sexual 

Repression,” from his never-finished biographical book on Blondie (a band it becomes 

increasingly clear he doesn’t even like), he looks for the reasons behind the band’s enormous 

success. Surprisingly he finds them in the group’s obliteration of emotion. Bangs argues that in 
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the late ‘70s there has been an emphasis in the emotion of music, especially in the live 

performance. In his trademark stream-of-consciousness he writes this music’s intent is “to 

remove what emotions might linger in the atmosphere around us, creating a vacuum where we 

can breathe easier because we’re not so freaked out by each other even though we still don’t 

communicate.”261 Bangs believes that in the escapist pop sound of Blondie they have actually 

built a wall around themselves from their audience. That while their songs are accessible to the 

ear, they come at the expense of an inaccessibility to the band. 

Carry this argument over in the small club live environment, there is an emotional charge 

between both the audience and the band, as well as between the audience members themselves. 

What Blondie’s use of detachment has neutralized this organic affective response. “Before all 

music you heard was designed to put something into the room; this new stuff is designed to take 

something out.”262 Irony has effectively emptied the room of all emotion.  

What ends up happening in a room devoid of emotion is the audience attempts at drawing 

connections to the band through sound. In this case, the band responds with ironic detachment. 

Consider that both Blondie’s Parallel Lines and Suicide’s Suicide came out the same year. Both 

bands had been part of the CBGB ‘punk’ set New York City for many years While musically 

Blondie was closer to a ‘50s do-wop group and Suicide proto-type for future industrial acts, they 

both come to be seen as the prototype of a “new wave”.  Initially, the delineation ‘new wave’ 

was a tag line that had been bandied about by British writers such as Nick Kent and the rise of 

British punk rock in the fact of bloated psych acts such as Pink Floyd and Led Zeppelin. In 

America in 1978 famed Village Voice critic Robert Christgau announced it to be the “year of 
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new wave.”263 At this time “new wave” as we come to think of early ‘80s skinny tie pop songs 

and “no wave” it’s arty, nihilistic cousin, were not yet fully separated. Ultimately new wave 

would come to be both easily accessible and commercially successful, while No Wave would be 

forever viewed as inaccessible musical fringe.  

Consider Blondie’s “Heart of Glass” against Suicide’s “Frankie Teardrop”. The former 

would go on to be a number one single in both the U.S. and U.K. in 1979. The latter would only 

become a musical referent—as it does on LCD Soundsystem song “Losing My Edge”—as a 

measuring stick for one’s deeply obscure taste. Suicide’s “Frankie Teardrop” gets to the heart of 

communication in a live set that Bang’s woefully bemoans has been lost. In other words, while 

the disco rock of the late ‘70s and early ‘80s lauded as being more attractive to the masses, by 

use of its irony actually creates distance in a band’s live show; conversely, the atonal and 

abrasive dissonance that caused initial repulsion actually creates a focused intimacy between 

band and audience. 

Reverse effect of dropping her voice into a lower octave for the chorus, as if confessing 

the realities versus professing the fantasy. Harry’s high-sheen falsetto is really just a mask 

concealing the petulant punk who thinks it’s all such a “gas”. Chris Stein, according to Rolling 

Stone, said the band would play ‘Heart of Glass’ in their live show in order to “upset people”, 

presumably because their punk audiences would bristle at the disco sheen.264 In the case of 

instrumental music, we expect the flow of a work to follow certain conventions of tonality, 

dynamics and tempo. In thwarting these expectations, Blondie does not ‘disdain’ his listeners in 

the sense of ignoring them, yet the effect is to create a sense of separateness and distance from 
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the world at large, including the listener.265 

Irony intensifies the artwork by pointing out its artifice. Yet, Suicide are not trying to get 

their listeners to see their performance as an artificial act. In order to achieve this type of ironic 

distance, a band must initially present themselves to the audiences’ expectation. If Suicide 

appear as an affront to the traditional rock band, any music that falls in line with this can no long 

be considered ironic; it is in strict accordance with expectation. Additionally, musical irony, say 

in a song such as “Pumped up Kicks” an upbeat pop number about a shooter would not fit the 

scope of either “Frankie Teardrop,” a frightening song about despicable acts nor “Heart of 

Glass”, a wistful dance number about the fragility of love, as both songs musically mirror their 

narration.  

There is another option. Perhaps there is something beyond evoking ‘disdain’ from the 

audience or creating intentional separation from them. When irony is successful, it establishes 

aesthetic distance between an artist and his work. Bangs argues that transitively, this creates 

distance between the audience and the work, robbing the music of its expressive power. Bangs 

argues that the ‘emptying out’ of emotion that Blondie create in the live music space creates a 

barrier to communication. He angrily rallies against this type of show: 

 

IF THE MAIN REASON WE LISTEN TO MUSIC IN THE FIRST PLACE IS TO 

HEAR PASSION EXPRESSED—as I’ve believed all my life—THEN WHAT GOOD IS 

THIS MUSIC GOING TO PROVE TO BE? What does it say about us? What are we 

confirming in ourselves by doting on art that is emotionally neutral? And, 
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simultaneously, what in ourselves might we be destroying or at least keeping down?266 

 

Irony has become the card up the sleeve of contemporary art—or the mickey art drops in the 

audience’s drink. Both he and Hornby see this type of music as trickery; sonic snake oil 

salesmen promising affective change. Yet, the music of both Suicide and No Wave adopts a 

similar “emptying” or excavation of emotion in their live shows, but with different ends than 

Blondie. While Blondie’s irony puts distance on display, Suicide’s overwhelming pulsation gives 

the room back a type of metronomic heartbeat. In their unrelenting ten-minute song, “Frankie 

Teardrop”, Suicide use only a keyboard, drum machine and effect pedal to accomplish their 

harrowing tale of a vet who has two jobs and can’t make ends meet. In a song about how 

destitution drives one man to the brink of insanity, Suicide replicate this feeling through their 

sound. The breathless narration is interspersed with bloodcurdling shrieks, delivered over Rev's 

relentless drum machine patter and a menacing turbine-like drone, culminating with the 

indictment, "We are all Frankies."  Their producer, 25-year old Craig Leon had the idea to run 

Vega's voice, along with some of Rev's keyboards, through an early Eventide digital-delay 

pushed to the distortion point, a technique he'd learned from Jamaican producer Lee Perry during 

a Bob Marley session.  

 

Basic Black, Return to White 

This long discussion of Blondie’s “Heart of Glass” serves as more than just a comment 

on time signatures and punk’s approach to disco. In many ways it is a larger example for Lester 
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Bangs’ claim that the band projected a “wall” between performer and audience. Bangs was 

ruminating on something he felt as a critic, but also as an avid music goer. He’d likely seen 

Blondie countless times, attempted to find a resonance with the band’s music, before finally 

decrying them as too ironic to be “real”. The difference between a gut-instinct by someone who 

has seen countless shows and the casual concert-goer is that the former is tapped into subtle cues 

in a live performance. This is in stark contrast to how Nick Hornby relates to Suicide’s song 

“Frankie Teardrop.” Hornby writes his review admitting that he hasn’t heard the track in over a 

decade. He says nothing of Vega’s performance, leading one to conclude that his comments 

come solely from listening to the record.  In Chapter 1, Suicide showed how a song is shaped 

differently when performed live and why this was integral to understanding the later No Wave 

bands. In the context of two bands—Suicide and Blondie—who released very different albums in 

1978 it would be the latter who would go on to find huge success. Deserving a deeper 

examination is Suicide’s approach to noise as not a shock tactic or even an attempt to generate 

fear but rather as a mirror of atrocities of American society.  Additionally, Suicide used both 

uncomfortable and uncommon sounds in order to change their audience’s thinking about seeing a 

show. Indirectly this approach both sucks the air out of the room, but also allows for an otherness 

to emerge from those that witness this type of show. Many of the best post-punk records 

provided the visceral and physical satisfactions of dance music but subverted its conventions 

with the subtle air of foreboding and socio-political lyrics that was common to punk. 

Both the Talking Heads’ Fear of Music and Blondie’s Parallel Lines create space within 

their sound of funk and disco, respectively. Blondie’s time signature changes add to the ultimate 

feeling that the rhythm is slightly off; one can never fully sink into the groove. Additionally, 

Debbie Harry’s vocals approach the sultry sounds of Donna Summer, but pulls back with a 
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knowing smile, the punk rock penchant for petulance. New Wave tends to be high pitched, geeky 

and suburban; if Legs McNeil were really looking to celebrate ‘whiteness’ as he’d said in 1976, 

he’d only have to look at a band like the Talking Heads. In many respects it was No Wave that 

was closer to Norman Mailer’s idea of the “White Negro” who borrows from black culture. 

Especially, as Mailer indicates, if the cultural capital for both the hipster and the Negro is the 

“the language of energy”; an energy brought about by an unsafe and uncertain future.267 Many of 

the best post-punk records provided the visceral and physical satisfactions of dance music but 

subverted its conventions with the subtle air of foreboding and socio-political lyrics that was 

common to punk. Off White was sparse, linear, and saturated with an anger constantly held back 

from boiling point, it was like funk in a straitjacket. Yet, both through the nervous energy of the 

Talking Heads or the ironic wink of Blondie, these groups are never fully actualized in the 

moment. “Disco was a culture that was just as much on the brink as punk; its participants were 

equally trapped; it attempted to suggest answers to questions posed by a society in the process of 

abandoning a universalist communitarian model for a vision based on cutthroat 

individualism.”268 If No Wave was about abandoning the individual for the collective, then New 

Wave was about embracing the isolated individual, alone in the world. As the Talking Heads’ 

song “Life in Wartime” reminds us, “This ain’t no party/ This ain’t no disco/This ain’t no fooling 

around.” As if lightness of being New Wave was a grounding reminder that disco was all just 

dance floor flight of fancy. 

While Blondie went on to have huge success with their “distanced” disco, the aftermath 

of disco’s fall from favor in 1979 produced a different result in the clubs. Rather than disco being 
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absorbed into punk, the opposite was more often the case. Especially in New York City, the most 

recognized of the culture's hotbeds, disco simply returned to the underground from which it 

originated. Upon its descent, it also met up with the emerging hip-hop culture, becoming a multi-

faceted beast whose effects are still being felt in modern day R&B productions. Disco Not Disco 

and Anti NY offer examples of the music that could be heard in clubs like Paradise Garage long 

after Studio 54 had shuttered its doors. In rare instances, commercially successful groups seized 

upon this sound and took it into the charts: Talking Heads’ brilliant Remain in Light and The 

Clash's uneven but unfairly maligned Sandinista! are prime examples. 

Eventually, ESG, three sisters from the Bronx would put out their single “UFO” which 

fused punk, disco and hip-hop. Proving that this music was not made strictly for the 

underground, in 1981 The Clash asked the band to open for them at their ill-fated Bond’s 

residency in Time’s Square. Scheduled to play for 11 consecutive nights, the show was oversold 

and ended in chaos. The urban acts the Clash had intentionally partnered with—everyone from 

Grandmaster Flash to Future 2000—were booed off the stage. Though the world wasn’t quite 

ready for a punk-funk crossover, ESG’s single went on to become the most sampled track of all 

time.269 Even the biggest New Wave act of all time, Duran Duran, admitted that their initial 

ambition was to combine the disco-funk of Chic with New York City punk.270 It would take 

about ten more years for this type of fusion to really return to its live music format, something it 

owed to the early incarnations of the Mudd Club and the philosophical foresight of the No Wave 

musicians. 
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Everything Turns to Mudd 

In many ways the ending of the No Wave story is found in the late nights at the Mudd 

Club. Many history books mark No Wave’s denouement in 1981, with some skeptics citing 

Brian Eno’s No New York as simultaneously creating and destroying an entire scene with one 

album. Yet the openness and eye toward experimentation built into the Mudd Club from the 

beginning took its philosophical underpinnings from the preceding No Wave scene. While No 

Wave’s romantic ideals were free expression and institutional autonomy, the Mudd Club created 

the infrastructure to support the scene’s superstructure ideology. The difference was a widening 

of the utopian possibility, both in the art and the audience. Suddenly the Mudd Club hosted Beat 

poets, graffiti artists, newly developing hip-hop acts, as well as both No Wave and New Wave 

bands. Resident DJ Anita Sarko characterized the club: “It was art-based, postmodern, and 

postpunk and it was about expression and humor and creativity.”271 Twenty years prior 

Situationist Ivan Chtcheglov’s declared, ‘The hacienda must be built,’ part of the movement’s 

idea of a utopian urbanism where architecture helps to create a new reality. In many ways the 

Mudd Club became a No Wave hacienda. In fact, it is quite likely that Factory Records founder 

and “Hacienda” Club owner Tony Wilson built his Manchester club and bands on the very 

principles the original “24-Hour Party People” No Wavers had espoused.  

The Mudd Club was the original ready-made, empty space that became something more, 

something else. Dark, playful and Dada in spirit, 77 White Street was touched by the spirit of 

Duchamp and the sound of noise. Just as Suicide’s show had done originally, when the audience 

stepped into the darkened space it wasn’t to be entertained; it was a place where utopian 
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possibility began, even if only until the sun came up. In Sam Delaney’s study of New York City 

in the 1980s he makes this observation: “Without disparaging the excellences, pleasures and 

rewards of small-town life, one must still acknowledge: The greater population and subsequently 

greater variety of needs and beneficial excess to be found in cities make public contact 

venues…a particularly important factor for social movement, change and generally pleasant life 

in a positive and pleasant democratic urban atmosphere.”272 When cities begin to gentrify, or in 

former New York mayor Rudy Giuliani’s term “clean up,” it is often ‘noise’ that is the first to be 

policed. Noise is the sound that is undesirable, the unwanted sound. Yet, the noise of No Wave 

and the Mudd Club allowed for new social practices that promoted interaction between class and 

race.  

By 1981 the Mudd Club was a mixture of fluid sexualities, various geographic 

demographics and artistic interests all converging in one space. Artist Kenny Scharf remembers, 

“pre-AIDS anyway, [Mudd Club] was always more diverse. It would be drag queens with punk 

kids, musicians and artists—everyone.”273 “The Mudd Club served as concert venue, art space, 

business office and social gathering,” recalls Suicide’s Vega. “It was beautiful. You’d go from 

one club to another, and you’d see other people walking to other clubs…I’d go out around 2 a.m. 

every morning and be out until eight in the morning.”274 Kid Creole , along with Prince, 

Madonna and the B-52s would take dance-part fun that also resonated with implications for the 

changing roles of gender, race and sexuality. While many see No Wave’s music influence on 
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bands like Sonic Youth, The Swans and John Zorn, No Wave’s dance-club shift and 

philosophical openness have just as many fingerprints on New Wave acts as their noise legacy. 

This new language was coming out of neighborhoods that had previously been less-explored. 

Artists from Harlem to the Bronx journeyed from uptown to downtown, a passage marked by 

cross-racial encounters at night spots in the East Village and elsewhere. The Mudd Club 

represented the populist endpoint of No Wave. Hidden behind a painted camouflage facade, the 

Mudd Club was, in the words of TV Party host Glenn O’Brien “the laboratory of a generation.” 

 

The Case for Noise 

Art rock is often given a bad rap. Too cerebral, elitist and white are all charges lobbed at 

music that appears too challenging to comprehend. Music that veers too far from melody, the 

way a novel might veer from plot, is why people say people love to talk about art rock, but no 

one actually listens to it. “There’s nothing more self-conscious than self-styled avant-garde—and 

nothing that gets obsolete easier,” stated Billboard’s Jon Parales in 1981. “The scrutiny of 

media—in mass, specialist, and in-group sizes—that rush to canonize and cannibalize new 

aesthetic notions, shunting them in and out of the spotlight like other ‘fashion trends.’” 

Characterizing ‘70s bands as “hippies with better heads”, he argued that the music had both 

attempted to defy categorization, meld multiple arts with newly developing technology, but in 

the end the avant-garde is never stable. 275 
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Epilogue 

 

Tina L’Hotsky, the self-proclaimed Queen of Mudd, stated “The early crowd was one-

third punk, one-third art scene and one-third uptown elite.”276 Unlike the punk and No Wave 

scenes, Mudd’s clientele became more eclectic welcoming graffiti artists and DJs from Queens. 

The club grew more popular, even garnering press in People and Time Magazine in 1979. As 

Mass’s parties were becoming more elaborate, so was his budget. “The crowds made [the club] 

more costly,” says Mass. “I needed more security, sound engineers, air conditioning, bathrooms, 

the toy became a business.”277 “About ‘82 or ‘83 it started going down the tubes,” remembers 

Chance. “One thing that changed the club scene, they changed the drinking age back up to 

twenty-one. That really put a damper on things, just economically. All of a sudden half of the 

audience couldn’t get in the clubs.”278 “Also, the whole scene really revolved around live 

music—everybody went to see bands,” he continued. “Somewhere around ‘84 that totally 

changed and [the] era of mega-nightclub stared up, where music was just one minor element. 

The whole club scene became controlled by people who had a very different sensibility.”279 Soon 

the Mudd Club was rivaled by larger dance spaces from The Pyramid and Danceteria to The 

Peppermint Lounge. More and more of these clubs were catering to DJ culture and live music 

seemed to slip back into rock-oriented venues. Steve Mass finally sold the Mudd Club in the 
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spring of 1983. Today the Mudd Club is a condo building where a unit recently sold for $3.6 

million.  

As the 1980s approached, James Chance continued to push musical boundaries playing in 

two more projects, James Chance and the Flying Demonics and Defunkt. The latter band 

featured Joe Bowie from the Jazz Loft Scene. Yet, even though Chance was white hot in New 

York, both “Off White” and The Contortions’ Buy were commercial failures. ZE also lost money 

on Lydia Lunch’s 8-Eyed Spy album, despite glowing press for their 1980 spring tour. ZE didn’t 

understand how to market two acts that relied on their live shows to sell their sound. 

On August 5, 1980 George Scott, the original bassist in The Contortions and later 8-Eyed 

Spy died of a heroin overdose. He was 26. Lunch quietly called it quits for her new band, and put 

more of her energy into the developing a No Wave film scene. Almost a year later on Jun 19, 

1981, Anya Phillips died of cancer. She’d been diagnosed almost two years before in the spring 

on 1979 as James White and the Blacks were preparing to go to Paris. Chance has said that they 

kept the secret from the band and has blamed New Musical Express for painting the couple out to 

be junkies, when really Phillips was sick. “We had just found out that Anya had cancer,” 

remembers Chance. “They put out this story that I was fucked up on drugs.” Phillips was 

planning on making a “sci-fi disco-funk album” as Ginger Lee (her persona from Off White) 

according to Chance. But work on the project was halted after Phillips discovered she had 

cancer. Thanksgiving 1979 was the first time Phillips told her friends of her illness. “Last time I 

saw her,” remembers friend and No Wave photographer Julia Gorton. “She had on a robe with 

these magenta colored marks. Those were her markings for radiation for her cancer…I didn’t 
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know [at the time] what that meant. I never saw her again.”280 

Phillips was treated at a medical facility in Westchester County, New York. “She was a 

beautiful and intriguing personality, challenging, extremely talented,” Sylvia Reed, the former 

wife of Lou Reed, told NBC News. “She knew where to be at every moment. I've never met 

another person like her.”281 Chance dedicated his 1982 album Sax Maniac to Phillips. 

Two weeks after Phillips’ passing, AIDS was first reported in the New York Times on 

July 3, 1981 labeled as “gay cancer”. “The trickle became a stampede as the Thatcher and 

Reagan era collided with information surrounding AIDS and freedoms of all kinds were being 

curtailed. In such a climate, talking positively about sex and pleasure was as radical and 

provocative as declaring yourself the antichrist was in 1977.”282 When the disease finally 

garnered the name Auto Immune Deficiency Syndrome, Rolling Stone was one of the first 

magazines to run a full-length piece on the disease in 1983, by which time it had started to claim 

the lives of many of the denizens of downtown New York City. It is certainly possible that given 

Phillips’ heroin habit that she may have been one of the first cases. It is possible that the welts on 

Phillips were Kaposi’s sarcoma, though there is very little information given about her death. 

What is clear is that between heroin and the rise of AIDS, there was a quick and deadly silence to 

the rising art scene in New York. It is often noted that the disproportional amount of deaths in 

the 1980s in New York City meant that the world was deprived of a generation of artists. While 

this is undoubtedly true, it is also true that future generations were deprived of being audiences 

for this type of exploratory art. The hybridization and boundary pushing that had begun to take 
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hold in the city in the early 1980s was quickly pushed back into its distinct boroughs as the 

country we became more tribal in its political rhetoric.  

Seymour Stein, co-founder of Sire and architect of New Wave would finally retire in July 

2018 at the age of 76 after 42 years in in the industry. Stein’s prediction about the coming of the 

“New Wave” was correct, just not in the medium of radio that he’d imagined.The 1980s gave 

way to a new tribalism where identity was calculated through music and cultural symbolism. In 

many ways early MTV helped establish divisions between musical categories that places such as 

the Mudd Club had begun to break down. Early videos, while definitively artier than later 

iterations, were almost exclusively white New Wave acts. Early punk rock acts such as Blondie 

and The Talking Heads soon became household names, while the majority of the No Wave 

groups, while seen as critical darlings, would never see much financial success. By the mid-80s 

music splintered into subcultures, visually sped up by MTV. Melting pots of sound like 

downtown New York, Chicago and Los Angeles started to move their clubs back underground 

and the racial divide became wider than ever. New York Rocker’s first feature on a local African-

American musician was not until Chic in 1980. Fab Five Freddy, an integral part of the No Wave 

scene and later graffiti art, was given his own show on MTV called “Yo MTV Rap.” While 

Freddy had rapped with Blondie in the early ‘80s and made music with James Chance, his MTV 

show essentially re-established the division between black and white in the downtown New York 

scene for viewers outside of the island.  

Suicide’s second album, a critical failure in 1979, became the blueprint for many of the 

electronic bands of the 1980s. Suicide's electronic-dance elements can be seen in bands like Soft 

Cell, Depeche Mode and Human League. Their earlier more industrial noise gave rise to The 

Swans, Peaches, Bauhaus, and about 2/3 of Creation Records In 2002, James Murphy, brainchild 
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of NYC’s LCD Soundsystem, calls out knowing Suicide as the highest musical cred in “Losing 

My Edge.” In 2004, British rapper and political activist M.I.A. scored a hit single with “Galang”, 

a song based around a sample of Suicide’s “Ghost Rider”. No Wave found a resurgence in the 

mid-2000s; Suicide would eventually get their critical due and even had a small comeback going 

out on a series of successful live dates in 2006. For a group that was once dubbed as “scariest 

band in America,” there is some humor in the choice of their song for Marc Jacobs 2017 “Daisy” 

fragrance campaign. Sadly, Alan Vega had died a year before on July 16, 2016, but he had the 

last laugh as it was only after his passing that it was revealed he was 10 years older than he’d 

proclaimed in every interview.  

By 1982, all of the original No Wave bands had effectively come to an end. James White 

appeared as a guest with the newly formed band Defunkt (originally spelled “Defunked”), led by 

St. Louis bred trombonist and vocalist Joseph Bowie and featuring a constantly fluctuating cast 

of backing musicians. At some point, the personnel of Defunkt briefly morph into either James 

White and the Blacks as well as a new group called The Flaming Demonics, but it’s difficult to 

nail down the exact line-ups for every gig.  A new group eventually coalesced around Chance, 

Harrison, Ornette Coleman guitarist Bern Nix, guitarist Tomas Doncker (who also plays in 

downtown art-funk group The Dance), bassist Colin Wade and occasional appearances by Joseph 

Bowie. This unit lasted into early 1981 and is documented on the raw Live In New York ROIR 

cassette, released that year. Backup singers Bemshi Jones and Cherie Donovan begin appearing 

with the group as “The Disco Lolitas”. This lineup is filmed at performing the song “Sax 

Maniac” live at the Peppermint Lounge probably in either December 1980 or January 1981 in the 

Glenn O’Brien feature film Downtown ‘81 featuring Jean-Michel Basquiat and many others, 

released in 2000.  
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Chance still lives in downtown New York City and continues to play sporadically. Lydia 

Lunch moved to Italy but continues to play frequently in America with her new band RetroVirus, 

covering much of her early Teenage Jesus and the Jerks material. Like Suicide, Chance and 

Lunch found a fervent cult following with many young musicians. On April 19, 2018 Chance 

played with British darlings Franz Ferdinand on Stephen Colbert’s Late Show. The UK band’s 

new album Always Ascending, a new wave-dance album feels rightly indebted to Chance’s 

disco-funk legacy.  

DNA called it quits in 1982 with front man Arto Lindsay going on to create the jazz 

outfit the “Lounge Lizards” with some of the No Wave film makers. Lindsay continues to play 

with DNA occasionally and has recently been named to the booking round for the live music 

nights at LA’s new Broad Museum downtown. Blondie are currently selling out their summer 

2018 New Wave tour accompanied by such MTV staples as Soft Cell, Berlin, and The B-52s. 

The self-described “peculiar” frontman for the Talking Heads, David Byrne is settling into his 

role as rock legend who’s long since diversified himself, cultivating a polymath’s persona as 

world-music advocate, sometime filmmaker, indie-rock godfather, and blogger extraordinaire. 

He still resides in downtown New York City and can often be seen biking the streets and taking 

in shows.  

 

Inevitable Obsolescence 

Roy Trakin, writer for New York Rocker and perhaps No Wave’s biggest champion, 

wrote “At the time, it really felt like it was momentous, but it never panned out into anything 
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commercially.”283 It is true that none of the bands in the No Wave scene ever approached the 

economic status of New Wave bands, even those that were technically their punk elders such as 

Blondie and the Talking Heads. Often Trakin—and the scene in general—gets taken to task for 

thinking that the mainstream would ever embrace such dissonant and noisy music. From the 

outside No Wave looked like a bunch of dark nihilist intent on clearing the rooms in which they 

play. Additionally, there are very few recordings from most of the No Wave bands, making the 

history books build around their ‘scene’ pale in comparison to their predecessor punk.  

No Wave was certainly a communal philosophy that was shared not only by those who 

joined bands, but those that saw them as well. It was a scene that was primarily moved by two 

strong women—Lydia Lunch and Anya Phillips—in a time when there were very few women on 

the scene at all, let alone directing it. The music makes listeners consider what constitutes music 

just as much as the band members themselves question who got to be a ‘musician’. Noise music 

and art rock is often thought of as a straight, white male pursuit and yet this scene was more than 

half women, not nearly as while as punk, and sexually fluid. The rules that they applied to their 

lives, spilled over into their art. There was certainly a healthy amount of art school kids, but there 

were equally as many poor runaways or middle-class musicians from the Midwest.  

In music writer and cultural critic Chuck Klosterman’s new book But What if We’re 

Wrong?: Thinking about the Present as if it were the Past , he opines that we retroactively 

appreciate something that mirrors our current cultural capital. It would be almost too easy to 

equate to the hybridization occurring in New York City in the seventies to today’s current pick-

and-mix approach to music where fans are less tethered to any one musical identity and instead 
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used to the idea of personally pressing ‘shuffle’ in self-curated choice of sound. As individuals 

become more and more their own musical tastemakers and radio falls into a handful of corporate 

conglomerates, the music industry itself has been in relative decline since the advent of file-

sharing in the nineties. The knee-jerk parallel here would be to compare music business’s recent 

shift to that of film where individuals have more control than ever before in selecting what they 

watch. This has led to a plethora of new films on a multitude of platforms, as well as a steep 

decline in the communal experience of watching films collectively in theaters. 

Live music on the other hand, continues to surge in sales ever since the great recession of 

2008. More and more people are going to shows than ever before and fewer are equating musical 

genres with identity politics. It’s all too easy to fall into romanticizing the past, feeling that given 

New York City’s upper economic shift that it will never bring back the hothouse of creativity it 

once had in the seventies and for a short time in the early eighties. This dissertation aims to side-

step the validation of a musical scene or genre based merely on its current commercial value. 

Additionally, this history is not to be considered a piece on artistic nostalgia, yearning for a 

forgotten time where bohemian art could flourish in a small geographic coterie. New Yorkers 

who lived through or adjacent to the ‘70s and ‘80s often lament that the same type of artistic 

hothouse that New York found itself in during that time can never happen again. 

The intent of this dissertation is not to shed light on well-tread history. Nor is it to 

provide wistful glances to the past in an articulation of the way today almost fifty years later we 

should approach live music. One of the realities and true benefits of living in an urban center is 

the speed at which its heartbeat races. One cannot get too attached; buildings, people, and scenes 

often disappear in the blink of an eye. Place is as crucial to the architecture of memory as the 

sound itself. Departed spaces such as the Mudd Club or the noisy sounds of No Wave were 
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touchstones in the collective consciousness, reminding us of what could be as much as they 

remind us of how much has changed.  
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